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Chapter 5
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF WRITING:
OBSERVATIONS

Observations, Narrative. and Recounts the aim is to entertain and interest. and even instruct,
through the construction and

(Rothery, J., "Story "Writing
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reconstruction of experience.

Primary Sclrool, unpublished doctoral thesis, Sydney
University, 1990, p.238)

5.0 Introduction

The central focus of the study reported here was the nature of a genre
based approach to teaching and learning writing , and the consequences of
such an approach for the development of children's writing abilities in the
early school years. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, in the course of
designin g and developing the study it became clear that various levels or
dimensions of context other than the genre-based component of the total
teaching and learning program had had a significant and cumulative
impact on the children's growing control of the written mode during the
study. The general nature of these levels of context, and their significance
for the development of children's writing have been examined in Chapter
4 of this report of the study. In this chapter, the specific nature and impact
of these contexts, with respect to the teaching and learning of the genre of
Observation, have been considered.

This has been effected through the

close examination of two episodes of classroom activity explicitly devoted
to the teaching and learning of the genre of Observation, and the analysis
of the written texts produced by the children within these episodes.
Numerous episodes of classroom activity were generated in the study,
some related directly to the teaching and learning of writing, many more
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related to other issues and concerns.

As discussed in Chapter 4 of this

report of the study, most of these episodes were part of a carefully woven
tapestry of teaching and learning experiences created for and with the
children involved in the study, over five consecutive school semesters.
Thus, while the particular episodes discussed in this chapter were indeed
specifically concerned with the teaching and learning of the Observation
genre (see section 5.1 for a discussion of the features of this genre), they
also need to be viewed as two instances in a complex web of classroom
activities.

Further, as outlined in Chapter 1 and discussed at length in

Chapters 2 and 3 of this report, these episodes were generated as a result of
particular decisions regarding the design and development of language
and literacy curricula in early childhood contexts.

Specifically, these

episodes need to be viewed as instantiations of the teacher I researcher's
commitment

to the development of integrated and holistic learning

experiences for young children in their early school years, and her
particular construction of an interventionist teacher role in the shaping of
these experiences.
The two episodes of classroom activity selected for detailed consideration
in this chapter can provide only a flavour of the curriculum contexts so
realised in this study, and of their particular

consequences for the

children's growing control over the features of the genre of Observation.
However, as discussed at length in Chapters 3 and 4 of this report and
reiterated briefly above, individual episodes of classroom activity were not
isolated phenomena in the study reported here.

Rather, they were more

like sequential pulses within broad waves or cycles of teaching and
learning that resonated across the days and weeks of the class program.
The episodes selected for discussion in this chapter represent reasonably
typical or representative exemplars of these pulses or patterns, particularly
with respect to the teaching and learning of writing. Specifically, the two
episodes discussed here demonstrate quite clearly the manner in which
the teacher I researcher applied a genre-based curriculum cycle within a n
overarching and integrated curriculum cycle, with particular reference to
the matter of teaching and learning of the genre of Observation. Analysis
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of the written texts produced in these episodes of classroom activity
provided an indication

of the children's

structural, semantic and lexicogrammatical
Observation.

level

of control

over

the

features of the genre of

Together, the description and analysis of "context" and

"te t" provided the basis for considering the consequences of the particular
episodes of classroom activity for the children's writing development.
The decision to examine the teaching and learning of the Observation
genre in this report of the study has been explained earlier (see discussion
Chapter 3, section 3.5.4). By way of review, all three genres that have been
selected for detailed consideration in this report were chosen largely
because of their

prevalence

in the teaching and learning

program

established in the study over the five school semesters of its operation.
However, they were also chosen because they are well represented in other
instances of genre-based research (Martin, 1985, 1993; Hammond,

1986;

Plum, 1988; Derewianka, 1990; Kamler, 1990; and Rothery, 1990). In fact, a
substantial and authoritative base now exists for arguing that all three
genres selected for detailed consideration

are regarded as

important dimensions of children's early school learning.

critically

The children

involved in the study were taking their first steps in learning to write.
They had to develop an understanding of the social purposes for using
various

written genres, and the linguistic resources characteristically

employed to realise these social purposes. Episodes of classroom activity
thus had to be designed to make this kind of learning possible, and to
allow

the teacher I researcher to recognise and evaluate

when

such

learning was taking place. The episodes of classroom activity selected for
description and analysis in this and subsequent chapters demonstrate how
these issues were addressed.
The analyses reported in this chapter also reveal typical or common
patterns of early learning in school contexts, particularly in relation to the
learning of writing.

The patterns include the tendency to produce written

texts that by virtue of their linguistic resources and organisation, are more
like

speech

than

writing;

the

production

of

highly

simplified
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approximations of the mature or adult model of written texts; and the
confusion or mixing o f elements or features from a range of adult models.
For example, the texts produced by the children in the first episode of
classroom activity d iscussed here were rudimentary instances of the genre
of Observation.

In

the main, they realised three of the obligatory elements

or stages of the genre, as described by Rothery (1990), namely Event,
Description, and Comment. A fourth obligatory element of the genre,
Orientation, was also realised in most of the children's texts, albeit a t a n
extremely rudimentary level. Most of the texts were brief, with only one
or two clauses being deployed in the realisation of each stage or element
(see later discussion, section 5.1).
By comparison, in the second episode examined here and drawn from a
much later period in the history of the children's school related activities,
the texts produced by the children featured significant levels of elaboration
of each of the obligatory stages of the genre of Observation.

As the

analyses reported i n this chapter indicate, these texts show that the
children were handling the structural, semantic and lexicogrammatical
demands o f the Observation genre much more successfully by this stage of
the study.

While a number of these texts do feature the mixing or

confusing of elements of two genres, overall they reveal the children's
growing control over the semantic and lexicogrammatical features of t h e
genre o f Observation. They also stand a s testimony to the positive effect o f
the classroom contexts in which they were produced o n the children's
learning.
In

this chapter, the focus of attention has been the genre of Observation.

In

the following two chapters, the focus is on the genres of Narrative and

Report, respectively (Chapters 6 and 7). In each chapter, a description of
the characteristic semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the particular
genre has been given (sections 5.1; 6.1; and 7.1). In each of these sections,
the social purposes for which the genres are used have been considered;
the associated fields of experience in which such genres are used has been
noted; and the linguistic choices usually associated with the genres ha s
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been identified. This has been followed by a discussion of a mature or
fully articulated instance of the genre (sections 5.2; 6.2; a n d 7.2). The
description and d iscussion provided in these early sections of each chapter
comprises evidence of the criteria upon which the children's written texts
were assessed in the study reported here, and the basis upon which many
episodes of classroom activity related to the teaching and learning of
writing were designed during the study.
Two particular episodes of classroom activity focussed on the teaching and
learning of the selected genres of Observation, Narrative, and Report h a ve
then been identified and described in each chapter (sections 5.3 and 5.6; 6.3
and 6.6; and 7.3 and 7.6). Each of these sections includes a discussion of the
physical contexts in which the particular episode of classroom activity was
based; the overall curriculum context in which the episode was located;
and the specific language and literacy context from which the episode was
drawn. Following the descrip tion of each episode of classroom activity i n
this manner, the range and quality o f the written texts produced b y the
children within such episodes has been reviewed (sections 5.4 and 5.7; 6.4
and 6.7; and 7.4 and 7.7). Selected texts from the complete sample· of
written texts have then been analysed in detait with respect to their
particular semantic and lexicogrammatical features, and in comparison to
the ma ture instance of the genre offered earlier in each chapter (sections
5.5 and 5.8; 6.5 and 6.8; and 7.5 and 7.8).

Subsequently, links and connections have been drawn between the
pedagogical or curriculum contexts which surrounded the instances of text
production, and the nature of the texts produced by the children (sections
5.9; 6.9; and 7.9). That d iscussion thus comprises a consideration of the

consequences of both the overall curriculum pattern reflected in the
selected episodes of classroom activity, and of the specific genre-based
approach adopted to the teaching and learning of writing for the children's
growing control of the written mode of language. Each chapter w i l l
conclude with a summary and review of the m a i n

findings and
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conclusions regarding the textual and contextual analysis included

in

each

chapter (sections 5. 10; 6.10; and 7.10).

5.1 The Observation genre

The genre of Observation falls within the range of narrative-type genres
identified by Rothery ( 1 990: 155) and shown in Figure 2.6 reproduced
below.
Figure 2.6: System network for factual and narrative type genres (from Rothery, 1990: 155)
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According to Rothery, all of the narrative-type genres, includ i ng
Observation, deal with "particular or unique events i n which specific
participants are involved" and include "interpersonal meanings which
evaluate or give significance to the events depicted" ( 1990:167). The social
purpose of these narrative-type genres is "to entertain, even a muse,
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through the exploration of experience which is given significance through
interpersonal meanings" (Rothery, 1990: 168).

Within this broad range,

the Observation genre is the one concerned with the reconstruction of
"what happened" and the writer's attitude to this (Rothery, 1990:168).
In

their early work on the specification of written genres, Martin and

Rothery proposed Observation as a beginning genre, instances of which
were found very commonly in the texts of young inexperienced writers
( 1980, 1981). Further investigations by Elms ( 1988), Plum (1988), Kamler
( 1 990), and Rothery ( 1 990) indicated the need to respecify the genre as one
more widely realised in our culture, especially in the spoken mode but
also in the written mode; and as one with a more complicated and
extended generic structure than originally proposed by Martin
Rothery ( 1980, 1981).
situations

which

and

It is now generally agreed that the range of social

give

rise

to the production

of instances

of

the

Observation genre is wider than first proposed by Martin and Rothery.
In

school contexts, this genre is very often called for, as teachers ask

children to reconstruct their personal experience, in both the spoken and
written mode.

Unfortunately, many teachers are unaware of the social

and linguistic dimensions of this genre, and are thus not in a position to
provide adequate feedback to children about how to advance their control
of the elements of this genre, particularly in the written mode. Similarly,
children are often unclear as to the requirements of the genre, and cannot
identify the social situations in which such genres would normally arise.
In

addition, during their early school years, children are also often

unaware of the specific requirements of the written mode.
As argued elsewhere in this report, part of our teaching in schools must be
directed to addressing this lack of understanding. Teachers need adequate
knowledge

of

genres,

of

the

different

reconstructing meaning through language.

ways

of

constructing

and

They need to be able to use

this knowledge to enhance their teaching, and to provide a basis for
assessing

children's

movement

towards

greater

control

over

the
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production of instances of the vanous genres, especially in the written
mode. This is the case not only with respect to the more 'academic' genres
associated with speaking and writing in the secondary school, including
formal debates and exposition, but with all the ways of making meaning
that are called for in real-world contexts. One of these ways is the genre of
Observation. The typical semantic and lexicogrammatical features of this
genre, as principally defined by Rothery (1990), have been demonstrated
and discussed in the sections that follow.

5. 1 . 1 Schematic structure and register values in the Observation genre
Like other narrative-type genres, Observations arise or are created

1n

response to contexts of situation that are characterised by concerns related
to personal experience; relationships that are non-hierarchical in nature;
and face-to-face patterns of communication (Rothery, 1990: 167).

They

involve the reconstruction of experience through language; and the
marking of the significance of that experience to the individual, and are
usually characterised by no particular concern with temporal order of the
events and experiences reconstructed. Observations can be based on real
or imagined experience and reconstruct "what happened" and the writer's
attitude to this (Rothery, 1990: 167).
Overall, the study of many instances of the genre of Observation has
indicated that all of these functions are achieved through five possible
stages or elements within a text.
optional

elements

of

structure

These include both obligatory and
(Rothery,

1990:

180),

and

can

be

conceptualised as shown below:
(Abstract)"Orientation" [Event Description"Comment] n" (Coda)

where 0 marks an optional element; [ ] marks a domain of recursion or
sequencing of obligatory elements; " refers to sequence of elements; and n
indicates a feature of recursiveness. The particular functions and semantic
properties of these stages of an Observation text are outlined in Rothery's
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work ( 1 990: 182-4; 185-90), and have been used in the analysis of texts
presented in later sections of this chapter.

It should also be noted that,

while the linear arrangement shown above is most common, instance of
the genre of Observation have been studied where some stages have been
interspersed with others (Rothery, 1990: 180; 184). This is typically so with
the Comment element.

Some of the key resources through which these

stages and the various meanings are realised are discussed briefly in the
sections that follow.

5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical resources

of

the Observation genre

The particular stages of an Observation text, and the meanings realised i n
these stages, are constructed through the deployment of resources from
key systems in the English language. These include the systems of Theme,
Transitivity, Conjunction and Mood (see chapter 2, section 2.3).
example,

Theme

experiential,

with

choices

m

the

key participants

Observation
in

events

genre
being

unmarked Subject positions in the clause structures.

are

For

typically

thematised

in

The pattern of

transitivity choices across the stages of the Observation genre varies.

For

example, in the Abstract and Orientation stages, choices are typically made
for relational processes. Behavioural and material process choices are also
typically associated with the Orientation stage of the genre.

In the Event

Description stage, choices include the full range of transitivity processes,
namely,

behavioural,

material,

mental,

existential,

and

relational.

Typically, the Comment stage is realised through relational and mental
choices.

The realisation of conjunctive relations between clauses and

clause complexes is not extensive in the genre of Observation.
such relations are realised, they tend to be additive.

Where

If they are realised,

these relations are invariably located in the Event Description stage of an
Observation text.

Across all stages of an Observation text, the typical

choice from the mood system is declarative. However, in the Comment
stage, interrogative and exclamative mood choices are also typical.
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Such choices, as they are realised in a relatively mature instance of the
Observation genre from a real-world context, have been d iscussed i n
section 5.2 below.

The particular instance has been analysed, using

systemic functional grammar as developed by Halliday (1985) and genre
and register theory as principally developed by Martin (1985; 1993) (see also
discussion Chapter 2, section 2.5). The analysis and assessment of the text
has been provided to articulate the criteria upon which any text may be
classified as an instance of the Observation genre; and against which other
texts written by the child ren involved in this study have been measured.

5.2 A mature instance of the Observation genre

Mature instances of the genre of Observation can be found in ma n y
situations i n the adult world of work and leisure. The text provided for
discussion here is one such instance, drawn from a popular family
magazine published in Australia (Let's Talk, Story of the Week, New Idea,
27.0-1.91: 87). The text has been closely analysed to reveal its particular
semantic and lexicogrammatical features, using genre and register theory
as developed

predominantly by Martin

( 1 985; 1993), and systemic

functional grammar, as developed by Halliday (1985).

In effecting this

analysis, the characteristic features of the written genre of Observation
have been demonstrated, particularly with respect to the range of register
values that are typically realised

in

instances of this genre. In addition, the

obligatory and optional elements or stages which comprise successful
instances of this genre have been identified, and the particular Theme
Rheme relations and Transitivity structures through which these values
are realised have been discussed (see also the earlier discussion in Chapter
2, section 2.5). A full account of these levels of analysis of the text is
provided in Appendix 23. The discussion that follows the presentation of
the text below is based on these analyses.
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MS

text:

Abstract
My mother suffers from multiple sclerosis, a disease

[[that attacks and can permanently

damage the body s central ne rvous system]].
'

Orientation
I was

10 whe n my mother was diognosed and little was known about the disease.

EvenUDescriptioolComment
I was told my mum either had

:1

brajn tumour or MS. I remember asking my father: ("WlUch

is the good one?") and my dad replied. ("MS.")

I look on

that day as the beginning

of my n ew life.

Luckily, I was young

enough [[to accustom myself to the torments my family would experience in the years to
come)]. My mother lo st her job. future, and right to motherhood.
Medically. my mum suffered most 'normal' symptoms of MS, such as partial paralysis.
temporary loss of sight and fatigue.
We have also lost friends hips through lack of understanding and missed out on regular fam ily
traumas.
Each week we struggle to pay the bills, and somehow. miroculously, overcome [[what to
many appears 10 be the incomprehensible task of existence]].

On the other hand. my mother ond father

are

still together. and apart from the strains of MS.

we live the best we can.
Thonks 10 great relatives. the MS

Centre and people [[who help our cause each year]]. I have
,

never sat back and thought. why us?

I believe that overall I am a better person, and having MS in the family h a s
taught m e t o

cope eas ily w i t h pressure and stress.

I am not asking for sympathy, but s imply for understanding. Perhaps more
people will be moved to hel p tbe Multiple Sclerosis S ociet y and one day a
cure will be round.
(Let's Talk, Story of the Week, New Idea, 27.04.91: 87)
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5.2.1 Analysisof the MS text
As noted elsewhere in this report (see for example Chapter 2, section 2.5
and Chapter 8, section 8.0), systemic functional grammar as developed by
Halliday ( 1 985) and genre and register theory as principally developed by
Martin ( 1985, 1993) constitute powerful methodologies for unlocking the
meaning of particular texts, and for predicting how meanings can best be
realised in particular configurations of cultural and situational context. I n
the case o f the MS text presented above, the use o f systemic functional
grammar and genre and register theory allows us to consider how and
why this particular text operates as a successful and satisfying unit o f
meaningful discourse in its particular context o f situation and culture.
Analysis of the features that play a significant role in realising the text's
successful and satisfying character are reported in full in Appendix 23.
These features include the schematic structure of the text; the register
values realised in the text; and particular linguistic resources of the text,
with respect to Theme and Transitivity structures. In the following
sections, a summative account of these features, supported by examples
drawn from the full analyses, is provided.

(i) Register values of the MS text
Analysis of the register values of the MS text (see Appendix 23) has
indicated that the text is a reconstruction of the writer's personal
experience, that is, her experience as the daughter of a MS sufferer. The
text realises concerns that are real, but idiosyncratic rather than universal.
This text reconstructs what happened in one person's experience; and the
person's attitude or reaction to this.

The text serves to share this

experience, and to establish the phenomenon as "something that could
happen to anyone".
While the experience is reconstructed using the written mode, there is a
quality o f face-to-face communication about the text. This is probably du e
to the identity of the writer and her family being realised through the use
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of personal pronouns such as I, we, me; reference to members of her
family such as my m u m and my dad; and the strong reconstruction of
personal feelings and attitudes in lexicogrammatical items such as s t ruggle

to pay the bills and inco mprehensible task of existence. As a result, the
text has a conversational tone rather than an objective, impersonal one.
Thus, it can be said that the register values of the MS text are consistent
with those expected in the genre of Observation, as outlined by Rothery
(1990: 167-8). Examination of the schematic stages of the text as shown i n
Appendix 23 and d iscussed i n the section that follows had provided
further confirmation of the initial classification of the text as a typical o r
mature instance o f the genre o f Observation.

(ii) Schematic Structure or staging of the MS text
Analysis of the stages of the MS text as reported in Appendix 23 indicated
that it is indeed an instance

of

the genre of Observation, with both

obligatory and optional elements of structure being realised (Rothery, 1990:
180).

In

particular, the text displays the following schematic structure:

Abstracti\Orientationi\[Event Descriptioni\Comment]21\Coda

The first stage of the text, the Abstract, gives a sense of the theme or 'point'
of the text. It establishes the principal character, the writer's mother, and
the unique behavioural situation which will be reconstructed through the
text: the mother's contracting of the disease known as Multiple Sclerosis
or MS, and the effect of that event on herself and her family, friends and
acquaintances.
The next stage of the text, the Orientation, locates the timing of the
behavioural s i tuation to be subsequently realised in the text.
realises or introduces the principal character I.

It also

This stage is followed by

an Event/ Description/Comment element, which itself encompasses a
series or cluster of events, descriptions, and reactions to or evaluations of
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the behavioural situation introduced in the initial stages of the text. Here
the writer describes something of the life and daily activity of her family
since her mother contracted MS, particularly with respect to the difficulties
encountered and overcome. The writer makes extensive use of this
characteristic element of the Observation genre. I n doing so, she marks
the significance of this whole set of experiences, noting that she believes i t
has made her a better person, and one who can cope easily with press u re

and stress. Finally, the writer rounds off the text, noting that her intention
in writing is not to ask for sympathy, but simply for u n ders tanding. She
expresses the hope that knowledge of particular situations like her own
will lead to those not affected by MS supporting the work and research of
the M S Society.
Thus, close examination of the stages or structural elements of the MS text
confirm the initial classification of the text as

an

instance of the genre of

Observation. Indeed, the examination reveals the text's realisation of th e
characteristic stages of a n instance of the Observation genre.

Close

examination of the linguistic resources of the text leads to the same
conclusions and results. The discussion provided in the following sections
shows, for example, how the particular deployment of Theme

and

Transitivity choices in this text realise the kinds of meanings typically
associated with the genre of Observation.

(iii) Lexicogrammatical resou rces of the MS text
Examination of the lexicogrammatical resources of the MS text reveals a
wealth of data regarding how the particular meanings expressed in this
instance of the Observation genre have been realised, and thus, about the
characteristic ways that the lexicogrammatical resources of our language
are deployed in the Observation genre (see Appendix 23 for full details of
this analysis). For example, the pattern of Theme choices evident in the
various stages of the text is typically represented in the genre. Analysis of
the Thematic structures of the MS text shows the writer's preoccupation
with personal experience. Specific people, especially the writer herself, are
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thematised, as 1s the disease MS, especially as i t was contracted by the
writer's mother. In the main, personal pronouns such as

I

and we

are

used to realise the identity of these people, but there are also items such as
my mother, my m u m , my dad, and my mother and father. Such choices
to thematise self and other people, and specific events or phenomena such
as the disease MS, are associated with the social purpose of the genre of
Observation (Rothery, 1984: 185-190). I n addition, everyday language
rather than technical medical terminology is used, both to move the text
forward, and to provide New and Given information in the clause
structures. Again, this pattern is consistent with expectations regarding
the genre of Observation (Rothery, 1984).
No interpersonal Themes are realised

m

the text.

Again, this is a

characteristic feature of written instances of the genre of Observation.

In

addition, the relatively few conjunctive relations that are realised as
textual Themes in the MS text are mainly additive, not temporal. Again,
this is consistent with expectations regarding the linguistic resources used
to realise the particular social purpose and meanings of the genre
(Rothery, 198-t).

As well, the expression of attitude looked for w i t h i n

instances of the genre o f Observation is certainly present in the text. I t has
also been thematised, through the use of modal adjuncts i n Textual
Theme position, e.g. Luckily, miraculously, and Thanks to great relatives.
The choices made from the English transitivity system across the stages of
a particular text are critical sites for the realisation and identification of
different kinds of meaning. For example, as Rothery notes with reference
to instances of the Observation genre, the Orientation element o f a n
Observation text most often features relational processes as transitivity
choice, in order to 'set the stage', give an account of a specific behavioural
situation, or introduce a principal character (1984: 185-90). This is evident
in the main transitivity process selected by the writer of the MS text, in the
Orientation stage of that text.

In this case, the choice of a possessive

attributive process, in My mother s uffers from Multiple Sclerosis, acts to
realise the essential characteristic of the principal character, as she is going
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to be reconstructed in the text. That characteristic, possessing or having
the disease MS, is then unpacked using two material processes

attacks,
and can . . . damage . These processes describe the effect of the disease on the
sufferer's nervous system.
-

.

In

the Event/Description element stage of Observation texts, it is c o m m o n

to find a wide range o f transitivity choices, depending on the dimension of
the field being reconstructed (Rothery, 1990). In the case of the MS text,
choices include relational, verbal, material and mental processes. The
meanings or 'goings on' in the text at this stage reconstruct the writer's
initial experience of finding out about and then living with her mother's
disease. For example, they reconstruct the nature of the writer at the time,
her recollection of questioning her father about the nature of the disease,
the actual questions she asked, and the writer's experiences as a result of
her mother contracting MS. Al l these choices, and the field they realise,
are appropriate to the genre of Observation (Rothery, 1984).
The d iscrete Comment stages of Observation texts are usually realised
through relational transitivity choices (Rothery, 1984). In the MS text, this
stage is realised through mental and material processes. Then, in the Coda
stage of the MS text, the writer has chosen material and verbal processes,

am not asking for, will be moved to help, and will be fo u n d . These
processes firstly realise the writer's intention in reconstructing her
experience of having a close family member contract the disease MS, that
is, to encourage people to support the work of the MS society. Then the
Coda element serves to create a request for action. Logically, this has been
realised through two material processes.
5.2.2 A discussion of the MS text
The meanings being realised in the MS text, the stages through which they
are realised, and the particular patterns of linguistic resources employed i n
this endeavour are consistent with the features that have come to be
associated with the genre of Observation ( Rothery, 1984; 1990). In fact, as
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has been shown

in

the

analysis

provided

in

Appendix 23 and t h e

discussion above, the text is a fully articulated instance o f the genre. I t was
obviously created in response to a context of situation characterised by
concerns related to personal experience, in this case that of a young girl's
discovery and experience of her mother's illness.

It realises relationships

between writer and reader that are non-hierarchical in nature, and h a v e
t h e 'feel' o f face-to-face communication, despite the fact that the text is
clearly a successful instance of a written rather than spoken Observation.

In addition, the text serves not only to reconstruct the writer's experience

of her

mother's

disease,

but also

to mark

the

experience, in both personal and family terms.

significance

of

that

No strong concern

to

reconstruct the temporal order of the progress of her mother's disease is
evident.

Rather, the writer concerns herself with reconstructing how she

and her family coped with the disease as an entity, and its effect o n
personal growth and family life.

The text reconstructs 'real' rather t h a n

imagined experience; and while it serves not to entertain or amuse like
many other narrative type genres, it does serve to create a social 'message'.
In this respect, it functions to reinforce a value in our society regarding t h e

need t o support others i n need.

The

MS

text also realises all the obligatory and optional elements of the

genre of Observation.

In the main, these elements or stages are discretely

realised in the text, and the principal linguistic resources through which
this is done are consistent with expected patterns (Rothery,
The

pattern

of

Theme

choices

is

especially

1984; 1990).

representative

Observation genre, b u t Transitivity choices are also appropriate.
the

MS

shows

of

In sum,

text is a well constructed instance of the Observation genre.
good

deployment

of

the

linguistic

resources

the

available

It
for

constructing field knowledge of this kind, especially with respect to Theme
and Transitivity choices.

It is not a "beginning" text, as Observations were

once thought to be. Rather, it is one that has power, status and value i n
the world of public adult writing.

The Observations examined i n later

chapters of this study will be analysed in comparison with this text. In t h e
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section that follows, the first of the episodes of classroom activity discussed
in this chapter is described.

5.3 Episode 1: "Reef

Walk"

Many episodes of classroom activity during the study were devoted to the
teaching and learning of the social purpose and linguistic features of the
genre of Observation.

As noted earlier (section 5.0), the deliberate and

explicit teaching and learning of this genre, in its written mode, in volves
more than simply letting children label their d rawings or produce single
clause texts about their personal experiences. In the episode of classroom
activity reported here, "Reef Walk", the writing teaching and learning
focus was the purpose and structure of the genre, as they are realised by
particular lexicogrammatical choices.

The episode was contextualised

within a unit of work concerned generally with the study of the Great
Barrier Reef as a unique part of our natural world, and particularly w i th
the identification and classification of the animal inhabitants of the reef
and the chains of interdependency between them.

The discussion that

follows describes the physical contexts in which the episode of classroom
activity was based (5.3.1); the overall curriculum context or unit of work i n
which the episode was located (5.3.2); and the specific language and literacy
teaching and learning sequences encompassed in the episode (5.3.3).
5.3.1 Physical contexts
The "Reef Walk" episode occurred early in the children's first year at
school. Thus the episode took place in the 1988 classroom, as described i n
Chapter 4 (section 4.1). At the time that this particular episode was
planned and developed, the walls and display spaces in the classroom
were liberally adorned with posters, drawing, and paintings showing the
location and extent of the Great Barrier Reef, and the range of its a n i m a ls
and plants; papier-mache models of animals of the reef; reference
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collection of books, magazines and pamphlets (over 40 separate items);
and charts and lists of 'key' reef words, e.g. starfish, coral, shark, and so on.
the tradition of early childhood education, the teacher I researcher had
a ttempted to recreate something of the reef environment within the four
In

walls of the classroom, by suspending a large fishing net from the ceiling
of the classroom, and then attaching "floating" reef creatures to this net.
The physical classroom context thus created reflected an intention long
associated with a progressive tradition in education, namely the provision
of a diversity of resources designed to stimulate a wide range of interests
and enthusiasms among the children. This intention was also evident i n
the overall curriculum context i n which the episode "Reef Walk" was
located.
5.3.2Overall curriculum context:
As noted above, the "Reef Walk" episode was located within a unit o f
work focussed on the Great Barrier Reef, its identity as a discrete
environmental zone, and its particular animal inhabitants.

Like other

units of work developed in the study reported here, the Great Barrier Reef
Unit involved three phases of teaching and learning activity.

These

phases included Input, Exploration, and Presentation/Celebration (see the
discussion in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2). In the Input phase of the unit, the
teacher I researcher had provided a number of short "talks" about the Reef,
using reference books, posters, charts, and magazines. The aims of this
phase related variously to the focusing of children's attention on the topic
of the unit; the shaping and limiting of the scope of the unit, to include
the identification of the Reef as a unique part of our natural world and the
exploration of the animal

inhabitants

of the

reef and the inter

relationships between them; and the presentation of key or significant
information or concepts related to these matters, in the manner of a n
advance organiser for the children's later activities during Exploration and
Presentation phases of the unit.
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The particular episode "Reef Walk" was located in the subsequent phase of
the unit, Exploration. In this phase, the teacher I researcher presented the
children with a range of opportunities to explore and investigate features
of the Great Barrier Reef ecosystem, particularly that of the fauna of the
reef.

Class activities during this phase included viewing and reading

posters, books, and pamphlets, listening to experts talk about the reef (a
National Park Ranger, a local fisherman, and the teacher I researcher),
listening to the teacher /researcher read from and otherwise discuss the
reference collection provided for the children, and participating in a
guided walk across a section of fringing reef located near the children's
school. A significant amount of class time was also allocated during this
phase to the deliberate provision of opportunities for children to talk
about the reef and their out-of school experience of it.
The main language emphasis during this phase of the unit was the
children's oral reconstruction of their experience and knowledge, as this
was related to the phenomena of the Great Barrier Reef. Predominantly,
this took two forms, namely (i) the reconstruction of the child ren's
personal experience of being on or using the reef; or (ii) the reconstruction
of factual information about the Reef as a part of the natural world, and
about the classes of animals that inhabit the reef. To a far lesser extent, the
child ren were involved in written reconstructions of this experience and
information. For example, the children were involved in making written
lists of the animals known to inhabit the reef, and in building 'word
banks' to describe the appearance and behaviour of particular animals. I n
the episode discussed here, the children were involved i n the written
reconstruction of their shared experience of walking across a section of
fringing reef located near their school.
The complete episode referred to as "Reef Walk" involved a number of
d iscrete but intimately related activities. These included:
(i) a series of lead-up discussions and preparations for the actual
event of walking on the reef;
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(ii) the event of walking on the reef;
(iii) a subsequent in-class review of the walk, including open-ended
whole-class discussion and small-group focussed discussion about
what happened and what animal life was observed during the
event, and partner sharing of personal feelings that were aroused
during the walk;
(iv) a more deliberately and personally focussed oral reconstruction
of the walk by the teacher I researcher, in terms of what she did and
saw, and how she felt during the walk;
(v) teacher I researcher explanation of the writing focus of the
episode, namely, the writing of an Observation text to be included in
a class book about the walk, and thus of the social purpose of the
genre, and the obligatory elements of the genre;
(vi)

joint

construction

of

a

model

text,

based

on

the

teacher I researcher's

oral reconstruction and explicit focussing
questions including Where did we go? What di d we see? What did
we like about it?;
(vii) extension of opportunity and challenge to child ren to write
their own "Reef Walk" texts, for inclusion in a class book, using the
framework established by the teacher/researcher in the form of the
questions listed above;
(viii) the provision of opportunities for children to talk with peers
about their plans for writing (oral rehearsal of text); and
(ix) the writing of individual texts entitled "Reef Walk".
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The choice to focus on oral and written reconstruction of experience
during

this

episode

of classroom

activity,

rather

than

on

the

reconstruction of factual information about a particular class of a ni m a ls
on the reef, was deliberate. It was related to the teacher I researcher's
conviction that the genre of Observation, in both the oral and written
mode, plays a more significant role in adult life than originally
conceptualised in the Martin and Rothery studies of school writin g (1980;

1981; see also discussion section 5.1 above). As such, the semantic and
lexicogrammatical features of the genre should be part of the explicit
agenda of the school curriculum.
the case of this particular unit of work, the teaching and learning of the
genre o f Observation seemed a n appropriate classroom focus. Part of t h e
In

uniqueness of the Great Barrier Reef i s expressed i n our awareness and
appreciation o f how the reef constitutes a living community of animals
and plants, actively engaged in complex and self-sustaining but fragile
relationships. The choice of the genre of Observation, with its function i n
the marking of the significance of personal experience, allowed the
children to express an affective response to the reef, as a phenomenon i n
their world. The specific aspects of the genre, as they were considered w i th
the children during this particular episode of classroom activity, are
discussed in the section that follows.
5.3.3Specific language and literacy context
In

the "Reef Walk" episode, the teacher/researcher took as her specific

language and literacy focus the teaching and learning of the genre o f
Observation. This was in fact one o f the first episodes o f classroom activity
related to the teaching and learning of this genre during the study.

In

particular, the teacher I researcher aimed to make the social purpose of this
genre explicit for the children, and to model the obligatory stages o f the
genre for the children.
Comment

(see

These stages included Event, Description, and

discussion

section

5.1

above).

In

addition,

the

teacher I researcher intended t o model one of the optional stages of the
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genre, namely, the Orientation.
expected to

involve

the

In so doing, the teacher I researcher

children

m

the exercise of appropriate

lexicogrammatical choices for this genre, particularly with respect to tense,
Theme, and Transitivity.
Achievement of these teaching and learning purposes was effected
through the implementation of the three-stage curriculum cycle now
associated with all genre-based teaching and learning programs (see
discussion Chapter 2, section 2.5). In the episode discussed here, this cycle
involved:
(i) the modelling of text structure and social purpose, through the
teacher/researcher's oral reconstruction

of her

experience

of

walking on the reef;
(ii) the participation of the teacher/researcher and the children i n
the joint construction of a written text based on their shared
experience; and
(iii) the provision of opportunity for independent production o f
written texts about the experience of walking on the reef.
These activities were planned and implemented within the writing
component of the language and literacy program developed by the
teacher I researcher in this study.

Clearly, however, as discussed in the
sections above, these activities "made sense" or were called into being by
the wider curriculum contexts in which they were located. Thus the social
purpose of the genre was easily derived and articulated for the children,
from real contexts of use. Similarly, the obligatory and optional elements
of the genre, as they realise the particular social purposes of the genre,
were easily explained in terms of the children's own activity and
behaviours.

The particular configuration of register values associated

with written instances of the genre were less readily recoverable from the
contexts encompassed in this episode of classroom activity, particularly
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with respect to the mode values.

As the texts created by the children

during the episode show (see later discussion sections 5.4 and 5.5, and
Appendix 4), the context-independent mode value usually associated with
mature instances of the genre were not successfully explicated in the
episode. In fact, by shaping the particular audience for the writing as the
children themselves, the teacher I researcher failed to address the issue of
the d ifferences between spoken and written modes of language adequately.
Typical lexicogrammatical choices through which the purpose and stages
of the genre of Observation are realised were made explicit for the children
in the modelling and joint construction phases of the cycle of teaching and
learning activity encompassed i n the "Reef Walk" episode. For example,
the children were shown how and why wen t and was were more
appropriate tense choices than are going and is, for the purpose of
reconstructing past events.

Similarly, the need to thematise principal

participants in order to reconstruct personal experience and emotions was
explained and demonstrated. Then, the range of processes appropriate for
reconstructing 'what happened' and 'what it was like' and 'how you felt
about it' was explained. A separate list of possible processes and their
conventional spelling was made during the joint text construction phase.
These processes included wen t , was, liked, saw, were, and had.
In summary then, the episode of classroom activity described above had as
a central focus the teaching and learning of the genre of Observation.

In

particular, the social purpose of the genre, the obligatory and optional
elements, and the characteristic theme and transitivity choices were made
explicit for the children. However, the particular mode values associated
with mature instances of the genre of Observation were less adequately
articulated for the children by the teacher I researcher.

The resultant

weaknesses in the texts produced by the children "independently" are
directly attributable to this feature of the curriculum contexts in which
they were created.
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5.4 The range and quality of texts produced in Episode 1

Eleven children went on to write their own texts following the activities
outlined in section 5.3 above (several other children chose to copy the
jointly constructed text).

These texts were extensively and explicitly

framed by the contexts embedded in those activities. For example, all the
written texts reconstructed the children's shared experience of reef
walking; and most of the texts realised all but one of the obligatory
elements of the genre of Observation, albeit at a rudimentary level (see
Appendix 4; and later discussion section 5.5). These elements included
Event, Description, and Comment, as discussed by Rothery (1990) and
summarised

in

section 5.1 above. The nature and function of each of these

elements had been clearly demonstrated and explained in the models and
focussing questions provided by the teacher in the joint text-construction
episode

that

preceded

the

opportunity

to

write

"independently".

Similarly, the choices made by the children with reference to tense, theme
and transitivity in their texts were appropriate (see Appendices 5 and 6:
and the more detailed d iscussion provided in section 5.5 below). As
shown i n the description of this particular episode of classroom activity,
this deliberate and explicit framing of text production was a key
component of the teacher's agenda during the teaching and learning
episode.
Unfortunately,

the teacher/ researcher

had

been

less concerned

to

articulate the mode values expected in mature instances of the genre.
Indeed, by virtue of how the teacher I researcher framed the specific
contexts for writing - for inclusion in a class book about the reef walk the children were "misled" regarding these matters.
This lack was
compounded by the children's relative unfamiliarity with the particular
demands of writing. Clearly, the children were still largely unaware of the
need to ensure that high levels of meaning are recoverable from a written
text itself rather than from the context that surrounds the process of text
production. An understanding of this interrelationship between text a n d
context in writing i s an essential prerequisite to the mastery o f the written
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mode.

In

general however, the texts produced by the children have been

assessed as relatively successful, if rudimentary instances of the genre of
Observation, at such an early stage of the development of control over the
written mode. The basis for this assessment is discussed in the section that
follows.

5.5 Detailed analysis of selected texts produced in Episode 1

Eleven short written texts were produced by the child ren as a result o f
their participation in the "Reef Walk" episode of classroom activity as
described in section 5.3 above. Seven of these texts have been classified as
sustained if rudimentary instances of the genre of Observation (see Texts 1 ,
2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 1 0 in Appendix 4). Four have been classified as incomplete

instances, given the absence of any Comment element in the texts (see
Texts

-1,

6, 8, and 1 1 in Appendix 4).

In the discussion that has been

provided below, three of these texts have been discussed in detail, in order
to demonstrate the basis of such classification, and thus of the findings
regarding the relationship between text and context expressed in t h e
episode. The texts so d iscussed include two successful instances, namely
Texts 5 and 10, and Text 8, a less satisfying instance of the genre of
Observation. These texts are reproduced below.
Text 5: K a i I a
Mr. Black took us to the reef. It was fun. I liked the spider shell. I saw the coral
polyps. They were amazing. I liked the reef walk. Rebecca liked the reef walk.
There were interesting Lh•ngs. There was purple coral . It was beautiful.

Text 10: A ngela .I a n e
We went on a reef walk. It was fun. I saw a fish. It was a starfish. I saw a coral.
It was great.
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Text 8: Pe t e r
We went for a reef walk. I saw a spider shell and

Cr:lb.

I saw a poison shell and there was a

5.5.1 Register values in Texts 5, 10 and 8
Analysis of the register values of texts 5, 10 and 8 from the "Reef W a l k "
episode has indica ted that the texts are indeed reconstructions o f the
children's personal experience, in this case, of their participation in a class
activity of walking on a fringing reef expressed variously as:
Mr. Black tOok us to

the reef.

We went on a reef walk.
We went for a reef walk.

The texts realise concerns that are real, but idiosyncratic rather than
universal, in the same manner that was demonstrated in the MS text
discussed in section 5.2 above.
Unlike the MS text, however, Texts 5, 10, and 8 realise a very personal
tenor value, with a clear indication that the texts are written by known
writers to a known audience of teacher, classmates and parents. There i s
no attempt by any o f the young writers to unpack the identity o f W e , us,
and I as they are referred to in the texts. In this respect, the texts are not
only conversational in tenor, but are in fact context dependent. This is a
common feature of early writing, but in this case, it must also be
considered as a direct consequence of the teacher's explicit specification
that the texts be produced for inclusion in a "book about the Reef Walk for
our class to read". All three texts were indeed written to be read, and were
constitutive of the activity of going on a reef walk, for example the
"seeing" o f various creatures such as a spider shell, a fish, a crab, a coral, a

starfish, and so on. However, like many young child ren's texts, they
retain a quality of 'speech written down', because of the lack of
identification of the characters referred to in the texts, that is we and I.
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Thus, i t can be said that the field values of Texts 5, 1 0 and 8 are generally
consistent with those expected in the genre of Observation, as outlined by
Rothery (1990: 167-8). However, with respect to tenor and mode values,
the texts are clearly transitional between speech and writing. Since these
texts were produced early in t he children's first year at school, this was n o t
an unexpected feature o f the texts. A more positive influence upon the
progress and pace of this tradition could have been effected, however, i f
the teacher I researcher had chosen a more 'distant' audience for the
written texts.
5.5.2 Schematicstructure of Texts 5. 10 and 8
Analysis of the schematic structure of Texts 5, 1 0 and 8 confirm Texts 5 and
10 as complete but rudimentary instances of the genre, and Text 8 as a n
incomplete, and thus, largely unsuccessful instance o f the genre, in its
particular context of situation and culture. In addition, such analysis
reveals that the Comment element has been interspersed with both
optional and obligatory elements of the genre in Texts 5 and 10, namely
Orientation and Event and Description, as well as being realised discretely.
By way of example, the schematic structure of Text 5 is shown below, with
the comment elements appearing in bold face type:
Orient:lljon!Com ment:

.

Mr. Black took us to the ree f

It w as fun.

Commenr

I

liked lhe spider shell.

Event/Comment:
I saw the coral pol yps

.

They were amazing.

Comment:
I liked the reef walk. Rebecca liked the reef walk. There were interesling things.
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Description/Comment:
There was purple coral.

I t was beautiful.

This pattern of interspersal of the Comment element is a not u n c om mon
feature of Observation texts (see Rothery, 1990: 169). However, in the case
of Texts 5 and 10 discussed here, this must be seen in the context of the
limited elaboration of other stages of the texts, namely Event and
Description.
The pattern of interaction between stages of the text as realised in Text 5 is
also apparent in Text 10. Here, however, there are fewer recursions of the
Comment element. For example, firstly, a summative Comment element
is realised with an opening Orientation element:
We went on a reef walk. It was fun.

Then, a second summative Comment element is realised following a
combined Event/Description element:
I saw a fish. It was a starfish. I saw a coral.

It was great.

Indeed, text 10 is a shorter text than Text 5, having only six clauses
compared to ten clauses in Text 5. In both cases however, the texts are
more than "just a beginning", realising as they do the full range of
obligatory and optional elements of the genres, and incorporating more
than one or two clauses.
By comparison, Text 8 does not feature the obligatory element of
Comment. Event and Description elements are realised in the text, albeit
at an extremely rudimentary
respectively):

level

(two clauses

and

one

clause

I saw a spider shell and I saw a poison shell and there was a crab.
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The optional element of Orientation is realised, giving the text a sense o f
opening o r beginning:
We went for a reef walk.

However, the lack of any Comment element leaves the reader wondering
about the significance of the events as reconstructed.

In the contexts of

situation and culture which give rise to Observations, meanings related to
the text creator's response to particular experiences are expected. W i t h o u t
the marking o f the significance of events and descriptions, such texts
"feel" unsatisfactory. This is very much the case with Text 8, compared
both to Texts 5 and 10, and to the MS text discussed in section 5.2 above.
5.5.3 Lexicogrammatical resources of Texts 5. 10. and 8:
Examination of the lexicogrammatical resources of Texts 5, 10, and 8
reveals all three writers' dependence on the realisation of meaning
through single-clause sentences.

In Text 8, three of these clauses are
linked in an additive relationship by use of the lexicogrammatical i tern

and. This is a pattern typically seen in young children's writing. To a
considerable extent, it reflects the additive character of speech, where
information and happenings are constructed and reconstructed through
long 'end-on' chains of clauses (Martin, 1985). Writing, by comparison, is
typically choreographed in a nested manner, with dependent and
projecting clauses surrounding, extending, and elaborating one main o r
centrally located clause in a relatively dense lexicogrammatical complex
(Martin, 1985). In this respect, Texts 5, 10, and 8 are indeed rudimentary
instances o f the genre, carrying the particular character of "speech written
down".
However, the pattern of Theme choices evident in all three texts is typical
of mature instances of the genre (see Appendix 5 for a complete analysis o f
Theme i n the full sample o f texts). For example, analysis o f the thematic
choices of Texts 5, 10, and 8 shows the writers' preoccupation w i t h
personal experience. The writers and their peers are thematised

Rebecca

-

as are the reef walk itself

-

It

-

I, we,
and the animals encountered
-
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during the reef walk
They (referring to coral polyps). Such consistent
choices to thematise self and other people, and specific events or
-

phenomenon are associated with the social purpose of the genre of
Observation (Rothery, 1984: 185-190). These themes successfully move the
text forward.
However, these choices are also problematical, in that they realise a high
level of context dependency within each of the texts. The thematisation of
pronouns such a s l and w e and they are not necessarily problematic i n
written texts, where clear endophoric reference chains are established
within the texts. However, except in two instances in Text 5, this is n o t
generally the case in Texts 5 , 10, and 8. Indeed, the particular identities o f I
and we and they are not realised in any of the texts. In the context of
situation in which the texts were created, this was functional, du e to
audience knowledge of these identities, beyond the limits of their
construction in writing.

However,

if

young children are to master the

requirements and features of the written mode, reference is one of the key
English language systems that they have to learn to control successfully.
Such control was not evident in any of the texts discussed here.
The main transitivity processes selected by all three writers were material,
mental and attributive (see Appendix 6 for a complete analysis). There
was also some choice of existential processes, particularly in Text 8. The
pattern of these choices is linked to the schematic organisation of the texts.
For example, in all three texts, the Orientation element was realised
through a material process, either took or went. This choice realised what
happened or what went on, that is, the event that the rest of the text was
going to elaborate.

Then, in the Event/Description elements, mental,

attributive and existential processes were selected to realise what was seen
on the reef walk by each child, and what particular animals were like. For
example, in text 5, we have:
I � the coral polyps. (mental: perception)

They � amazing. (attributive)
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There � purple coral. (existential)

The Comment stages of Observation texts are usually realised through
relational transitivity choices (Rothery, 1984). In Texts 5, 10, and 8,
Comment elements were realised through both attributive and mental
processes of affect. For example, we have:
It was fun. (attributive)
I liked the spider shell. (mental: affect)
I liked the reef walk. (mental: affect)
Rebecca liked the reef walk. (mental: affect)
It � beaut iful. (:lltributive)

/r�rear. (attributive)

5.5.4 Summary and comment
The analyses reported above confirm that Texts 5 and 10 are indeed
complete if rudimentary instances of the genre of Observation.

All the

obligatory elements or stages associa ted with the genre are realised in the
texts, and the optional element of Orientation is also realised.
thematic

and

The

transitivity choices are consistent with the patterns

associated with mature instances of the genre, both texts thus operating to
realise the kinds of meanings expected in this genre. By comparison, Text
8 has been assessed as an incomplete instance of the genre, predominantly
due to the lack of realisation of a Comment element in the text.
All three texts feature a significant degree of context dependency, due to
over-reliance on exophoric reference. In particular, the identities of I and
we as central participants in the processes involved in reconstruction of
experience in these texts are only reclaimable from the context, not the co-
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text. This feature is more typical of speech than writing. Its presence in a l l
three texts reveals both the relative inexperience o f the writers with the
written mode, and the particular configurations of situational and cultural
contexts in this episode of text production.
all three texts, the matter of tense choice (simple past) has been
successfully handled. In addition, details irrelevant to the purpose of the

In

texts have been excluded. There is no inclusion for example of events
from other contexts, like and we went to my uncle's party afterwards. In
summary, it can only be said that these texts represent an early stage in the
development of the children's control over the written mode. Clearly, the
children possesses some understanding of the social purpose and semantic
and lexicogrammatical features of the genre of Observation, in a highly
scaffolded teaching and learning context. This understanding would need
to be significantly built upon and extended before the children could be
expected to produce successful or mature instances of the genre on a n
independent basis. A s indicated in the discussion o f Episode 2 below, this
appears to have been achieved by the later stages of the study.

5.6 Episode 2: "Under Eights Day"

As shown in Table 4.1 (Chapter 4, section 4.2), the total teaching and
learning program developed in this study was organised around a number
of broadly based and integrated investigations of topics and themes of
interest and significance to children in their early school years. One such
unit of work was related to the celebration of significant traditions i n
contemporary Australian culture. These traditions included the Christian
festivals of Christmas and Easter, gazetted days of national and state
significance including Anzac Day, Australia Day, and Queensland Day, and
personal birthdays. In addition, national and international events such as
Children's Book Week, World Environment Day, and Halloween were
celebrated. The unit of work was thus an on-going one, with particular
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episodes of activity being generated a t appropriate times during the whole
span of the program.
One such episode concerned the celebration of Under-Eights Week, a
national Early Childhood event in Australia. Every year, a date for Under
Eight's Week is set, for the purpose of highlighting to the community the
importance of the growth and development that occurs in the early years
of a child's life.

During this week, all around the country, special

children's programs and community and parent education activities are
scheduled and run by personnel involved in early childhood centres and
schools, and community and local council officers.

For the children

involved in such programs and activities, the emphasis is on having fun,
being young, and confirming that they are important and special. For the
adult audience to which the message of Under-Eight's week is directed, the
emphasis is on valuing and attending to the needs of children during
these early years.
Episodes related to the celebration of Under-Eights Week occurred in all
three years of the program developed in the study reported here.

The

activities encompassed in these episodes included discussions, special
visitors to the classroom (mothers, babies, and toddlers), participation i n
community sponsored events (Barefoot in the Park; Teddy Bears Picnic),
and special school organised events.

In

the episode discussed here, and

conducted during the third year of the program, the highlight of the
Under Eights Week was a special fun-activity morning for the children of
Years 1, 2, and 3, and the children who attended the local preschool and
kindergarten. During this morning, over seventy children participated i n
the range of activities provided, on a free-choice basis.

The children

selected their activities and friends to work with on these activities.
Parents and toddlers were also involved in the program, the parents both
helping the children with the activities and supervising them for safety
purposes.
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The activities of the special Under Eights morning program included cake
decorating; face painting; dressing-up; fence painting; an obstacle course;
displays and demonstrations by the local Ambulance Service, Fire Brigade,
and Conservation Commission; music-making; moving to music; reading
favourite stories; water-play; a slime tank (thick, coloured, jelly-like liquid
made from a solution of Lux Flakes and water which children can squeeze
and squelch through

their hands and fingers); a flying fox (ropes

suspended from a height along which children can slide, using a pulley
system); races and games with balls; singing; collage and threading
activities, such as necklace making; and sandpit activities. Following lhese
activities, the children involved in the study returned to their regular
classrooms. They were then provided with an extended period of time i n
which to discuss and reflect on the morning's events, in small friendship
groups. Subsequently, the children were asked to write an account of the
program and their reactions to it, using their knowledge of the semantic
and lexicogrammatical features of the Observation genre, for possible
inclusion in the local Community Newsletter.
The children worked on the production of these texts throughout the
remainder of the day. Completed texts were shared within the class group,
and several texts were selected for submission to the Editor of the
Newsletter. All texts were then collected, for purposes of this research.
The nature of the contexts surrounding the production of these texts, and
the texts themselves, are discussed in more detail in the sections that
follow.

In

particular, the physical contexts in which the episode of

classroom activity was based are described (5.6.1); the unit of work in
which the episode was located is explained (5.6.2); and the specific
language and literacy teaching and learning sequences encompassed in the
episode (5.6.3).
5.6. 1 Physical contexts
The "Under

Eights Week"

episode discussed here occurred in the

children's fifth semester at school. In total, the episode involved some
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discussion with the children of previous Under Eights Week celebrations
they had been involved in and the planning of the particular activities of
an Under Eights activity morning in which the children would participate
with other young children. This was to be followed, for the children
involved in the study, by a specifically oriented writing activity focussed
on the independent production of written instances of the genre of
Observation. Thus, the physical contexts

which this episode of
classroom activity was embedded included the 1990 classroom, as described
in Chapter 4, section 4.1, and the outside school environment in which
in

this classroom was located (see d iscussion Chapter 3, section 3.1). At the
time that this particular episode was planned and developed, another u n i t
of work was being developed with the children. For the period o f Under
Eights Week, the activities of this unit were held in abeyance.
5.6.2 Overall curriculum context:
As noted above, the "Under Eights Week" episode was located within a
unit of work focussed on the celebration of key traditions and events i n
our culture.

This unit was a less tightly articulated unit than others,

comprising a number of d iscrete but interrelated episodes of classroom
activity over a long and d iscontinuous period of time. Thus, unlike other
units planned and developed as part of the overall curriculum context,
this unit

did not

feature clearly delineated

and sequential Input,

Exploration, and Presentation/Celebration phases (see d iscussion Chapter
3, section 3.4.2). Instead, each episode of activity related to the u n i t
featured elements of these phases, to greater and lesser degrees. For
example, in this episode, late in the history of the development of such
episodes with the children, little explicit attention was given to activities
normally associated with the Input phase of a unit. However, as in other
Input phases, the teacher / researcher did provide a brief review of the aims
and purposes of "Under Eights Week", a focussing discussion related to
the particular aims of this episode of classroom activity; and the
opportunity for children to review their previous experiences of "Under
Eight's Week" celebrations. This activity was provided to focus the
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children's attention on the topic of the unit, and to reconstruct ideas and
information relevant to the subsequent activities to be developed in the
Exploration and Presentation phases of the episode. In fact. the majority of
time and attention was devoted to the development of an Exploration
phase in this episode. Here, the children were involved in planning,
preparing, and participating in a range of activities designed to celebrate
'being under eight'. Thus, a range of opportunities were created for the
children to explore and investigate the experience of 'being under eight'.
The main language emphases during this episode were
(i) the children's oral reconstruction of their experience and
knowledge, as this was related to the phenomenon of 'being under
eight' and to the activity of participating in the Under Eight's
activity morning as described above; and
(ii) the children's written reconstruction of this experience and their
responses to it.
The nature of these written reconstructions, and the teacher I researcher's
specific intentions in requiring such texts, are discussed in the section that
follows.
5.6.3Specific language and literacy context

By the fifth semester of the teaching and learning program in which this
particular episode was located, the children involved in the study had had
many experiences with the genre of Observation.

For example, over a

large number of recurring curriculum cycles, they had been presented with
mature instances of the genre, and they had been involved in the joint
construction of Observation texts with the teacher I researcher and other
adults. However, only rarely had they been required to produced extended
instances of the genre, in contexts wherein they had been provided with
limited adult support and scaffolding of the writing task. In this episode,
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such independent text construction was required, in order to establish
some measure of the children's control of the key features of the genre.
Prior to the writing task, the teacher/researcher had reviewed the social
purpose of this genre for the children, and reiterated the obligatory stages
of the genre including Orientation, Event, Description, and Comment (see
d iscussion section 5 . 1 above). In so doing, the teacher/researcher sought to
clearly frame the context for writing and thus, the appropriate
lexicogrammatical choices for this genre, particularly with respect to tense,
Theme, and Transitivity. In terms of the three-stage curriculum cycle
usually employed in teaching and learning episodes focused on writing,
the teacher/researcher provided some modelling and deconstruction of
text and context for the children, and provided opportunities for them to
engage in the joint construction of oral texts related to the reconstruction
of the activity morning.

However, the specific focus and by far the

majority of the time allocation i n this episode was the third stage in this
cycle, namely, independent text construction.
As examination of the full range of texts produced by the children in this
episode shows, most children were able to produce relatively successful
and elaborated instances of the genre of Observation (see Appendices 7, 8,
and 9, and discussion sections 5.7 and 5.8 below). These texts were
certainly closer to adult models than the texts they had produced in the
earlier episode of classroom activity related to the teaching and learning of
the Observation genre discussed in this chapter (see sections 5.3, 5.4, and
5.5 above).

In the time that had elapsed between the two episodes, the

children developed significantly higher levels

of control

over

the

semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the genre (see the later
discussion in sections 5.7 and 5.8).
However, as the texts produced in Episode 2 indicate, the children were
still experiencing difficulties in the control of the particular demands of
the written mode. Since the children were still only in their third year a t
school a t this time, full control over the written mode would be a n
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unrealistic expectation, even in the genre of Observation.
however, we need to look at the way in which the contexts for writing
were framed

in

this episode of classroom activity, especially with respect to

the particular configuration of register values that were realised in these
contexts. Specifically, we find that the particular audience for this instance
of writing was to be the island community, an audience that both the
teacher I researcher and the children would have constructed largely as a
'known' audience'. Thus, once again, the tenor and mode values usually
associated with or realised in written texts were inadequately addressed.
ln

summary then, the episode of classroom activity described above had as

its central focus the provision of opportunities for children to consolidate
and display their understanding of the genre of Observation. In particular,
the children's attention was drawn to the social purpose of the genre, and
its obligatory and optional elements.

The

children

subsequently

demonstrated high levels of control over these features of the genre, for
their age and stage of development, through the selection of characteristic
tense, Theme, and Transitivity choices in the independent production of
instances of the genre. As

in

Episode 1 described above, the particular

tenor and mode values associated with mature instances of the genre of
Observation were not a s adequately articulated for the children by t he
teacher I researcher a s they might have been. The resultant weaknesses i n
the texts produced by the child ren are directly attributable to this feature of
the curriculum contexts i n which they were created.

5.7 The range and quality of

texts produced in Episode 2

Twenty-two texts were produced by the children in the "Under Eights
Week" episode, as described above. These texts were not so extensively or
explicitly framed by teacher I researcher as was the case in the "Reef W a 1 k "
episode.

Consequently, three o f the texts incorporated features o f the

Recount genre, as well as features of the Observation genre (see Texts 12,
14, and 19 in Appendices 7, 8, and 9). However, in all but one of the other
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nineteen instances, the texts produced in Episode 2 were significantly
more like mature instances of the genre of Observation than those
produced in Episode 2. Given that Episode 2 occurred some two years later
than Episode 1, and that the children had experienced many episodes of
classroom activity related to the teaching and learning of Observations
during these two years, this evidence of growth in control over the
features of Observation was expected.
Specifically, all the written texts produced

m

Episode 2, including the

mixed-genre texts, reconstructed the children's shared experience of
All of the texts,
participating in the Under Eights' activity morning.
including the m ixed-genre texts, included an Orientation element, one of
the obligatory stages of the genre. Seventeen of these texts also realised a ll
of the other obligatory elements of the genre of Observation (see Appendix
4).
These elements include Event, Description, and Comment, as
discussed by Rothery ( 1 990) and summarised

in section 5.1 above.

Similarly, the choices made by the children with reference to tense, theme
and transitivity in their texts were appropriate (see Appendices 8 and 9,
and the more detailed d iscussion provided in section 5.8 below). Thus it is
argued that the texts produced in this episode of classroom activity reveal
the

children's

growing

control

over

the

key

semantic

and

lexicogrammatical features of the Observation genre.
The texts also indicate that despite extensive experience with the genre,
and relatively careful framing of the specific task of writing in this episode,
some children continued to 'read' the configurations of contextual
features in their own idiosyncratic ways. These children produced mixed
genres, namely Observations shot through with features of the Recount
genre (Texts 12, 14, and 19). Similarly, one child incorporated a careful and
deliberate listing of the activities featured in the activity morning in h i s
text, with little concern to reconstruct the nature o f these activities, o r to
mark the personal significance of these activities (Text 16).

One other

child did not include any Comment element in his otherwise satisfactory
if limited text (Text 22).

These "deviations" from the model ind icate
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either resistance to the contextual demands of the writing task, or a n
inability to respond to these demands appropriately.
The texts also indicate that all of the children continued to experience
difficulties with the particular demands of writing, compared to speech. In
particular, the identity of many of the participants in the texts was not
recoverable from the written texts themselves. Similarly, the nature of
some of the activities was undisclosed in the texts. For example, the
nature of the s l i m e activity was not disclosed in the text, for readers who
had not been present at the activity morning. To successfully realise the
context-independent character of the written mode, this activity should
have been described more adequately within the texts produced by the
children.

Despite these limitations, most of the texts produced by the

children have been assessed as relatively successful instances of the genre
of Observation, for the children concerned. The basis for this assessment
is d iscussed in the section that follows.

5.8 Detailed analysis of selected texts produced in Episode 2

The twenty-two texts produced by the children during this episode of
classroom activity fell into three main groups. These included:
(i) texts within which all the obligatory elements of the genre of
Observation were realised;
(ii) texts within which only some of the obligatory elements of the
genre were realised; and
(iii) texts within which the features of the genre of Recount as well
as Observation were realised.
There were three texts within this latter group (Texts 12, 14, and 19). All
three of these texts began in the manner of an Observation text; and two
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ended similarly (see Texts 1 4 and 19). However, i n the middle stage, each
text realised a temporal sequence of events, with little if any attention to
the description of these events, and certainly none to the marking of the
personal significance of these events. Thus, none of these texts were
considered successful instances of the genre of Observation. The children
who wrote these texts often mixed the elements of two or three genres i n
the one instance of text production. In this case, the inclusion of elements
of the genre of Recount, namely, a sequence of events, in response to a
context of situation calling for the creation of a n Observation text reflected
the children's particular interest in reconstructing the temporal order of
their world.
There was only one text in the second group. This one, Text 22, realised
the Orientation, Event, and Description stages of the Observation genre,
but did not realise a Comment stage, either discretely or as a n element
interspersed with other elements.

Consequently, this text has a n

unsatisfying tone, leaving the reader with a 'so what' feeling about the
events reconstructed in the rest of the text.

This text did however

represent a significant breakthrough for the writer of the text.

He h a d

never before written a text of more than five clauses, o n his own. He was
delighted with his achievement, and went on to produce longer and more
complete instances of this and other genres.

However, despite its

significance i n the child's development as a writer, Text 22 can not be
considered

a

successful instance of the genre of Observation.

By far the majority of the texts written in this episode fell into the first
category noted above.

Indeed, seventeen texts realised all the obligatory

elements associated with the genre of Observation, and one optional
element of the genre (see Appendix 7). Consequently, these texts h a v e
been assessed a s successful instances o f the genre o f Observation.

More

significantly, these texts are all more like the MS text discussed in section
5.2 than they are like the texts produced in Episode 1 described in sections

5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 above.

In

this respect, they must be considered as evidence

of significant growth i n the children's ability to control the particular
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semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the genre of Observation, and
thus of their ability to produce increasingly mature instances of the genre.
The specific schematic structure patterns of these texts are shown in Table
5.1 below.
As can be seen from Table 5.1, four of the seventeen successful instances of
the genre o f Observation produced in Episode 2 realised an opening
Orientation

element,

followed by inte rspe rsed

elements

of Event,

Description, and Comment, followed by a discrete summative C o m ment
element (see Texts 3, 7, 8, and 18). Two texts representing this pattern have
been analysed in detail in the discussion that follows (see Texts 3 and 8).
Three other texts realised this pattern, b u t also include further recursions
of interspersed Event, Description and/or Com men t elements and discrete
Comment or Event elements (see Texts 1, 9, and 15). None of these texts
have been analysed in detail, but further comment is made with reference
to these texts in section 5.8.8 below.
Table 5.1: The schematic structure of texts produced in Episode 2: Und e r Eights Day"
"
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Struc tu r e
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Text 18
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Tex t 2
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Text 10
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Text 13

Text 9

Tex t lS Tex t

l

-

Text 4

Text 17
Text 2Q
Tex t 21

Key:
0= Orientation; C= Comment; E= Event; D= Description; A= Abstract

.

Eight other texts assessed as successful instances of the genre realised a n
opening element of Orientation and Comment or Event, followed by
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interspersed Event, Description, and Comment elements (see Texts 2, 5, 6,
10, 1 1 , 17, 20, and 21). Two of these texts, Texts 1 1 and 20, have been
analysed in detail below. By comparison, only one, Text 4, realised a n
opening Orientation element, followed by interspersed Event and
Description elements, followed by a discretely realised Comment element.
This text has been analysed in detail below.
In all, five of the seventeen successful texts produced in Episode 2 h a v e
been discussed in detail i n the sections that follow. Analysis of these texts,
as representative examples of the complete range produced in the episode,
confirm the texts as relatively successful instances of the genre o f
Observation, for the children concerned. The particular texts, Texts 3, 8 , 1 1 ,
20, and 4, are reproduced below.

Text 3
TO<by "'as Under-8's d:�y ! It was
fantastic! We had cake. It was
yummy.
There was also the fire engine. Lots of people got wet because of the hose! Mrs.
Jones was doing mu�rc and movement. My buddy was Nicole. I got my face painted
as a colour pnte! We had dress-ups. Rebecca dressed up as a clown and I dressed
up as her servant. I went on a ride on th e fire engine. The slime this year was
gooey. I laughed when I put my hands in it. Kim splattered some over me. I t
was yucky! There w:�s an obstJcle course. I t was fun! M y mum couldn't come.
I missed her. The slime \VJS blue. Mrs. Mclennan made it. She must be a bluey,
gooey monster! I LOVE BEING UNDER 8.

Text 8
Today was the Under-8's day. and I had my face pajnted. and I played with the
slrme. I had a clown face. And there were dress-ups. and I put on some clown
panlS and I looked funny! And there was cake decorating, and Rebecca dressed up
as a clown too. We were walking around together. We were dags! And Mrs.
Jones was there too and she was doing movement and M rs. Rocken was reading
books. The slime was blue. And I did some movement too. There was a fl y ing fox.
cours e
And 1 had a go on it. The obstacle
was
fun.
There were two

cardboard boxes and they were open Jt both ends, and you could go in it and crawl
looked funny. The ftre
fast. It was great. Sally dressed up as a lady. She
engine and the ambulance were there too. I wore my top and some shons. It w a s

great.
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Text I I
Today was Under-8's week. There was all sons of things to do, like fence-painting,
fire engine. ambulance, dress-ups. cake decorating, obstacle course, slime, story reading
and face paintin g . I got a ride on the fire engine. I t was good fun. I went on
the obstacle course lots of times. I got my face painted as a clown. And I got
dressed up as a clown. with black and white trousers with yellow frills at the
bouom. and a cre:lmy coloured top. And I had a l ong , long tie that went down
I left it right
funher than my knees. Then I went to the slime. It was yucky.
away. The slime was blue. I had a good time.

Text

20

Today was Under-8's day . I got my face painted. I dressed up and I looked
lovely. I saw an Jmbul:lnce Jnd the fire engine. I pai n ted the faces, and so did my
Dad. I iced the cake. I played in the blue slime. I t was yucky. I had a good
l
had fu n . And after that I went on the obstacle course. I went to
time.
si n ging with Mrs. Wood. I went on the nying fox. I helped eat the cake. I did not
like it because I was sick.

Text

4

Today was Under-8's Week. When Under-8's week was on. I played with the slime
and the obstacle course an d I even helped with the cake decorating with the ici ng on
it. But I didn't play on the fire engine truck and the ambulance. I saw the kids
moving around i n the field. I go t my face painted too
I saw adults helping with
the things we do. My mum looked after the kids that were pl ayi n g with the slime.
I was o n e of them too. My mum helped other people too. I
think Under-8's
was
rea ll y,
real l y
good,
and
I
saw
some
people
enjoying

themselves.

I

had

a

good

time

on

Under-8's

week.

5.8. 1 General standard of the texts
All

the texts reproduced above have been assessed as successful instances

of the genre of Observation, due to the realisation within them of both
obligatory and optional elements of the genre of Observation. All of the
texts are far more developed or elaborated instances than those produced
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in Episode 1 (see sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). In fact, they are all more like the
MS text d iscussed i n section 5.3 of this chapter with its clearly defined
opening stages and its recursive sequence of Event, Description, and
Comment elements.

In this respect, the texts discussed here must be

regarded as significant indicators of the children's development of control
over the genre during their first three years at schoot and as evidence of
the positive influence of the teaching and learning contexts established i n
this study upon that development.
However, despite this assessment of the texts as successful instances of the
genre of Observation, some are more satisfying than others due to the
particular internal organisation of the texts, and to the pattern of
deployment of lexicogrammatical resources within the texts. For example,
Text 3 was assessed as one of the most satisfying texts produced in this
particular episode of classroom activity.

By comparison, Text 4 was

assessed as the least satisfying, having a far more list-like quality than the
other texts. In addition, all of the texts possess more 'speech-like' features
than might be expected in a mature or adult instances of the genre.
indeed, all of the texts possess a high level of context dependency, with the
identity of the key participants in the texts being recoverable only from t h e
contexts surrounding the texts, and not the texts themselves.

This may

have resulted from the young writers' general lack of experience i n
realising the particular reference relations required in the written mode, as
compared to the spoken mode (see discussion section 5.1 above). More
probably, as has been discussed earlier in this chapter, the way i n w hic h
the writing task was shaped i n the classroom context may have been a
more influential factor.

However, overall, the texts' social purpose is

clear; their schematic structure or elements shape the reader's response
and realise appropriate kinds of meanings; and, in the main, their
particular lexicogrammatical resources reflect those expected in rn a ture
instances of the genre.

These features of the texts are d iscussed in the

sections that follow.
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5.8.2 Register values in Texts

3. 8. 11. 20. and 4

Examination of the register values of Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20 and 4 indicates that
they are indeed instances of the Observation genre. This is particularly so
with respect to the Field values realised in the texts. In every case, these
can be described as follows (see Appendix 7):
Field: class e xpe rien ce o f participating i n Under 8's Week activity program for preschoolers,
Years I . 2. and 3. with many parents and teachers in auendance.

All the texts are certainly reconstruction of a dimension of the writers'
personal experiences and their attitudes or reactions to this experience (see
section 5.1). ln this sense, like all instances of the Observation genre, the
texts do serve to realise concerns that are id iosyncratic rather t h a n
universal.

Specifically, these texts realise the writers' experience o f the

Under-Eights Day activity program as described

in

section 5.6 above, and

establish those activities as enjoyable, fun, and good, in the writers'
opinions.

Nothing more, or indeed less, is expected of a successful

instance of the genre of Observation.
However, in the case of the tenor and mode values of the text, there is
evidence of all the writers'

relative inexperience with the specific

requirements of writing compared to speech.

In particular, the tenor

values reveal a familiarity with audience that is more usually associated
with speech; and in the mode values, there is evidence of lack of control of
the reference system required in writing (see discussion section 5.1 above).
For all the texts, these values can be summarised as follows (see Appendix
7):
Tenor: known

riter to known audience (teacher. classmates and readers of the school

w

newsleuer), non-h1erarchicJI power relationship (writer and readers as equals). positive affect
(apparently fnendly. with the expectation of interest in experience). frequent contact. as a result
of a variety of shared �uuational contexts.

M o d e : wriuen to be read, constitutive of the activity, monologic: events contextualised i n
However, influence o f lhe oral mode i s evident i n lhe
handling of field: as�umption is made by the writer that the identity of the people, includi ng
"!" is known.
terms o f time, place, and qual ity.
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In fact, identification of the Tenor values in the texts shows that while the
experience of Under Eights Day activity program was reconstructed using
the written mode, there is a quality of face-to-face communication about
the texts which is not usually associated with the written mode (see
Appendix 7). This is not unusual in Observation texts, where positive
affect values can be realised in the expression of personal feelings about
events. Here the pattern of Tenor values is clearly a direct result of the
writers' place in the community to whom they were addressing their texts
- they personally knew the people who would ultimately read their texts, i f
they were selected for publication. I n addition, these people knew the
other participants mentioned in the texts, the school context in which the
activities had taken place, and the nature of the event being reconstructed.
As well, the writers were also aware that their teacher and peers would
also be an audience for the texts, in the routine "sharing time" that would
follow completion of the texts.
There are many occasions in the adult world where such contexts of
culture and situation would be repeated or replicated. Here too any
resulting instance of the genre of Observation might have the feature of
frequent and familiar contact between writer and

reader (Rothery,

1990:185). Letters from one friend to another are a case in point. Similarly,
letters or articles in a Community Newsletter might realise such Tenor
relationships.
quality

of

Indeed, even the MS text discussed earlier realises this

face-to-face

communication,

with

the

text

having

"conversational" tone rather than an objective or impersonal one.
text was published in a national magazine.

a

This

Clearly the editors of the

magazine, or at least those responsible for selecting the text for inclusion
in the particular issue of the magazine, considered the particular
configuration of tenor and mode values realised in the text to be
appropriate. It is significant to note that while the specific audience for the
text was not known to the writer of the MS text, the "readership" of
magazines like New Idea is relatively predictable. In this context of
culture and situation, a "conversational" rather than "objective" tone
would be expected of a mature instance of the genre.
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Examination of the Mode values realised in the texts indicates that this i s
where the writers' real difficulties with this instance o f text production
were located. Ostensibly, the texts were written to be read. However, they
do not have the specific characteristics required of the written mode.
Specifically, the texts are not context independent. Any reader of the texts
would need information about the event being reconstructed, and the
participants involved in the event, to fully understand the m e a n i ngs
encapsulated in the texts.

In

the MS text, this information

is provided

within the text, to a far greater extent than is evident in the texts produced
in Episode 2. For example, in the Orientation element, the nature of t h e
'event'

t o be reconstructed - the writer's mother's

contraction o f t h e

d i sease Multiple Sclerosis - i s established (see earlier discussion section
5.2). Then, each of the subsidiary events related to the major event and
participants within those events are reconstructed and elaborated, through
both Description and Comment elements in the middle stages of the text.
The identity of the writer, as a key participant in the events of the text, is
not directly recoverable from the text. However, a sufficient measure of
this identity for this particular configuration of cultural and situational
contexts, namely, the writer's name and place of residence, is available i n
the material that accompanies the text.
By comparison, in Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4, if they h a d indeed been
published

m

a

Community

Newsletter,

there

would

have

been

insufficient information about the major events and participants being
reconstructed and commented on.

In particular, the readership of t h e

Newsletter

more

would

have

needed

explicit

elaboration

of

the

Under-Eights Day; the identity of I, Sally, Rebecca, My
m u m , my Dad, the cake, Mrs. Wood, Nicole, Kim, 1'v1.rs. McLennan, Mrs.
jones, and Mrs. Rockett; and the nature of the activities of s l i m e and a
phenomenon of

flying fox .

The writers do not provide this information

i n the texts,

appearing to assume that the likely readers will know this. In speech, such
a n assumption would be appropriate, or at least tenable, since questions
could be asked by a speech partner regarding the event and the identity o f
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participants. In writing this is not possible - thus a text must construct a l l
the information required to access the meanings intended by the writer.
In this case, the writers' failure to do this suggests a lack of understanding
of the nature and requirements of the written mode. On the other hand,
as discussed earlier, the writers' assumption that their readers would be
familiar with the context and the participants constructed in the text m a y
have been acceptable o n this particular occasion. As they stand, however,
the texts contain too much reliance on exophoric reference systems to be
considered mature realisations of the genre of Observation in the written
mode.
In summary, it can b e said that the register values of Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, a n d 4
are generally consistent with those expected in the genre of Observation, as
outlined by Rothery (1990, 167 -8). However, all the texts show evidence of
a lack of complete control over the written mode. The particular context
of situation, as described in section

5.6

above, may account for this.

It

is

also important t o note that at the time the texts were written, the writers
were still relatively inexperienced. At this stage of their development, the
writers have shown that their knowledge of the requirements of the genre
of Observation is generally sound, but that there is room for greater
experience in the making of meaning in this form. Consideration of the
schematic structure of the texts and of selected linguistic features of the
texts confirm

this assessment.

These features are discussed in

the

following sections.

5.8.3Schematic structure in Texts 3, 8, 11, 20, and 4
In each of the texts, a l l the obligatory elements of the schematic structure
of the genre of Observation have been realised. As Rothery argues (1990,

182), it is through the realisation of these stages of the text, that speakers
and

writers

reconstruct

their

personal

experience,

and

mark

the

significance of that experience, in personal terms. In addition, one of the
optional elements, Orientation, has also been realised i n each text.

This

functions to provide a linguistic and conceptual advance organiser for t h e
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reader of the texts. These stages within the texts, as they are realised 1 n
Text

8, can be shown

thus:

Oriemation :
Today was the Under-8's day,

Even
t!D
e
scrip
t
io
n/Comment:
played with the slime. I had a clown face.
And there were dress-ups. and I put on some clown pants and I looked
funny! And there w:ls cake decorating, and Rebecca dressed up as a clown too.
We were walking around together. We were dags! And Mrs. Jones was there
too and she was doing movement and Mrs. Rockett was reading books. The
slime was blue. And I did some movement too. There was a fly i n g fox. And I
and I had my face painted, and I

had

a

go

on

it.

The

obstacle

course

was

fun. There were two

cardboard

boxes and they were open at both ends, and you could go in it and crawl

It was great. Sally dressed up

as

a

lady.

Size

looked

funny.

The

fast.
fire

.:ngine and the ambulance were there too. I wore my top and some shorts.

Comment:

It was great.

The writer's

initial

choice to create an Orientation

element

a t the

beginning of this text indicates awareness of the need to let readers know
quickly what the text is going to be about. With the inclusion of this stage
in her text, the writer set the stage for what was to come - any reader of the
text could thus rightly expect that he or she would be provided with a n
account of Under-Eights Day in the remainder of the text, either from the
point of view of the progression of events during the day; or from the
perspective of the writer's selected experience of those events and of h e r
reactions t o them.

This linguistic and conceptual advance organiser was

provided in each of the other texts discussed in this section (see Appendix
7 for a detailed display of the schematic structure of each text).
However, the brevity of the Orientation element realised in Text

8,

and

indeed, i n a l l the other texts discussed here, i s problematic for a n y reader
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not familiar with the general notion of Under-Eight's Day or Week; and
the particular context of the Under-Eight's Day referred to by the writers of
these texts. In the MS text discussed earlier (see section 5.2), the
Orientation stage, although brief, does provide explanatory or elaborating
information:

My mother

suffers from

multiple sclerosis. a

the body's cen tral nervous syste m

disease

that attacks

and can

pennanently

damage

.

In a more mature reconstruction of the events and significance of an
Under Eights Week program than p ro v i d ed in Tex ts 3, 8, 11, 20, or 4, an
Orientation element something l ike the following might be expected:

Today was Under-Eight's

Day.

Under-Eight's

Day

is a

special day to remember and think
children. A t my school. we

about the tmportance o f being young. and for caring about young

had a special program of activities to celebrate Under-Eight's Day.

The limited extent of the Orienta tion element, as it was actually realised in
Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4 might well be expected of novice writers. In fact, i t
would also be attributable to the particular context o f situation featured i n
this episode of classr oo m act i v i ty, as i n related directly to the writing task.
The young writers wrote their texts for possible inclusion in a Community
Newsletter. Since the event had been advertised in the same Newsletter
in previous weeks, and t he purpose and nature of the event exp l ained
therein, the children may well have been justified in assuming f u l l
understanding of the event, beyond the very limited

information

provided in their text. On the other hand, this lack of concern to orient
the reader fully may have resulted from the writers' still limited ability to
come to terms with the need to use w ritten language to contextualise their
experiences for unknown audiences. In either case, the effectiveness of
the texts would have been enhanced by extension of the Orientation
elements.
By comparison with this element, the elements of Event, Description, and
Comment that followed were fa i r ly well elaborated, for writers of this age,
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especially in the absence of specific or one-on-one scaffolding of the
writing task (see discussion section 5.6). It is with respect to the realisation
of this middle stage that Texts 3, 4, 8, 11, and 20 are more like the MS text
discussed in section 5.2 and presented as a successful instance of the genre
drawn from the adult world. In each text, including the MS text, this stage
comprised a list or cluster of events and descriptions from the field
selected, a common pattern of the reconstruction required in the genre of
Observation (Rothery, 1990, 185). For example, in Texts

3, 8,

1 1, 20, and 4,

there were reconstructions of events from the morning's play program - I

had my face painted - and descriptions of particular people or things -

5 he

(Sally) looked fu nny and The slime was blue.
There is no apparent concern in the middle stages of these texts to
reconstruct events with respect to their temporal order or sequence.
Indeed, they are linked not by temporal conjunctions but by the additive
conjunction and. Consequently, readers are given the impression that the
events and descriptions were reconstructed with respect to how much they
were enjoyed by the particular writers, or how amusing they found t h e m .
This impression i s created both b y the interspersing o f Comment elements
with other elements throughout the texts, and by the realisation of discrete
Comment elements at the ends of the texts. These elements function to
realise the personal significance of what has been reconstructed i n Event
and/ or Description

elements.

opinions - We were dags, and

They variously

realise

attitudes and

I looked fu nny, It was yucky, The obstacle

course was fun - as well as realising overall evalua tions of the experiences
reconstructed in the text, from the writer's standpoint -It was great, I LOVE

BEING UNDER EIGHT, I had a good time.
However, despite the overall level of success of each of the writers

1n

realising the stages or elements of Orientation, Event, Description, a n d
Comment in the texts, it i s precisely here that some evidence of w h y o n e
text seems more satisfying than another begins t o emerge. A s c a n be seen
in Table 5.1, there is a degree of variation in how these elements h a v e
been organised within each text.

In Texts 3 and 8, for example, the
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Orientation element is followed by an integrated Event/Description/
Comment stage, which is subsequently followed by a discretely realised
and summative Comment element (see also Appendix 7). By comparison,
Texts 11 and 20 feature an Orientation element followed by an integrated
Event/Description/Comment stage, but do not realise a d iscrete and
summative Comment element (see also Appendix 7). Text 4 realises a n
opening Orientation element and a discrete and summative Comment
element, but features only Event and Description in the middle stage o f
the text (see also Appendix 7).
On the basis of all the Observations texts collected and analysed in this
study, including the MS text and the small proportion that are presented
in the appendices that accompany this report, and the even smaller
number that are discussed in this chapter, i t is argued that the most
successful instances o f the genre are those which intersperse a Comment
element with the other obligatory elements of the genre as well as
realising this element discretely. Further, it appears that the interspersing
of the Comment element has a more significant or 'entertaining' effect
than a single instance of a discretely and summatively realised C o m m e n t
element.

Text 3 and 8 have thus been classified as two of the more

successful Observation texts produced in the "Under Eights Week "
episode. Texts 1 1 and 20 have been classified as less successful, by virtue o f
presence of interspersed Comment elements and the absence of a discrete
and summative Comment element in these texts. Text 4, with a discrete
and summative Comment element, but no interspersal of this element
with other obligatory elements, has been classified as the least successful o f
the texts.
In the MS text, a Coda element, part of the optional schematic structure o f
Observation texts, was realised. None o f the texts produced in Episode 2
realise an optional Abstract or Coda element.

As Rothery notes, the

optional element of Abstract doesn't often appear within instances of the
Observation genre (Rothery, 1990:182). Where this element does appear, it
serves to realise the point of the text, through a kind of thematic
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summation of what the text is about, or to construct meanings w h i c h
express cultural values, for example bravery, and so o n (Rothery, 1990:
182). The absence of an Abstract element in Texts 3, 8, 11, 20, and 4 thus
does not prevent classification of the texts as successful instances of the
genre of Observation.
Similarly none of the texts include a Coda
element This element or stage of an Observation text usually serves to
round off the text; to make some point about the text as a whole; o r
,

.

evaluates the significance o f the events reconstructed (Rothery, 1990: 185).
While the texts are thus not incomplete, having as they do the obligatory
elements of the genre, there is a sense that the inclusion of a Coda element
could have enhanced the overall quality of the texts. The effect of a Coda
element is apparent in the MS text:

am not asking for sympathy but simply for understanding. Perhaps more people will be
moved to help the M u lti p l e Sclerosis Society and one day a cure will be found.

I

,

In the case of the Under Eights episode, older or more experienced writers

may have concluded their texts with:

It is a good idea to celebrate Under-Eight's Day. Young children are important. They need to
have fun, and grown ups need to care for an d look after them.

Despite the absence of Abstract and Coda elements, Texts 3, 8, 11, 20, and 4
certainly appear to have fulfilled the social purpose and functions of the
genre of Observation, as outlined in section 5.1. However, the texts
indicate that the writers continued to have difficulty establishing adequate
control over the written mode of language in these texts. This issue is
discussed further in the section that follows.
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5.8.4 Lexicogrammatical resources of Texts 3, 8, 11, 20, and 4
Inspection of the pattern of clause structures i n Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4
reveals the presence of predominantly single-clause sentences, linked by
the additive conjunction and (see Appendix 7). This pattern is typically
associated with both the speech and early writing of young children, as
they build a collage of events, descriptions, and comments for the
entertainment and amusement of their listeners and readers. In speech,
this pattern helps the individual 'hold the floor'.

In

writing, this pattern

helps the writer extend the text in a linear progression and gives rise to a
'list-like' quality or feel in a text. This is particularly evident in Text 20,
but is also reflected in the other texts discussed here, to greater and lesser
degrees. Arranging the texts clause by clause really exposes this pattern, as
shown below:

Text 20

To<by was Under-8's doy.
I got my foce pai n ted .
I dressed up
and

I

looked

lovely.

I saw an ambulance

and the fire engine.
I painted the faces,

my Dad.
I iced the cake.
I played in the blue slime.
and so did

It was yucky.
I had a good
I had fun.

time.

I wen t on the obstacle course.
I went to singing with Mrs. Wood.
I went on the flying fox.
And after that

I helped eat the cake.
I did not like it because

I was sick.

The writers' selection of this pattern to realise meaning suggests their
relative inexperience as writers.

Compared to the MS text with its

carefully choreographed patterns of dependent and independent clauses,
Texts 3, 8, 1 1, 20, and 4 are obviously written by children or at least novice
writers. At the time of the production of these texts, the children were i n
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their third year at school, and had written many different kinds of text.
However, they were by no means unusually prolific or advanced writers,
for their age and range of experiences.
The children's tendency to construct single-clause sentences rather than
clause complexes indicates this. However, i n addition, this feature of their
writing may have also been motivated by the particular context of
situation surrounding the production of these texts. For example, the
writers were aware, through teacher direction, that the writing task
encompassed the need to reconstruct the activities of the Under-Eight's
program. This requirement may have influenced the writers' choice to
reconstruct events in an additive sequence of short clauses, with little
attention to the building up of descriptions of these events.

Similarly,

they may have been influenced by the need to outdo their peers, by
producing

longer and

more

'grown-up'

pieces of writing.

This

competitive approach to text length is commonly exhibited by young
writers, once they feel they have the 'basics' under control. Unfortunately,
it is a disposition often accentuated by teachers and other adults who
praise long streams of written text, with little attention to its social or
linguistic merits.

This was not the case in the contexts created by the

teacher I researcher i.n this study. Nonetheless, it was a feature of a number
of the children's approach to writing, especially in the beginning of their
third year at school.
This pattern of short clauses linked by and is also revealed in the analysis
of Thematic structures for Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4. Here the writers have
selected both textual and topical Themes to develop their texts.

The

topical Themes are quite varied (see Appendix 8). There is some variation
i.n the textual Themes realised i.n texts with one or two instances of

because, w h e n , t h e n , after that and but scattered through the texts.
However, in the main the textual Themes of these texts are realised
through the use of the lexical item and (see Appendix 8). The use of this
item functions to realise predominantly co-ordinate rather than
subordinate relations between clauses. Again, this pattern of inter-clause
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relationships IS consistent with the particular social purpose and
meanings of the genre of Observation (Rothery, 1990). Indeed, all but one
of the Textual themes of the MS text are realised by the additive
conjunction a n d (see Appendix 23). However, while the realisation of
such relationships is consistent with the purpose of the Observation genre,
the use of the additive conjunction and to the virtual exclusion of all
other possible items which realise this relationship, can be said to indicate
the writers' relative inexperience. More experienced writers might h a ve
selected items such as also, as well, and in addition to vary the pattern of
textual Themes. This could have been pointed out to the children, as part
of a strategy for helping them improve the quality of their writing.
The topical Themes featured in Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4 are predominantly
unmarked, taking the Subject position in the clause structure (see
Appendix 8).

They realise the writers' personal experience of Under
I - are
Eight's Day. Specific people, especially the writers themselves
featured as experiential (topical) Themes, as are other people known to
-

them - Mrs Jones, Mrs. McLennan, Mrs Rockett, Sally, Rebecca, She, y o u ,
We, My m u m, Lots of People

-

events -It

-

and things -The slime, The fire

engine and the ambulance, The obstacle course. Such a pattern of choice,
to thematise self and other people, and specific events or phenomena are
associated with the social purpose of the genre of Observation (Rothery,
1990:185-190). This pattern is also evident in the MS text d iscussed i n
section 5.2 (see Appendix 23). In addition, in Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and

4,

everyday language rather than technical terminology is used to realise the
message components of the clauses that make up the text.

In this

particular situational context, an 'everyday' albeit important aspect of life
was the focus of text production.
required.

Thus, technical terminology was n o t

This is often the case in the creation o f Observation texts

(Rothery, 1990).

For example, even in the MS text, where a medical

condition is being reconstructed, there
language used.

is relatively

little technical

Instead, the daily and everyday significance of this

condition is reconstructed, through the selection of everyday language.
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The transitivity choices made by the writers in Text 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4 are
appropriate, as far as they go. For example, as Rothery (1990: 185-90) notes,
the Orientation element of an Observation text most often features
relational processes as transitivity choice,

order to 'set the stage', give an
account of a specific behavioural situation, or introduce a principal
character. This pattern of choice is evident in the Orientation stages of all
in

the texts. In most cases, the writers chose an intensive identifying process
to realise the specific event to be reconstructed in the remainder of the
text. For example, we find the recurring choice of either Today was Under
Eigh t 's Day, Today was the Under-Eight 's Day or Today was the Under
Eight 's Week.
In addition, in the Event, Description, and Comment elements or stages of
Observation texts, it is common to find a wide range of transitivity choices,
depending on the dimension of the field being reconstructed (Rothery,
1990). A wide range of transitivity choices are found, for example, in the
middle stage of the MS text d iscussed in section 5.2 (see Appendix 23). In
the case of the element of Event/Description/Comment elements in Texts
3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4, the range of transitivity choices included i n tensive
identifying

processes,

intensive

possessive

processes,

attributive

attributive processes, existential processes, mental processes, and material
processes (see Appendix 9). Most of these processes are represented in each
text. Those specifically realised in one text, Text 8, are reproduced below.
Text
and

8:

Event/Description/Comment

!had
I m a t e rial

I

stage

J my
I

I pa i n t e d
Ipro c ess

face

Coal

Actor

with

ro c es s

Circ:

the

slime.

manner:

means

a

had

Carrier/Possessor
A n d

t h e re

ossessive

relational

allributive

clown

A flributel

face.

Possessed

were
existential

rocess
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and

so me
Actor

rocess

clown

ants

Coal

I
Ca r r i e r

rocess :

there

A nd

a ttri b ut i v e

intens i ve

was

cake

e x is t e n t i a l

ro c ess

Rebecca

as

Actor

decoratin

Exis tent:

.

entity

t 00 .

a clown
role

Circ.

animent

were
rela t io n al

Mrs.

rocess:

Jones

ide n t i

was

Ca rrie r

and

intensive

there

rela t i o n a l

roc:

intensive

attributive

Attribute:

Circ

she
Actor

\-1 rs.

and

Rockett

Behaver

Tbe

slime

Carrier

was

readi n

behavioural

bIue .

was
ro ces s:

relational

intensive

attributive

A t t ri b u t e

t00.

movement

And
roce ss

fox.

was
e x i s t e n t ia l

entitv

ro ce s s

on

The

obstacle

course

Ca r r i e r

it.

Circ.. foe;

r o ce ss

A ctor

fun.

was
relational

rocess:

i n te n s i v e

two

were
existential

attributive

cardboard

Existent.·

ro c e s s

A u ri b u t e

boxes

entitv

at

were
re/CIIional

lace

roc:

in t e n s i ve

attributive

both

Circ: foe:
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you

in

roc ess

Actor

it

Circ: loc:

lace

fast.

and

rocess

Circ: manner:

ualitv

wa s

relational

rocess:

intensive attributive

rocess

intensive attributive

Sa II v
Acror
looked

relattonal
The

engine

fire

·

and

t he

were

there

too.

process:
relational
intensive a u r i bru i v e

A t tribute:

ambulance

Carrier

and

some

C i rc

shorts.

rocess

These processes reconstruct the 'happenings' of the Under-Eight's Day,
through mainly material and existential processes ( 12 and 3 of each
respectively), and descriptions and evaluations of these 'happenings',
through

mainly

relational

processes (10 in total).

Similarly,

the

transitivity choices of Text 3 realise a fairly even balance between
reconstruction of event, and description and evaluation of event in the
middle stage of the text. By comparison, Text 4 with its greater dependence
on material processes, tends to realise reconstruction rather than
description or evaluation of event:

Text
When

4:

E v e n t/De s c r i p t i o n / C o m m e n t

Under-8's

Carrier

week

stage
on.

was

process:

relational

intensive

Circ: /oc: time

attributive
with

the

slime

and

the

obstacle

course

Circ: matter
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I

and

even

helped

th e
cake
the icing
on

with

with
Actor

I

But

material

didn't

A c to r

play

nra te ria {

oroc .

mental

the

p ro c :

kids

I my

I

saw

I

a ro u n d

th e

and

...

ol a c e

... .. ... .. .. ..

- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - -

Ipa i n t e d
T process

fa c e

Itoo.
I

Coal

[[h e lpi ng

adults

w it h

field.]l

Ci rc: loc:

qu a f i t v
en on

th e

in

m a n n e r:

Circ.·

orocess
Phenom

percept ion

Igo t
I

[ r m o v i ng
material

- - - - - - - - -

m a t e rial

A c to r

truck

engine

Ci rc . foe: place

Actor
Senser

fi r e

the

on

it .

ma tte r

a m b u l a nce.

saw

I

Circ:

orocess

decorating

t h i ngs

the

[[we

Circ:

material

Actor

])

do. ] ]

m a t e rial

Actor

orocess

means

manner:

process

mental

Sen -

ser

My

process.

-

.. ..

-

.. .. .. ..

-

.. .. .. ..

- -

..

pe r c ' t i o n
mum

looked

after

the

Phenomenon

kids

[[that

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...

...

.. ... ..

.. ..

.. ... .. .. ..

.. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..

wi t h

playing

were

..

t

material
material pro c.

Actor

--

... ..

.. - - ..

.. ..

.. ... -

.. ..

----

..

..

one

was
relational

My

Coal

rocess:

Circ:

process
--

..

- - ..

of

..

.. .. -

.. ..

he

]1

slime.

ma tter

.. .. - .. - -

..

-

..

-- - -

them

Volue

intensive

mum

A c to r

Text 2 0 also reflects this predominance of material processes. In both cases,
the

writers

needed

to provide

more

description

reconstructed, through the use of relational

of

each

event

(particularly intensive

attributive) processes. The predominance of material processes creates a
sense of 'list-like' quality in these texts. Expansion or evaluation of those
events is minimal, by comparison. As a result, the texts appear to be less
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satisfying instances of the genre of Observation, compared to Texts 3 and 8
where a more even balance between the obligatory elements of the genre
is achieved.
The Comment stage of Observation genre functions

to mark

the

significance of events reconstructed in particular texts to the writer. This
stage is usually realised through relational transitivity choices (Rothery,
1990). This is indeed the case in Texts 3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4, where intensive
identifying, intensive attributive, and possessive attributive processes
have been selected to mark or realise the writers' opinions and to tell their
readers which experiences were of major import to them (see Appendix 9).
For example, in Text 11 we find three typical Comment elements, a l l
realised by attributive processes:
was

ood

relational

rocess:

I t

was

Carrier

relational

I

Ca r ri e r/

irrten si 1•e

r oce ss:

allributive

in r e n s i ve

artriburive

a

had

Possessor

fun.

relational

process:

possessive

good

time.

A fl r i b t i l e IP o s s e s s e d

all ributive

Throughout the texts, the analysis of the transitivity choices made by the
writers indicates that they have a clear understanding of the role and
function of the genre of Observation in their world, and how to craft the
particular meanings required in this genre.

For example, they used

relational processes for describing settings and participants; behavioural,
existential, and material processes for creating behavioural or situational
contexts; and relational

processes to mark their attitudes to these

participants, settings and situational contexts. On these grounds, the texts
were again confirmed as successful instances of the genre of Observation,
albeit ones that could be improved through minor redrafting and editing.
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5.8.5 Comments regarding other textsproduced in Episode 2
Most of the other texts produced in the "Under Eights Week" episode of
classroom activity reflected the patterns identified in texts

3, 8,

1 1 , 20, and

4. For example, Texts 7 and 18 are very similar to Texts 3 and 8 (see
Appendices 7, 8, and 9). Texts 2, 5, 6, 10, 17, 21 and
Texts

11

and 20 (see Appendices 7, 8, and

9).

13

are very similar to

By comparison, Text 4 is the

only text in the sample which has no realisation of the Comment element
within other elements of the schematic structure of the text (see discussion
section 5.8.2 above). Texts 16 and 22 were assessed as incomplete instances
of the genre of Observation due to the absence of any Comment element
(see Appendix 7), and Texts 12, 14, and 19 were clearly instances of text
production where the elements of both the Observation and Recount
genres had been combined.
The remaining texts, Texts 1, 9, and 15, are of interest.

In

many respects,

these texts reflect the features noted in Texts 3 and 8, both considered
·good' instances of the genre of Observation w i thin this particular context
of situation.

However, Texts

their internal organisation.

1, 9

and 15 are all problematic, in terms of

For example, all three texts realise both the

obligatory and some optional elements of the genre of Observation (see
Appendix

7).

These

elements

are realised

through

predominantly

appropriate choices from the Theme and Transitivity systems of the
English language. However, in each text, the last recursions of obligatory
and optional elements have the feel of 'afterthoughts'.

Consider for

example, the schematic structure of Text 15:

Orientation:
Today it was Under-8's day.

i t ion/Comment :
Event/Descrp
There was

fence-painting

two cakes and

a

and

obstacle

course,

and

icing

the

cake.

There

were

tire engine. They gave kids a ride. The kids got to hose other

kids. An ambulance came roo. They let the kids on the stretcher.
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It

kept

getting

stuck.

It was bumpy,

so

didn't

I

have

a

turn.

There

was blue slime. I dressed up like a rich lady. There was fence painting.

Comment:
It was a fun day. I wish it happened every day.

I got painted as a princess.

Clearly, the final Event element is 'tacked on'. Logically, semantically, and
linguistically, it should prece d e the Comment element It

I wish

it happened

was

a

fun day.

every day. It is as if the writer completed her text,

reread it either to herself, a peer, or her teacher, and remembered that she
had got painted

as a princess. Then, instead of inserting the addition

into its most appropriate p lace in the text, the writer simply added it at the
end. This is in fact a very typical response in young writers when and i f
they are asked to 'edit' their texts.
Text 9 realises the same pattern of recursion of elements:
Orientation/Comment:
Today was Under-8's day'

It was good.

Event!Descril}tion!Comment:
I got my face painted as an army man. So did Travis get hjs face painted. So did
Simon get

his

face

painted

as

an

army

man.

clown. Kristen got really wet. So did Aden by

Jamie
the

got

his

fire engine

face
hose.

painted
I

got

as

a

three

soccer. I was a goalie once. Sam tried to
ball went across the grass. He didn't get a goal. I grabbed the
kick the ball. I missed. Lucky
I picked it u p again. I

pieces of cake. I played two games of
get a goal, but the
ball. I went to

kicked it. I nearly scored a goal. Kristen got his face painted as an anny man,

but

he washed it off straight away.
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Comment:
I re al l y enjoyed myself a lot.
EvenlfDescriDtion:
I got my face pai n ted . I le t Johnny go in front of me. Jake got his face painted
a clown. The slime colour was blue. When I went tO g o on the fly i n g fox. I
saw a lOad. It was 10 centimetres l ong.
as

Comment:
I really enjoyed myself a lot at Under-8's week. I liked it very much.

In

this text, the recursion of the last Event/Description and C o m m e n t

elements seems particularly gratuitous, since both appear t o repeat m u c h
o f what was reconstructed earlier.
recursion of obligatory elements

More so than in Text 15, the f i n a l
in this text appears t o have

motivated by an interest in 'making the text longer'.

been

As discussed earlier,

this interest is a typical characteristic of young writers once they believe
they have established control over the production

of written

texts.

Examination of Text 1 shows a similar pattern of recursion, a lthough it is
less obvious that any competitive spirit motivated text length. Like Texts
3, 8, 1 1 , 20, and 4, however, these texts do still represent complete if rather
discontinuous instances of the genre of Observation.

5.8.6 Summary and c o m m e n t
Close examination of the Texts 3, 8, 11, 20, and 4 using systemic functional
grammar

and

genre and register theory has revealed

a wealth of

information about the texts' particular semantic and lexicogrammatical
features. Such examination has confirmed the initial assessment of the
texts as complete instances of the genre of Observation, albeit ones w i t h
more 'speech-like' features than might typically be expected i n w r i t ten
instances of the genre.

In particular, the analyses reported above show

that the meanings being realised in the texts, the stages through which
they are realised, and the particular patterns of linguistic

resources
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employed in this endeavour are consistent with the features that h a ve
come to be associated with the genre of Observation (Rothery, 1990). T h e
texts were obviously

created i n

response to a context of situation

characterised by personal experience.

They realise relationships between

writer and reader that are non-hierarchical in nature, and have the 'feel'
of face-to-face communication, despite the fact that the texts are instances
of the written rather than the spoken mode of language. In addition, the
texts serve not only to reconstruct the writers' experience of the Under
Eight's Day activity program arranged at their school, but also to mark the
significance of that experience, in personal terms.

Further, there is n o

evident

order

concern

experienced.

to

reconstruct

the

temporal

of

activities

Rather, the writers appears to concern themselves w i th

reconstructing those activities they each regarded as highlights of the
program.

The texts reconstructs 'real' rather than imagined experience,

and, in published form, would serve to entertain a wider adult audience.

In addition, the analyses reported in the sections above provide explicit
and detailed evidence of why some of these particular texts appear to be
'better' instances than others. Specifically, Text 3 has been shown to be the
most satisfying of the texts, Text 8 has been identified as a 'good' instance
of the genre, for this age and stage of the particular writer's development,
Texts 1 1 and 20 have been shown to be adequate instances of the genre,
and Text 4 has been assessed as the text that meets the semantic a n d
lexicogram m atical requirements o f the genre most minimally.

Most early

childhood teachers would probably arrive at the same 'order of merit' for
the texts, on the basis of intuition or instinct, as native and/ or competent
adult language users. However, the kinds and levels of analysis that are
made possible with systemic functional grammar and genre and register
theory

impart

credibility,

consistency,

and

predictability

to

such

assessments.
Indeed, throughout this chapter, it has been demonstrated how principled
and informed assessments of young children's writing using systemic
functional grammar and genre and register theory can provide invaluable
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feedback for teachers and writers about the successes and problems o f
particular texts.

In the case of both of the episodes discussed i n this

chapter, these analyses could have been used to develop further episodes
of teaching and learning related to the particular matter of making written
texts context independent.

Certainly by the time of the second P.pisode

discussed here, the modelling and deconstruction of referential systems
which contribute to such a quality in written texts would have been both
desirable and appropriate.
The analysis of the texts so accomplished has also demonstrated h o w
systemic functional grammar and genre and register theory provide a
means by which contexts which give rise to particular texts can be closely
examined.

It is argued for example, that the specific semantic and

lexicogrammatical features of texts are called into being within and by
particular configurations of context, at both cultural and situational levels
(see the discussion in Chapter 2, section 2.3). Thus, analysis of the features
of any text reveals not only its character and quality but also the reasons
why it came to be this way.

Principled and informed application o f

systemic functional grammar and genre and register theory i n the analysis
of the selection of texts discussed in this chapter revealed the particular
strengths and weakness of the texts.
Such application has also revealed how the particular features of the
contexts surrounding

and incorporating the episodes of teaching and

learning activity shaped these texts. Specifically, it has been demonstrated
that in both episodes discussed here, the teaching and learning contexts
made a positive contribution to the children's development of different
levels of control over the genre of Observation.

As a consequence, the

children learned much about the key semantic and lexicogrammatical
features of the genre of Observation.

However,

i t has also been

demonstrated that in neither episode of classroom activity d i d these
contexts adequately scaffold the children's ability to control the particular
features of writing compared

to speech.

In

addition,

it has been

demonstrated that in Episode 2, the contexts surrounding and shaping the
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production of written texts were able to be 'read' differentially.

This

resulted i n some children producing written texts which incorporated
elements of the genre of Recount as well as the genre of Observation.

5.9 Consideration of the consequences of Episodes 1 and 2 for the
development of children's writing

The nature and success of any given text, be it oral or written, is dependent
on the choices made by the writer/speaker of the text from the various
lexicogrammatical systems that make up our language.

Many of these

choices are unconscious, given our familiarity with both language and
contexts in our social worlds. However, all this has to be learned, as we go
about participating in our social world.

Some individuals are easily

successful in learning how to realise the meanings required in the many
linguistic and social contexts in which they find themselves.

Others are

not.
In

the texts discussed in this chapter, it appears that the range of choices

made by the children in the process of written text production were
predominantly appropriate. Clearly, the children had learned much about
how to shape the particular kinds of meaning required in or associated
with the genre of Observation.

This was most evidently the case in the

second episode of classroom activity discussed in this chapter.

Here, the

texts analysed indicate that the children were able to produce instances o f
the genre, in independent circumstances, which shared many features o f
adult realisations o f the genre. Given the success with which the children
controlled such features, it can only be assumed that the classroom
contexts in which the children participated during their early school years
had played some significant and positive role in their learning about the
genre of Observation.

In fact, it is argued that these contexts made a particular and extensive
contribution to the children's ability to control the features of the genre i n
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at least two ways. Firstly, they developed an extensive base of field-related
knowledge upon which children could draw in the production of written
texts. Secondly, they incorporated the explicit articulation of the social
purpose and schematic stages of the genres of Observation. However, with
respect to the development of the children's control over the particular
lexicogrammatical resources through which the written mode of language
is realised, these contexts were to some degree inadequate.

These aspects

of the relationship between text and context, as it was realised in the two
episodes of classroom activity discussed in this chap t er, are presented
below.

5.9.1 Development of field-related knowledge
As the discussion of the two episodes of classroom activ ity shows (see
sections 5.3 and 5.6), the specific language teaching and learning focus was
always located in broader contexts of interest and activity.

Thus, the

teaching and learning of how to write Observations was always located i n
real contexts o f use, and as part of a whole cluster of activities related to
teaching and learning about fields of human acti vity and endeavour.

In

the first episode, for example, the children were taught about the genre of
Observation as part of a unit of work on the Great Barrier Reef.

They

didn't just learn how to write an Observation text about their experience
of walking on the reef.

They learned to write such a text as a part of a

number of in tegrated and complementary challenges to construct and
reconstruct the field The Great Barrier Reef. Thus the children drew n o t
only on their experience o f walking on the reef, b u t on their whole range
of experience of investigating the field of the Great Barrier Reef.
Similarly, in the second episode of classroom activity discussed in this
chapter, the children were asked to write an Observation text about a n
event of regular and continuing significance in their lives.

In

fact, the

children had a vast range of exper i ences to draw upon in the production of
these texts; they were intimately familiar with the activ i ty or field of
celebrating Under Eights Week. The extent of a writer's field knowledge,
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and his or her ease of access to that knowledge, is a critical prerequisite to
any instance of text production. Indeed, as Rothery argues (1990: 105):
As written texts ultimately are developed alone by the writer, he/she has to h a v e
reached a particular stage in understanding the field o f learning in order to shape
this knowledge according to the purpose or genre of the writing. Writing offers t h e
opportunity, once this stage has b een reached, to develop new insights and to
consolidate learning.

5 . 9 .2 Understan ding of the social purpose of genre
In both episodes of classroom activity, the social purposes of the genre of
In the

Observation were clearly and explicitly articulated for the children.

first episode, this was done as a deliberate teaching activity, in order to
establish or confirm the children's understanding of the kinds of m e a n i n g
that were appropriate in this particular configuration o f context a n d
culture, and t o provide a coherent model o r pattern for the children t o
follow in the production o f a particular instance o f the genre.

In

this

respect, Episode 1 represented a highly scaffolded teaching a n d learning
context, wherein

the children's

social and linguistic

behaviour

was

carefully and deliberately shaped according to adult representations a n d
models. In Episode 2 , the articulation o f the social purpose a n d schematic
structure or stages of the Observation genre served as a review of the
children's previously acquired information.
extensive

scaffolding

of

these

Subsequently, the absence of

features during

the

process

of

text

production was a deliberate strategy employed by the teacher to allow the
children

to

demonstrate

their

control

of

the

key

semantic

and

lexicogrammatical resources o f the genre.
5. 9 .3 Control over semantic and lexicogrammatical features
In

both episodes of classroom activity, there was a fairly high degree o f

opportunity for the development and modelling o f appropriate lexical
items required to realise the fields of activity to be reconstructed. This was
effected through the location of the specific language teaching a n d
learning

focus i n broader fields o f investigation

and

activity

(see
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discussion section 5.9.1 above); and the provision of both oral and written
models of such lexical items (see discussion section 5.3 and 5.6 above).
However, there appears to have been far less exploration, modelling, o r
exemplification of the particular grammatical resources required t o realise
written rather than spoken instances of the genre of Observation.

This

was particularly so with respect to the matter of the deployment of
adequate in-text reference systems.
However, the

models

and discussions of other

dimensions

of the

lexicogrammatical resources of the English language that were provided
were apparently effective.

This was particularly the case with respect to

the kinds of participants that are typically realised in the genre o f
Observation and the processes o f being, doing, behaving, and thinking,
and feeling that are required to realise the particular meanings associated
with this genre.

5.10

Summa ry and review

In this chapter, it has been shown that the children involved in the study
reported here were provided

with specific and explicit teaching and

learning experiences focussed on the genre of Observation. Two episodes
of classroom activity incorporating such a focus have been described, and a
selection of the written texts produced within these curriculum contexts
have been discussed in detail.

Specifically, the extent to which the texts

realised the semantic and lexicogrammatical features associated with the
genre of Observation has been considered.
have been identified,

The nature of those features

particularly as they have been represented by

Rothery (1990), and a mature instance of the genre has been examined, i n
order to establish the credibility and status of the children's texts examined
in

this chapter.

From the discussion so presented here, and the previous

discussion

provided in Chapter Four, it should be clear that the children involved i n
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the study were engaged in writing Observations (and many other genres)
from an early age. Equally, it should be clear that the children developed
increasing levels of control over the features of the genre of Observation
during their first three years at school. In addition, it should be clear that
the contexts in which the children learned to write, as evidenced in both
Chapter Four and in the two particular episodes of classroom activity
described in this chapter, deliberately and explicitly shaped this
development. In this respect, the contexts differ significantly from those
documented in Rothery's study of the teaching and learning of narrative
type genres in the primary school (1990). As Rothery notes (1990: 164),
there the contexts for teaching and learning writing were such that:
the principal strategy for teaching writing was to develop the
way and then tell the students to write a particular genre which
in any systematic or objective fashion . ... Overall, the children
write and the teachers had little knowledge of the kinds of the
language demands their writing tasks were making.

field in a general
was not identified
were not taught to
genre, register and

By comparison, in the curriculum contexts established and documented i n
this study, field was deliberately and extensively developed prior to and
during the teaching and learning of particular genres, including that of
Observation as discussed in this chapter; and genre, register and language
demands were the explicit focus of specific episodes of teaching and
learning activity drawn from the writing component of the total teaching
and learning program. Indeed, two such episodes, their location in the
total program and their specific teaching and learning focus with respect to
the genre of Observation, have been the concern of this chapter.
As they have been reconstructed in this chapter, these two episodes h a ve
been used to demonstrate the consequences of field and genre, register a n d
language oriented curriculum contexts, in terms of the children's control
over the semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the genre of
Observation. Specifically, it has been argued that such contexts made i t
possible for many o f the children to learn how to produce complete i f
rudimentary instances of the genre of Observation from their earliest
experience of learning to write in a school setting (see the discussion i n
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section 5.5 above).

Similarly, it has been argued that the continued

development of such contexts, throughout the five teaching semesters o f
the study made i t possible for many children t o learn to produce far m o r e
elaborated instances of the genre o f Observation.
Overall then, this chapter serves to demonstrate that a knowledge of genre
and register theory and systemic functional grammar can provide:
(i) a framework for shaping the curriculum contexts in which young
children learn to write Observations in the early school years;
(ii) a systematic and reliable way of assessing how

and why

particular texts work as Observations, and how they can be m o r e
adequately shaped t o achieve their particular social purpose t o
function effectively in its particular social context.
Here, it is reiterated that genre and register theory, and the systemic
functional grammar that is central to this theoretical construction o f
language, encompasses the notion that the choices made b y speakers and
writers from the linguistic system operate to realise particular meanings in
particular contexts of situation and culture. Any text is thus a product o f
choice,

given

linguistic

particular

analysis,

contextual

those

choices

configurations.
and

Using

configurations

interrelationships between them can be identified.

systemic
and

the

In the following

chapter, the choices made by a number of the child ren involved in the
study in particular curriculum contexts concerned with the teaching a n d
learning of the Narrative genre are discussed a t length.
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Chapter 6
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF WRITING:
NARRATIVES

... narrative is a highly valued genre in both the primary andjunior secondary school

t

and hroughou

t the culture generally

(Rothery, J., "Story" Writing in Primary School, unpublished PhD thesis,
Sydney University, 1990, p.S)

6.0 Introduction

As was reviewed in the introductory section of the preceding chapter, the
study reported here began as a relatively simple investigation of the
nature of a genre-based approach to teaching and learning writing, and the
consequences of such a n approach for the c;ievelopment o f children's
writing abilities in the early school years. Eventually however, the study
became a rich and complex investigation of the ways texts are shaped i n
the myriad of contexts - physical, intellectual, social, and emotional - that
comprise any instance of teaching and learning, especially in early school
settings. In this chapter, the nature of that relationship between text and
context as it was realised in the children's growing control over the
features of the Narrative genre during the period of the study is explored.
As in Chapter 5, two episodes of classroom activity and the analysis of the
written texts produced within these episodes are discussed in this chapter.
Like the episodes discussed in Chapter 5, the episodes discussed here can
not be seen as isolated phenomena. Indeed, it must be emphasised again
that these episodes represented moments

in a unfolding story of

classroom life, moments that were significant both in terms of the
recurrent themes and rhythms of that life and in the particular matter of
the teaching and learning of the genre of Narrative.

As indicated i n
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Chapter 5 (section 5.0), the Narrative genre is one highly valued in the
worlds within and outside of school. This was certainly the case in the
study reported here. Engagement of the children involved in the study i n
the genre of Narrative, at both implicit and explicit levels, was a
predominant feature of every single day in the program. For example, o n
every single day in the study, the children heard, read, talked about,
and/ or wrote at least one narrative text.

On many days, the children

would have heard, read, talked about, and/or written several narrative
texts. Simultaneously, spoken and written narrative texts comprised the
central resource for "reading instruction" in the classroom contexts
developed in this study, a significant resource for exploring a wide range
of human interests, values, and problems, and a critical resource for
modelling and demonstrating how experience can be constructed and
reconstructed in particular ways.
In

this chapter, the discussion will focus on how the children involved i n

the study were helped to develop increasing levels of control over the
writing of Narratives.

Specifically, a description of the characteristic

structural, semantic, and lexicogrammatical features of the particular
genre has been given (section 6.1). Here, the social purposes for which the
genre is used has been considered; the associated fields of experience i n
which the genre is used has been noted; and the linguistic choices usually
associated with the genre have been identified. Then, a mature or
successful instance of the Narrative genre has been provided and
discussed (section 6.2); the two particular episodes of classroom activity
focussed on the teaching and learning of the genre have been described
(sections 6.3 and 6.6); and the range and quality of the written texts
produced by the children within such episodes has been reviewed
(sections 6.4 and 6.7). Selected texts from the complete sample of written
narratives produced by the children within the selected episodes have
then been analysed in detail, with respect to their particular semantic and
lexicogrammatical features, and in comparison to the successful instance
of the genre offered earlier (sections 6.5 and 6.8). Subsequently, links and
connections have been drawn between the pedagogical or curriculum
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contexts which surrounded the instances of text production, and the
nature of the texts produced by the children (section 6.9). That discussion
thus comprises a consideration of the consequences of both the overall
curriculum pattern reflected in the selected episodes of classroom activity,
and of the specific genre-based approach adopted to the teaching and
learning of writing for the children's growing control of the structural,
semantic, and lexicogrammatical features of the Narrative genre. The
chapter concludes with a summary and review of the ma i n findings and
conclusions regarding the textual and contextual analysis so effected
(section 6.10).

6.1 The Narrative genre

Like the genre of Observation discussed in the previous chapter, the
Narrative genre exists "to entertain, even amuse, through the exploration
of experience

which

is

given

significance

through

interpersonal

meanings" (Rothery, 1990: 168). Instances of both the Observation and
Narrative genres realise particular or unique events in which specific
participants are involved

and incorporate some evaluation

of the

significance of the events depicted, usually in cultural terms (Rothery,
1990: 167). In addition, however, narrative texts tend to do this in order to
highlight some particular dimension of human experience. As Rothery
explains (1990: 168), these texts operate to build:
unusuality in a field activity sequence ... . What is foregrounded and given
significance through the interpersonal meanings is what is unusual, which may be
what goes wrong, what is unexpected and so on. Equally important however is t h e
course of action taken to right or change events.

In

addition, Rothery (1990: 168) argues that narrative texts, u n l i ke

Observations, function to:
illustrate the power of the individual, as represented in characters, to intervene
and change or attempt to change the cotu"Se of events he/she may encounter or
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become involved in.

...

The focus is very strongly

m

the individual as 'hero' ...

dealing with what is problematic, unexpected, out of the usual.

Narrative texts, both spoken and written, are highly valued both in and
out of school contexts. Young children entering school often bring w i th
them a vast repertoire of stories, having listened to, read, talked about, and
created many thousands of instances of the Narrative genre, often in the
"bedtime story" context (Brice-Heath, 1983).

In

addition, young children

are often highly experienced participants in the creation of oral narratives
of personal experience (Rothery, 1990: 190). However, as Martin and
Rothery's (1980; 1981) intensive investigations of the kinds of writing
done in school contexts demonstrated, only a relatively small proportion
of child ren appear to transfer this level of expertise and success to the
control of written narratives. As in the case of the Observation genre, i t
would appear that many teachers are unaware o f the social and linguistic
dimensions of the Narrative genre, and are thus not in a position to
provide adequate feedback to children about how to advance their control
of the elements of this genre, particularly in the written mode (Rothery,
1990:158). Some of these features, as principally defined by Rothery (1990),

have been demonstrated and discussed in the sections that follow.
6 . 1 . 1 Schematic structure and register values in the Narrative genre

Like other narrative-type genres (see Figure 2.6 reproduced in Chapter 5,
section 5.1), Narratives arise or are created in response to contexts of
situation that involve the reconstruction of experience through language
and the marking of the significance of that experience to the individual o r
various groups (Rothery, 1990: 168). Following Labov and Waletsky ( 1 967)
and then Labov (1972), Rothery argues that the generic structure of
narratives can be represented as follows:
(Abstract)" (Synopsis)" [ Orien tation"Complication" Evaluation"
Resolution] n " (Coda)
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where 0 marks an optional element; [ ] marks a domain of recursion or
sequencing of obligatory elements; " refers to sequence of elements; and n
indicates a feature of recursiveness. The particular functions and semantic
properties of these stages of a Narrative text are outlined in Rothery's
work (1990:190-5), and have been used in the analysis of texts presented i n
later sections of this chapter. It should be noted that as in the case of the
Comment element of Observation texts, the Evaluation element of
also be interspersed through other elements,
particularly complication (Rothery, 1 990: 170; 191). Rothery has also found
narrative

texts can

that the Abstract stage can be interspersed with the Synopsis stage
( 1 990: 191). Some of the key resources through which these stages and the
various meaning are realised are discussed briefly in the sections that
follow.
6. 1 .2 Lexicogrammatical resources of the Narrative genre
The particular stages of a Narrative text, and the meanings realised i n
these stages, are constructed through the deployment of resources from
key systems in the English language. These include the systems of Theme,
Transitivity, Conjunction and Mood (see chapter 2, section 2.3).

In

choices are typically experiential, with

key

Narrative texts, Theme

participants in events being thematised in unmarked Subject positions i n
the clause structures.

However, Theme choices are also common! y

textual, with the temporal order of events in the Complication and
Resolution stages being realised in the selection of temporal conjunctive
items. Similarly, since dialogue is such a strong feature of Narrative texts,
interpersonal Theme choices are also common.
The pattern of Transitivity choices across the stages of the Narrative genre
also varies. For example, in the Abstract and Orientation stages, choices
are typically made for relational processes. Behavioural and material
process choices are also typically associated with the Orientation stage o f
the genre. In the Synopsis stage, choices are commonly material o r
behavioural.

I n the Complication stage, choices are largely behavioural
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and material. Typically, the Evaluation stage is realised through relational
and existential choices. The realisation of conjunctive relations between
clauses and clause complexes is most evident in the Complication and
Resolution stages. Where such relations are realised, they can be both
success1ve or concessive. Typical choices from the mood system are
declarative, but interrogative and exclamative mood choices are also
typical.
Such choices, as they are realised in a relatively m a ture instance of the
Narrative genre from a real-world context, have been discussed in section
6.2 below.

The pa rticular text was provided and analysed in Rothery's
investigation of the development of story-wrihng abilities in the primary

school years (1990). A brief summary of Rothery's analysis and assessment
of the text has been provided in the following section to articulate the
criteria upon which any text may be classified as an instance of the
narrative genre; and against which other texts written by the children
involved in this study have been measured.

6.2 A mature instance of the genre
In

her discussion of the common or typical realisation of the semantic and

lexicogrammatical features of the genre of Narrative, Rothery considered
two texts. One, a written narrative of vicarious experience entitled If y o u
lose you're dead, is reproduced below. A summary of Rothery's analysis
of this text is then provided (see Rothery, 1990: 192-225 for a detailed
analysis of this text).
If you lose, you're dead.

Orientation:
"We're gonna be late" Ma tt said,

as

we skidded down the main street, hearts pounding.
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"I know, I know." I pan ted . between clenched teeth.

"Just shut up and run."

comer on the mai n street at two minutes to nine. I don't know why Matt and

We turned the

I always manage

it j us t seems to happen. No matter what time we get up, we always
That morni ng was no di ffere nt. We
pounded past the computer place and I paused for a moment to look i n the window.
to be late for school

t um up at about three minutes past nine, w ithou t fail

"Benji. will you come on 1" Matt said, tuggi ng my arm . " We haven't got time to look tn the
wi nd ow '"
"Hang on" I said s low ly . lo wering my backpack to the ground . "Hang on Matt! They've got
'Shootout". Look . ri ght th e re ' "
"Benj i !" Matt said in e x asperation . "We h a ven't got lime' We . . . "
"Oh shut up. will yo u . I've gotta get that game. No-one else has i t yet."
way into the dark little shop. "Wonder ho w much it is ?"

I shouldered my

" Be nj i . what about school'>"
"I've got a cough" I said a bse n t ly . l ookin g over the disk. "It just developed. I think I'd better
get home. I'll see you l ater okay?"

"Benji . . . "
"Look would you shove off7 I c an look after myself."
Matt turned away. sighing. pi c ked up his bag and went down the steps.

" H ey . wait' H a ve you got any money on y ou ? This costs $ 1 5 and I've o n ly got $ 1 0 . "
grabbed h is arm. "C'mon Matt. This i s important."
S i g hi n g . Matt forked out the money.
"Tha n ks a m ill io n ."

He nodded and went back down the steps. "I wish you wouldn't Benji . A l l that money for a
computer game."
I ig n ored him . pi c ke d up the disk and dropped it on the counter. An old man watched me over

pair of hom-rimmed glasses. I laid out the money, and he took it greedily.
watch out for that game. Tis bad."
a

"You'd best

I stared at rum for a sec ond. "Are you kidding'7 What do you mean 'bad'?"
He shook his head slowly and shoved the disk towards me. "Take it. Take it please." In the
di m l i ght. I saw rum sh udder. Puzzled, I picked up the disk, put it in my pocket, and moved
toward the door.
"''ll be seein g you. " I said as I walked out.
beneath the bench.

He looked l ong and hard at me and then ducked

"Weird," I muttered, pickjng up my bags. "Really weird."
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I turned back along the main street, keeping close to the sides of the buildings. Not that
anyone would worry if they saw me heading in the wrong direction - people mind their own
business where we live.

Complication/Evaluation:
I let myself into the house with the spare key Mum keeps hidden under the African violet and
went u ps tai rs to my room. The only clear space was my desk where my computer sat. I
pullt:d myself into the chair and inserted the disk turned it on and waited. A few seconds later
the title :�ppcarcd on the screen. 'Shootout' , the program said, and then reeled off a whole l i s t
of i n s tructio n s which l read q u ic kl y.
,

A cowboy appeared on the screen and the words, "Are you ready {XJrdner?
up. I typed i n Yes
"0. K.. you hal't! three cann'dges.
points. ifyou lose you are dead. "

On the

count of three, shoot.

Yes or no?" came

If you win, you score 20

The cowboy on the screen moved his hands to his guns.
"One ... "
It lightened my gnp on the joystick and leaned over the keyboard.
"Two ... "
I crouched. ready ...
'Three!"
Before I could move. t he cowboy on the screen had wh ipped out his guns and there were two
short explosiOns. I felt a burning sensation in my left arm.
"You lose. pardner. " the screen pri n ted up. T read the words i n disbelief.
other one went wide. There is a hole in your wall. "

"You're lucky, that

I spun round horrified, clutching

my arm. just as the computer had s a i d ,
there was a hole straight through m y lOOm sprint pennant. I turned back to
the computer. "Hey, wait a minute. What is t his ? This can't be." I punched

reset tnto the computer but it ignored my command.
pardner ' Warrt another shootout?"
I looked at the ti n y bullet hole in my
don't bclteve it!"

arm

Instead it printed, "What s the matter
'

i n disbelief. "What the heck is going on here? I

"On the count of three, shoot. If you win, you score 20 poims. If you lose, you're dead" the

computer satd.
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"You have two cartridges left. "
"Stop!" I yelled. typing every terminate command I knew.

I continued to type.

"One. " the computer said.
"Two. "

"This computer
sound.

is

trying

to

shoot

me!"

I screamed

without

making

a

'77Jree!"

Resolution (Tempora ry):
I ducked, hoping for the best and felt something whistle over m y head. I was safe!

Compl ication/Evalua tion:
Cautiously. I peered over the top of the desk at the computer.
pardner.

IVhl' aren't

,·ou shooting at me?"

The screen said, ''Too bad,

Slowly I c l i m bed back onto my chair.
�You hm·e one canridge lefr.
a free shot at you.

If you hit

You had better shoot pardner. or you are dead.
me, you score twenty points.

On the count

It looked as if the only way I was going to get rid of this
to shoot him. I grabbed at the joystick. m y hand shaking.
"One

Ifyou miss, I get

of three. "

mad cowboy

was

... " I moved my finger to the fire button,

"Two . . . "
'17Jree1"

I fired at him with my shotgun, using my last cartridge, and missed. I saw the cowboy smile.
'Too bad pardner. My free

shot. You re dead. "
'

This can't be happening, I told myself.
a computer screen.
It's not possible.

I can't be shot dead by a cowboy on
It's ...

"One. "

I imagined the headlines in The Sydney Morning Herald.
Trundall, aged 12 years and 9 months, was found dead in his

"Benjamin
home

this
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afternoon. It appeared that he had been shot through the heart by two t i n y
bullets that were fired from close range. The only evidence that we have s o
far is a computer game by the name of 'Shootout' that was found by t h e
boy's body.
Further details tomorrow ... "

'Two.

.

.

The cowboy on the screen was moving towards his guns.

I struggled for clear
there, sick with fear and unable to move.
thought.
Th is is not a bad dream
" H e y , grab a hold on yourself, Benji.
"Pull t h e
Yeah, but what?
You've gotta do something!"
it's for real.
plug!" I suddenly thought. " C u t off the electricity! PULL THE PLUG!"
I stood

"Thr . . ! "
.

Resolution:
l di'ed for the cord full length. wrapped my fingers round it and yanked. There was a huge
hower of sparks. I scrambled under the bed. not really knowing whether I

explos1on and a

was dead or alive.

l must have la1n under th:lt bed. with three dirty football socks under my nose and the
bedspnngs st1cklng into my back for a full ten minutes before I peeped o u t. The room was

silent.

I slid out from beneath the bed and cautiously crawled over to the desk and, dreading

what I would find. peered over the top of it.
The computer s..:reen was bl;�nk. I let out my breath in a long gust, so relieved I felt I would
burst.

I eJected the disk c:IUtiously. put it back into its cover, and turned for the door when

someth1ng cau g h t my eye. Lying on the desk was a tiny shotgun.

I pocketed i t and went

down the t:.tir . out of the house and down to the dam. There I flung the disk as far as I could.

I gazed down at my

ann

where a tiny hole oozed a thin trickle of blood. and tried to grasp what

had ju t happened to me. Mind numb, I went inside and made myself a Vegemite sandwich.

(Cathryn Cooper

1986)

6.2.1 Analysis of the "If you lose you're dead" text

Rothery has provided an extensive analysis of the If you lose you 're dead
text (1990: 1 92-225), especially with respect to the optional and obligatory
stages of the Narrative genre that are realised in this text, and their
particular semantic and lexicogrammatical features. By way of summary,
drawing from this analysis, it can be said that the If you lose you 're dead
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text realises all the obligatory stages of the Narrative genre - Orientation,
Complication, Resolution, and Evaluation- but none of the optional stages
of Abstract, Synopsis or Coda. Specifically, in the Orientation stage of the
text, the "sequence of events to do with purchasing a computer game" is
established; the characters are introduced; and a sense that thE' foiiowing
text will be "narrative" in shape and mood is created (Rothery, 1990:197).
A particular sense of "suspense and mystery" is created about one of the
characters in the text, and the events that are to follow (Rothery, 1990:197):
"You'd best watch out for that game . 'Tis bad."
I stared at him for a second. "Are you kidding? What do you mean 'bad'?"

He hook his head slowly and shoved the disk towards me. "Take it. Take it please." In the
dim light. I saw him shudut:r. Puzzled, I picked up the disk, put it in my pocket, and moved
toward the door.
"''ll be seeing you." I said as I walked out.
beneath the bench.

He looked long and hard at me and then ducked

"Weird." I muttered. picking up my bags. "Really weird."

In the Complication stage of the text, the sense created in the Orientation

that "something bad" is going to happen is confirmed, beyond any shadow
of a doubt.

Through a carefully articulated series of events and

happenings, the hero of the story, Benji, and his protagonist, the Cowboy,
come to confront each other in the unusually construed "Shootou t at the
OK Corral". In this stage, the usual sequence of events implicated in the
playing of a computer game is changed dramatically:
Before I could move, the cowboy on the screen had whipped out his guns and there were two
short explosions. I fe lt a burning sensation i n my left arm.
"You lose, pardner, " the screen printed up. I re.1d the words in disbelief.
other one wenr wide. There is a hole in your wall."

"You're lucky, that

As Rothery (1990: 201) notes "the reader's expectations regarding a
computer game no longer hold (and) a strong sense of suspense is created
regarding what events will follow". An Evaluation stage and a temporary
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Resolution stage are subsequently realised.

These continue to build

tension and suspense in ways that are typical of successful narratives
concerning "heroic actions"(Rothery, 1990: 202).
This tension and
suspense mounts until "the crisis point is reached":
I fired at h i m

with my shotgun. using my last cartridge. and missed.

I saw the cowboy smile.

'Too bad pardner. My free shot. You're dead. "
This can't be happening, I told myself.
It's not possible.
a computer screen.

I can't be shot dead by a cowboy on
It's ...

"One. "

Here, Rothery draws attention to the significance of the Evaluation stages
realised in this text in pointing ahead "to the resolution stage and the
possible courses of action that might eventuate in it ( 1990: 204). In this
section of the text, for example, the words act to provide a commentary o n
the sequence o f events realised i n the text to date, and their possible
outcome:
This can't be happening, I told myself.
a computer screen.
It's not possible.

I can't be shot dead by a cowboy on
I t ' s ...

These words also function to suspend the action, and to mark the
significance of the text's events ahead of their occurrence, or predictively,
to use Rothery's term (1990:209). The Resolution stage which follows is
that much more "exciting" and "satisfying, coming as it does after an
opportunity to rehearse a range of movements from "unusuality" to
"usuality" (Rothery, 1990: 210).

6.2.2: A d iscussion of the "If you lose you're dead" text
Overall, then, the If you lose you 're dead text realises the age-old conflict
between the forces of good and evit in this case in the particular context of
an unexpectedly and possibly fatal interactive computer game. There is a
clear sense of imaginative reconstruction of experience; of the traditional
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role of the narrator in bringing the action to the readers ambit of
experience; and of the essential nature of the text as an instance of written
rather than spoken narrative. Close examination of the lexicogrammatical
resources of the text reveals the selection of predominantly material and
behavioural processes in the Orientation stage, expressed in the simple
past tense, along with the realisation of temporal successive conjunctive
relations. Due to the high level of dialogue, mood choices include
declarative, interrogative, exclamations and commands. These patterns
are typically associated with certain kinds of Narrative (Rothery, 1990:213).
In the Complication stage, the choices are predominantly for material and
behavioural processes, again in the simple past tense, and the conjunctive
Again, these
relations are mainly temporal successive and implicit.
patterns are typical of certain kinds of narrative (Rothery, 1990: 213-8). In
the Evaluation stages of the text, high levels of anaphoric or 'backward
looking' reference are evident, and process selections are predominantly
relational attributive and existential, but also mental ( Rothery, 1990: 219).
In addition, there is a significant choice for the interrogative mood, for the
purpose of building contrast and comparison (Rothery, 1 990:220). In the
Resolution stage, there is a return to material and behavioural process
choices, and to temporal successive conjunctive relations (Rothery, 1990:
224). Throughout, these patterns of choice operate to build the kinds of
meanings expected in a text of this nature.
The meanings being realised in the If you lose you 're dead text, the stages
through which they are realised, and the particu Ia r patterns of linguistic
resources employed in this endeavour are consistent with the features that
have come to be associated with the genre of Narrative (Rothery, 1990). I n
fact, as Rothery consistently and convincingly argues, the text i s indeed a
powerful instance of the genre. Rothery(1990: 192) notes that the text was
"a prizewinning entry in a short story competition for school age writers
held by a daily newspaper in New south Wales and printed in The Sydney
Morning Herald, August 16, 1986". In addition, she notes that the text is
typical of the kinds of narrative of vicarious experience that young
children are encouraged to write, particularly during their late primary
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and secondary school years (Rothery, 1990:192). The Narratives examined
in later sections of this chapter will be analysed in comparison with this
text. In the section that follows, the first of the episodes of classroom
activity discussed in this chapter is described.

6.3 Episode 3: " C i nderella"

As in the case of the Observation genre, many episodes of classroom
activity during the study were devoted to the teaching and learning of the
social purpose and linguistic features of the Narrative genre. Indeed, as
noted earlier (section 6.0), the ch ildren's classroom experience with
narrative texts was extensive, such texts comprising a high proportion of
both the implicit and explicit language and literacy curriculum in place i n
the study reported here. When an explicit focus concerning the nature
and function of the Narrative genre in the worlds within and outside of
school was adopted in the curriculum, the children were challenged to
reflect and build on their understandings previously developed. For
example, in the episode of classroom activity reported here, "Cinderella",
the children were asked to reflect on the purpose and structure of the
genre. Specifically, the teacher I researcher aimed to create a set of
curriculum contexts in which children could (i) identify the full range of
optional and obligatory stages of the Narrative genre, as described i n
section 6 . 1 above; and (ii) participate in the realisation of meanings
associated with each of these stages, through the retelling of a familiar
narrative. The task was highly scaffolded for the children, in the m a n n e r
described by Vygotsky (1962), Bruner (1966); and Gray (n.d.). I t was
expected that most of the children would be successful in the realisation of
at least the obligatory stages of the genre.
This episode of classroom activity occurred early in the children's third
year a t school. As a group, their written narratives had improved
immensely over the time they had been involved in the program.
However, many of the children were still regularly producing written
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narratives that possessed rudimentary Complication and/or Resolution
stages. Stories was an ongoing unit of work across all three years of the
program (see Chapter 4, Table 4.1). During Term 1 of the children's third
year at school, the teacher I researcher planned a specific focus within this
unit, related to the modelling and deconstruction of the schematic
structure of the Narrative genre. Prior to and during the development of
this specific focus with the children, the teacher I researcher read aloud a
particularly extensive version of the traditional fairy tale Cinderella. This
retelling took place over several weeks, occurring as the class Serial
session (see Chapter 4, section 4.2.7, Table 4.2). The discussion that follows
describes in more detail the physical contexts in which the episode of
classroom activity was based (6.3.1); the overall curriculum context or u n i t
o f work i n which the episode was located (6.3.2); and the specific language
and literacy teaching and learning sequences encompassed in the episode
(6.3.3).
6.3.1 Physical con texts

The "Cinderella" episode occurred early in the children's third year at
school. Thus the episode took place in the 1990 classroom, as described i n
Chapter 4 (section 4 . 1 ) . At the time that this particular episode was
planned and developed, a number of units of work were underway, and
the walls and display spaces in the classroom reflected this diversity of
interest and activity (see Illustrations 4.7; 4.8; 4.11; 4.14; and 4.16). The
children had access to a number of versions of the Cinderella fairytale,
including the one that was being serialised; and to many other narrative
texts involving the vicarious reconstruction of themes and issues of
general social significance.

the manner popularised in the work of
Cambourne (1988) and Brown and Mathie (1990), the children were
In

"immersed" in a narrative culture deliberately created

in

the physical and

intellectual context of the classroom. The intellectual components of that
context are discussed in more detail below.
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6.3.2 The curriculum contexts of the "Cinderella " episode:
Intellectually, the "Cinderella" episode was part of a broad wave of
intention and activity in the curriculum development process
documented in this study. The episode was indeed located in the on -going
investigation of an aspect of specific language and literacy curriculum, that
is, the Narrative genre.
However, the intentions driving this
investigation were also those which motivated the overall curriculum
development process, namely the construction of teaching and learning
environments which would help the children learn language, learn
through language, and learn about language (Oerewianka, 1990).

For
e ample, the Narrative genre investigated explicitly and deliberately in the
Stories unit was examined with the children as a kind of mean ing that is
realised in particular "ways with words", to borrow an expression from
Brice-Heath (1983). Simultaneously, through talking about, reading,
listening to, and writing narratives, the children learned to use the
wordings and grammar which realise such meanings. In addition, because
the teacher I researcher adopted a deliberate and explicit approach to the
teaching and learning of this genre, the children learned about these
wordings and grammar, as they compared and contrasted to other "ways
with words".
These matters of learning language, learning through language, and
learning about language were all implicated in the particular episode of
classroom activity referred to as "Cinderella''. In addition, this episode
comprised all phases of the pattern or cycle of classroom activity typically
generated in the curriculum documented in this study, namely Input,
Exploration, and Presentation/Celebration (see discussion Chapter 3,
section 3.4.2).

For example, in the Input phase of the episode, the

teacher I researcher

provided

a number

of review

sessions

where

individual narrative texts such as Dahl's The Enormous Crocodile and
Potter's. The Tale of Peter Rabbit were deconstructed with and by the
children, with respect to the purposes and functions of the texts; the stages
of the texts and their particular semantic values; and some of the
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significant lexicogrammatical features of the text.
In addition, the
teacher I researcher made i t explicit that such matters were to be the focus
or point of successive activities related to the development of the overall
unit of work Stories, and to the particular episode within this u n i t
"Cinderella". The teacher I researcher had begun reading the selected
version of C i nderelln to the children at this stage, al though only the
introductory chapters had been read and discussed. This reading was to
continue, in daily instalments, for the whole of the next phase of the cycle
of curriculum activity.
This next phase of activity, Exploration, encompassed a two-week period.
During this time, the teacher I researcher provided a series of time tabled
class sessions in which the children were required to work in groups o r
partnerships to read and discuss familiar and favourite narrative texts,
from

the

point

of

their

lexicogra mma tica I features.

particular

structural,

semantic,

and

The teacher I researcher and a teacher aide

participated in these d iscussions with the children, especially those with
limited or emergent understandings of the issues. The main emphasis
during this phase was the children's identification of stages of va rious
narrative texts, of the kinds of meanings being constructed in each stage,
and the kinds of words that writers of such texts used to realise such
meanings.

In her discussion with the children, the teacher/ research

emphasised the features of the Complication and Resolution stages of
individual texts. During this time, the teacher/researcher completed her
serialised reading of Cinderella.
Following this period of exploration of the genre, the teacher I researcher
engaged the children in a series of dramatic and oral reconstructions of the

Cinderella

text.

These involved

both the teacher I researcher and

individual children retelling parts of the narrative; individual and s m a l l
group portrayal of stages within the overall narrative, for example, the
Joss of the glass slipper; and discussions of how these dramatic and oral
retellings reflected all that the children "knew" from the serialised reading
of the narrative.

The teacher/researcher then involved the children in a
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jointly constructed written reconstruction of the text, over a period of
In these sessions, the teacher I researcher deliberately
several days.
focussed on the articulation of the structural, semantic, and
lexicogrammatical features of the Complication and Resolution stages of
the text.
the next phase of the episode, Celebration, the children were given the
opportunity to continue reading and discussing narrative texts; to write a n
In

imaginative narrative of their own composition; and/or to write their
own version of the Ci n derella narrative, using the jointly constructed
class retelling as a reference point. Ten children chose this latter option
(see Appendices 10, 1 1 , and 1 2 for copies and analyses of these texts) . Three
of the resultant texts are discussed later in this chapter (see section 6.5
below). All of the children who chose the retelling option went on to
complete their texts, and to have them "published" and included in the
class library.
The complete episode referred to as "Cinderella" thus involved a number
of discrete but intimately related activities. These included:
(i) a serialisation of a version of the traditional fairytale, Cinderella;
(ii) a teacher I researcher-led review of the characteristic functions
and features of the Narrative genre;
(iii) subsequent explorations by and with the children of a wide
range of familiar narrative texts;
(iv) a series of jointly constructed retellings of the Cinderella text,
including a written instance created with the whole class;
(v) provision of opportunities for children to reflect on and use
these experiences in their continued development of control over
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the structural, semantic, and lexicogrammatical features of the genre
of Narrative.
Within these activities, the various stages of a genre-based curriculum
cycle as d iscussed in Chapter 2 , section 2.5, are clearly evident. Specifically,
activities (i), (ii), and (iii) above concerned the modelling of text structure
and social purpose; activity (iv) involved the participation of the
teacher / researcher and the children in the joint construction of a written
text based on their shared experience; and activity (v) incorporated the
provision of opportunity for independent production of written narrative
texts.
Narrative texts, and indeed the use of narrative texts, played a significant
role in the children's school lives (see for example Chapter 4, section 4.3
and Appendix 3 for some discussion of where and when experiences w i th
narrative occurred in the language and literacy program). For many of the
children, such texts possessed a similar level of significance in their out-of
school lives (see Chapter 3, section 3.2 for some indication of the
children's levels of experience with narrative). The deliberate and explicit
investigation of how and why narrative texts act to realise particular kinds
of meaning was thus construed as a valuable and meaningful teaching
and learning focus for the children concerned.

Similarly, deliberate

intervention in the children's growing control over the features of written
narratives was considered as a sound and educationally appropriate
choice, in the particular curriculum contexts documented in this s ht dy
Given the children's background with narrative texts, and indeed, w i th
.

the explicit study of the ways different kinds of meaning can be built i n
both spoken and written language, the children had little d i fficulty
understanding the "point" of this episode in terms of their own present
and future experience with li terature.
Thus the social purpose of the Narrative genre was easily derived a nd
articulated for the children in this episode, from real contexts of use.
Similarly, the obligatory and optional elements of the genre, as they realise
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the particular social purposes of the genre, were easily explained in terms
of the children's own experiences with narrative texts. However, as the
texts created by the children during the episode show (see later discussion
sections 6.4 and 6.5, and Appendices 10, 1 1 , and 12), many c h ildren
continued to experience difficulties in the building of narrative texts. I n
particular, there is considerable evidence in the texts of
(i) slippage between the spoken and written modes; and
(ii) limited ability to successfully handle the interrelationships
between the Complication and Resolution stages of a narrative text.
However, most of the texts do indicate control of the tense features of the
Narrative genre - simple past, or present i n present for dialogue, and o f
the semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the Orientation stage o f
such texts.
In

summary then, the episode of classroom activity described above had as

a central focus the teaching and learning of the genre of Narrative.

In

particular, the social purpose of the genre, the obligatory and optional
elements, and the characteristic lexicogrammatical choices were made
explicit for the children.

The particular interrelationships

between

Complication and Resolution, in the manner described by Rothery (1990:
192-225) were less explicitly or extensively articulated.

The resultant

weaknesses in the texts produced by the children during the episode are
d irectly attributable to this feature of the curriculum contexts in w hi c h
they were created.

6.4 The range and quality of texts

As noted above, ten children went on to write their own retellings of the
Cinderella fairytale following the activities outlined i n section 6.3 above.
Since the child ren had been encouraged to use the jointly constructed class
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retelling of the fairytale as a reference point,
individual texts would exhibit very similar
semantic, and lexicogrammatical features. As
indicates (see Appendices 10, 1 1 , and 12), this

it was expected that the
realisation of structural,
an inspection of the texts
was indeed the case. For

example, all the texts realise the same set of register values, as presented
below:
of a known fairy tale, for the purpose of
entertaining peers (first order), and for learning about the
structure of traditional fairytales (second order).
Field: retelling

Tenor: adoption of 'unseen narrator' position; hierarchical power

relationship, neutral affect, infrequent contact.
written to be read, constitutive of the activity, monologic,
having dialogue within it.
Mode:

With respect to schematic structure or staging, all the texts realise the
obligatory stages of Orientation, Complication, and Resolution, with some
of the texts realising a recursion of the Complication and Resolution
stages. Rebecca's text (Text 8), reproduced below, provides a n example of
such a pattern:
Cinderella.
There was once a l i l l i e girl called Ella, and she only lived with her father because her mother
di e d. Her father said. " Yo u should go tn school to learn things."
"Oh no'" cried Ella. "Can't you just teach me like Mum diJ')"
"[ am afraid not. r don't know what to do."
S o Ella wenl 10 school the next day. Then. after school, her father came tO pick E l l a up from

school. He sa i d "I have a new wife."
E l l a said. "Oh! That's OK. What is her name?"
.

"[ don't know."
"[s she nice""
"[ don't have a clue.

r just talked to her on the phone.

She doesn't sound nice but it

IS

probably just her voice."
"Dad. has she got any daughters?"
"Yes, r think so, but they are much older than you."
"Oh' That's OK."
B u t really, E l l a wanted someone w h o was younger.

Then her father added, "I think their

names are Euphronia and Charlotte."
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Then all of the ladies came barging i n . Well, E l l a didn't want to say they were ladies. because
they didn't look nice at a l l .
"Hello," E l l a said shyly.
"Oh. you finally said something nice, " said Euphronia meanly.
"Are you n ice')" asked Ella.
"For me to know and you to find out," said Charlotte.
"Why are you so mean to me?"
"Because that's the way we arc," said her new stepmother. Then her stepmother said. "Take
that stuck-up thing away." She also said that meanly.
"Yes. Lhat's OK" said Euphronia and Charlotte.

"No it is not!" screamed Elb. So did her father. "I did not know you were so mean."
"Shut up1" said E l l :l's stepmother.
So E l l a cried and cried while her father was arguing. Then she saw a shadow right behind her.
Whoever that person was was very kind and said "Don't cry.

You want to come out of here,

don't you?"
"Well. yes . " s:lid E l l a :>hyly once agai n.
"Well. for a Lreat. " said her fairy godmother. "you can go to the ball."
"You meJ.n it ')" s:�id Elb. "You're my fa i ry godmother aren't you?"
"Why yes." she said. " But first. you must get all Lhe thin gs . First six l izards for footmen and
,

s i x mice from the mousetrap to be horses. one big rat to be a coachman, and a pumpkin from
the vegetable garden."
So E l l a got them a l l .
"But what about m y raggy dress')" sai d Ella.
But her fairy godmother s:�id nothing. just put her wand o n Ella's dress.
her shoes \vere soon glass.

It turned to silk and

She looked the best in the whole wide world.

Then her

godmother made the pumpkin. the: mice. the rat. and the lizards turn t h e right way.

fairy

Then her

fairy godmother saiJ, " On one condition. You must be back by midnight."
"Oh ye�� .. said Ella. and she was
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the c arri age i n one second, and she was there at t h e b::lll in

two seconds.
And she found a man to dance with. She danced all night.
Suddenly. she heard the clock strike twelve on the dot. She ran down the stairs.
BUT she lost a gl:lss s l i ppe r. She ran into the cart. She told the footman to help her i n . Then
she told Lhe coachman to " Ful l speed ahe:.td 1"

So the coachman went as f:.tst as he could, and

the poor horses were hit so hard. they nearly got hit !O death.

The prince found the glass shoe.

But he didn't know who i t belonged to, but h e thought he

recognised it.
He told his servants to go round to every girl's house and if i t fits, he w i l l marry that g i r l .
Finally they came t o Ella's house. T h e m a n got the stepmother and t h e stepsisters t o try i t .
Then t h e stepsisters s a i d "You can g o now."
B u t the man said, "What about that other girP"
"What girl?" said the stepmother.
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"The g i rl that ope ned the door."
"That was rne." said C h arlotte .

"No. i t wasn't. I t was a much prettier gi r l ."
The stepmother

::sod the stcpsi ters had to say, "It was the girl in the kitchen."

So they c::slled Elb. Ell::s tried on the slipper . It filled!
"It is impossible!" said Ch::srlolle.
"Not fa1r!" said Euphron1a.
"What'" said hc.:r stepmother. "Yuu hr:ll!" she said.

"Pie::ssc don't ay thJt." saiJ the man. "She soon will be the queen."

"Not fair'" said the three barging. yucky, not really nice looking, ugly ladies.
"I t hi n k i t is fair." said Ella's father anc..J t h e prince's servant.

So Ella and the prince.: gut m mi eJ . The people who came: the prince's mother and father came.
Ell:l's father. the people '' ho v.ere Jt the ball. and her stepmother and her stepsisters. And the
three of them \\en.' Jll 'nJrl1ng at hc.:r. They already looked bad enough without snarling.
" Yo u "'II p::sy for th1-;." the) ,,,iJ when everyone else was cl:lpping.
"Please shut up!" someone -.Ju.J
And from thJt Jay on. the .,tcpmother and the stepsisters learned to be really nice and E l l a and

the pnnce Ji, ed happ i ly ever after.

The end.

The choices made by the children with reference to tense, Theme and
Transitivity in their te>.. ts w ere both consistent with those expected in the
genre of Narrative and reflective of the pattern of choices evident in the
serialised version of Cinderella and the jointly constructed class retelling
of this tale (see Append ices 1 1 and 12; and the more detailed discussion
provided in section 6.5 below).

Interestingly however, a number of

children "imported" other versions of the fairytale into their retelling.
Notable and readily recognisable amongst these was the Walt Disney
movie version of "Cinderella".
Amanda's text (Text 6

-

This is most significantly realised i n

see particularly the underlined

sections)

reproduced below, but echoes of this variation on a theme are evident

m

a

number of the texts:

Cinderella
Once upon a time. there was a girl called Ella.

She lived with her two stepsisters and her

stepmother.

ywhen Ellacame home from �chool she stood on thecat. Herstepmother heard it and
a
ed
n
O
i ter -., " O rin:;: her to me . " and one of them went to Cinderella and gother.
rstcp� :.
e
sajdtoh
ja to the�tcprnot h e r' s room she saw her two stepsisters arguingabout
�ot
la
el
When Cinder
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what they weregoing to wear in the morning. Ella didn't recognise that she had
her breakfast
w. The tray was on EIIJ's hands. She dropped i t on
on :1 tr:
the stepmother's floor. and the
stepmothersJid, " Pi ck i t up. "

lyi ng i n the s tepmother's room . When she left
it on the.: tloor. ;;he went out of the door heading for her room. She danced softlv with her
hands " h e n ,he gnt t o the door
She opened the door.
she went straight to her mirror

So she did. When it w:�s cleaned up, she left i t

singi ng. She \\:b looking 1n the m1rror. When she was looking at the mirror she saw 1 n the
mirr0r her 'tcpmothcr. She locked the door on Cinderella. She ran and ran to open the door.
) i t . The nliCC C:lmc UD wi th the key. She was happv. she tried to oren the
She (l)UIJ n 't J�
When l1n:1lly she d1d, then �he w::�s free. She was out of the door.

door .

Her stepsi ters started to be mean. Ella couldn't stand the noise.

Then

:1

p nnce cJmc Jnd tried on the slipper. The two stepsisters also tried i t on.

Ci nde rci!J tncJ it on . It fined. So the prince

married Ella.

I t didn't fit.

As inspection of the ten te ts shows, several children experienced more
difficulty controlling the semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the
Complication and Reso l u t ion stages than others. Angela in particular
struggled with the task of building a convincing and engaging series of
Complications. Her Resolution stage is subsequently perfunctory. All of
the texts, excepting perhaps Rebecca's (Text 8), are somewhat banal, due
mainly to the non-realisation of the complex but universal meanings of
jealousy, sibling r i v a l ry, and triumph of "goodness" over "meanness" that
are usually associated with narratives, particularly fairytales.
The teacher I researcher had not extensively or explicitly articulated the
role of narrative in exploring universal themes such as jealousy, struggle,
opportunity, and romance as are particularly realised in the Cinderella
tale. Instead, she had focussed on the problem-solution nexus between
Complication and Resolution. In retrospect, this relatively simplistic level
of conceptualisation prevented the teacher I researcher from exploring how
themes of universal significance are foregrounded in the Orientation and
Complication stages of narrative texts (Rothery, 1990: 196-9), and of how
the stage of Evaluation plays a central role in marking the significance of
these themes, for individuals and for society in general (Rothery, 1990:
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203-4). The interplay of thematic foregrounding and shifts from the
"usual" to the "unusual" i n the Orientation and Complication stages,
combined with the "significance" marking of the Evaluation stage builds
tension and suspense in the successful narrative (Rothery, 1990: 199). N o t
surprisingly, given the absence o f any specific or extensive deconstruction
of these features of the Narrative genre in this particular episode of
classroom activity, such a pattern is only barely evident in the ten texts
created by the children. Rothery and Martin found this issue of the non
realisation of an Evaluation stage to be a critical and widespread problem
in narratives written by young writers (Rothery, 1990: 209).
Despite this now obvious lack, the texts created by the children were not
insignificant instances of the genre, particularly for the age of the c h i ldren
concerned. They were, however, incomplete. If they were to continue to
make p rogress in the development of their control over the genre of
Narrative, the children would have to learn to handle the semantic
features and interrelationships between Complication, Evaluation, and
Resolution stages more satisfactorily. However, the nature of the texts
produced in this episode of classroom teaching and learning activity does
confirm the intimacy of the relationship between text and context,
particularly as such phenomena find expression in the macro genre we
call schooling.

Specifically, in this episode of classroom activity, the

contexts for teaching and learning the features of the Narrative genre were
on the one hand powerfully deliberate and prescriptive, but on the other,
lacking in very important ways. The similarity of the children's' texts structurally, semantically, and lexicogrammatically - is directly attributable
to the kind of curriculum framing provided by the teacher/researcher.
The d ifficulties and inconsistencies reflected in the texts is similarly
attributable.
However, the d i fferences between the texts, particularly with respect to the
use of other sources of events and happenings, and the priortising of
selected events and outcomes from the full repertoire available, also
indicate

the

signi ficance

of the children's

individual

and

active
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construction of personally relevant meanings

within

a n otherwise

prescriptive framework. In this case, the d ifferences may be variously
attributable to individual personalities; to the climate of respect for
individual decisions and creativity featured in the curriculum contexts
reported here; or indeed, to theoretical constructions of the nature o f
children a s learners. Whatever the case, analysis o f the texts reveals quite
significant differences in text production, given shared teaching a nd
learning contexts, at least within the school program.
reported

in

This analysis is

the section that follows.

6.5 Detailed analysis of selected texts produced in Episode 3

Ten individual written texts were produced by the children as a result of
their participation in the "Cinderella" episode of classroom activity as
described

in

section 6.3 above.

All but one of these texts have been

classified as sustained if incomplete instances of the genre of Narrative
(see Texts 1 , 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 in Appendix 10). In the discussion that
has been provided below, three of these texts have been discussed in detail,
in order to demonstrate the basis of such classification, and thus of the
findings regarding the relationship between text and context expressed i n
the episode.

The texts so discussed include two successful instances,

namely Texts 4 and 10, and Text

2,

a less satis fy ing instance of the genre of

Narrative. These texts are reproduced below.

Text 2 : A n 1:e I

a

Cinderella.
Once upon a time. there was a lillie girl called Ella. She lived with her mum and dad. She
went to school. When she came from school, her dad told her that he was getting manied to
another person. She was h:.�ppy. She was wondering if she had seen the person before. "I
might like the person, or I mightn't. I wonder if there is one people or two people."
"I liked her. and I have my own bedroom. I like it because it is soft. And I like my dad."
And Ella went to the ball and Euphronia and Charlotte went because they were pretty and they
have never been.
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She was danci ng with the prince , and it st ruc k 1 2 o'clock, and she lost her slipper, and lhe
prince found lhe person and they li ved happily ever after.

Text 4 : K r i s ty

Ci nderella
Once upon a time. there was a girl called Ella. She l i v e d w i t h her mother and father.
The father said. "I have an idea. You should go to school."
"But Dad. how long am I going to stay there for?"
"I d o n t know."
'

That night. Mum died. I was sad. I looked out of my window. I saw a mysterious figure.
The moon shone on it. It turned around. It was mum. Then, it turned back around. I saw
no-one. She had d i sappeared.
I went to school. In two years time I came hom e ag ai n . Dad came to pick me up. I am eight
years old now. I stood at the open door. An ugly lady was standing there. I t was E uphroni a .
She looks like a to ad . Her sister's name is Charlotte. She looks like a frog. My stepmother
is mean. I wish I w:.�s still at school. I scrubbed the floor. I washed the dishes. I swept the
floor. I got splinters.
That night a ball was held at the palace . The stepmother and sisters went off to the ball,
le a vi n g me alone in the dark. I Silw a light. I went outside. She said, "Do my orders or you
won't go to the ball. Have you got a big pumpkin")"
"Yes. " I said.
"So go a n d get it."
"Ahh yes. Do y o u want a rat·) I have one in the trap. I noticed there were six lizards at the
waterfall. But I can't go to the ball like this."
The fairy godmother touched Cinderella with her wand. A beautiful dress appeared. The fairy
godm o th e r touched Cinderella on the feet. Some glass slippers appeared.
"A warning. Cinderella. At 1 2 00. your clothes w i l l tum back to rags. Now off you go."
At the dance i t struck 1 2.00. I ran. My clothes turned back to rags. S h e ran down the steps.
The glass slipper fell off.
The pri nce tried on th e slipper. It filled me .
I got married. I didn't see them again.
The end.
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Text 10: A i mee
Cinderella.
Once upon a time. there was a little girl called Ella. and she lived i n a big house and �he had a
big garden. Inside the house there were lots of bedrooms and Ella had a room all to herself.
and she liked i t . In the garden. there was a lake. and in the lake were nine swans.. The garden
had lots of ni ce nowcrs and trees. and she used to play in it. She liked chasing buttcrrlics.
And her dad read in his library. He never carne out until it was dinner time, and then he would
come out.
One day. Cinderella's mum died. Then the father said to Ella, "I have got married. There i s a
One of them is called Charlotte and the other was called
mother a11d two stepsisters.

Euphronia."
When Cinderella was sixteen. her mother and sisters went to a ball. and she wanted to go to
the ball. and she sat Jo,., n and wept.
w1 h."
"I want to go to the ball."

And then she saw an old woman.

Cinderella gasped.

The woman said. "l\la�c a

"Then get me a pum pk in and i x lizards and six mice and one rat." And she gave them a touch
and the six mice turned into horses and the lizards turned into footmen and the rat turned into a
rider.
"And remember. don't stay when the clock strikes twelve o'clock."
"OK." said Cindereii:J. and o;he drove off. When she got there she danced and danced. Then the
clock struck twe l ve. Cinderella ran. She lost a glass sl ipper. The prince got i t.

The next day. a per o n c.tme to their house. Cinderella tried the s lipper on.
pnnce married her and they lived happily together.

It fitted.

the

6.5. 1 Register values in Texts 2. 4 and 10
Analysis of the register values of texts 2, 4, and 10 from the "Cinderella"
episode has indicated that they are indeed consistent with those associated
with the imaginative construction of experience, for the purpose o f
entertaining, or indeed informing "through the exploration o f experience
which is given significance through interpersonal meanings (Rothery,
1990:168). For example, all of the texts specifically realise the retelling of a
known fairytale, a tale devoted to the exploration of issues of rivalry and
Jealousy, of the triumph of "goodness" over "evil", and the achievement
of personal happiness and peace following adversity. Like Benji in the If
you lose you 're dead text, Cinderella invariably meets and wins (or is won
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by) her prince in each of the texts, after a series of trials at the hands of her
wicked adversaries, the Stepmother and Stepsisters.
In the If you lose you 're dead text, Benji, the central character, takes up the

role of the narrator. This is not the case in texts 2 and 10, where the
"unseen narrator" position is adopted. This is consistent with the fairytale
variant of the Narrative genre. By comparison, text 4, exhibits shifts
between the two tenor positions. For example, in the Orientation stage of
the text, the "unseen narrator" position is realised. However, very early in
the Complication stage of the text, the central character has taken on the
role of the narrator:

That night. Mum died. I was sad.

I looked out o f my window . I saw a mysterious figure .
It was mum. Then, it turned back around. I saw

The moon shone on it. It turned around.
no one
-

.

She had disappeared.

went to school. In two years time I came home again. Dad came to pick me up. I am eight
years old now. I st ood at the open door. An ug ly lady was standing there. It was Euphronia.
She looks like a toad. Her sister's name is Charlotte. She loo ks like a frog . My stepmother
is mean. I w i sh I was still a t school. l scrubbed the floor. l washed the dishes. I swept the
floor. I got sp li n te rs .
I

That night a ball was held at the palace.

The stepmother and sisters went off to the ball,
leaving me alone in the dark. I saw a light. I went outside. She said, "Do my orders or you
won't go to the ball. Have you got a big pumpkin?"

"Yes. " I said.
"So go and get it."
"Ahh yes. Do you want a rat? I have one in the trap.
waterfall. But I can't go to the ball like this."

I noticed there were s i x lizards at the

The fairy god mot her touched Cinderella with her wand. A beautiful dress appeared
godmother touched C i nderella on the feet. Some glass slip pe rs appe ared.

"A warn i n g Cinderella
.

.

The fairy

At 12.00, your clothes w i l l turn back to rags. Now off you go."

At the dance it s t ruc k 12.00. I ran. My clothes turned back to rags.
The gl ass slipper fell off.

She ran down the steps.

The pri n ce tried on the s l ipper. It fitted me.
I got married. I didn't see them ag ai n

.
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This shift contradicts our culturally negotiated expectation that fairytales
embed an "unseen narrator". In text 4, i t stands as evidence of the young
writer's lack of control over this feature of the genre, and indeed, of her
overall lack of control over the written rather than the spoken mode. In
an oral personal narrative, such a tenor position would be appropriate.
By comparison, the writers of Texts 2 and 10 appear to be well in control of
the written mode in this instance. It should be noted however, that this
writing task was extensively scaffolded, through talk, through dramatic
reconstruction involving an "unseen narrator", and though written
models of how such a position is realised in narrative texts. The w riters of
these texts, Angela and Aimee, exhibited less successful control of the
requirements of the written mode in other less extensively scaffolded
writing tasks during and following this particular episode of text
production. Kristy, the writer of Text 4, consistently exhibited d ifficulties
in

this area.

6.5.2 Schematic structure of Texts 2, 4, and 10
Analysis of the schematic structure of Texts 2, 4 and 1 0 confirm that all the
texts realise the obligatory stages of Orientation, Complication, and
Resolution.

In Aimee's text, for example, we find a lengthy introductory

section which serves to "orient" the reader to the events that are going to
eventually unfold:
Once upon a time. there was a liule girl called Ella, and she lived i n a big house and she had a
big garden. Inside the house there were lots of bedrooms and Ella had a room all to herself,
and she liked it. In the garden, there was a lake, and in the lake were nine swans. The garden

had lots of nice nowers and trees, and she used to play in it. She liked chasing bullcrfl ics.
And her dad read in his li brary. He never came out until it was dinner time, and then he would
come out.

This stage is followed by a series of Complication and partial Resolution
stages, wherein the main characters confront each other and various
"happenings":
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One day, Ci ndere l l a s mum died . Then the father said to El l a
'

mother and two s teps isters.

I h ave got married. There is a
One of them is called Charlotte and the other was called
, "

Euphronia."

When Cinderella was sixteen, her mother and sisters went to a ball, and she wanted to go to
lhe ball, and s h e sat down and wept. And then she saw an old woman. Cinderella gasped.
The woman said, "Make a wish."
" I want to go to the ball."
"Then get me a p u mpkin and six l izards and six mice and one rat." And she gave them a touch
and

lhe six mice turned into horses and the lizards turned i n to footmen and the rat turned i n to a

rider.
"And re me mber. don't stay when the cl ock strikes twelve o'clock."
"OK." said Cinderella. and she drove off.

When she got there she danced and danced. Then the clock struck t welve . Cinderella ran. She
lost a glass slipper. The p rin ce got it.

Finally, there is a stage wherein "good" triumphs over "evil" or
case more

accurately "malice"

and "jealousy"

lose

out

m

this

to " h i g h

mindedness" and "personal goodness":

The next day, a pe rson came to their house. Cinderella tried the s l i pp er on.

It fitted.

lhe

prince married her and the y l ived hap pil y together.

A similar pattern of staging is evident in texts 2 and 4. However, in none
o f the texts is the obligatory stage of Evaluation realised to a ny significant
degree, either discretely or non-discretely. Indeed, the texts contain the
"bare minimum" with respect to the marking of the significance of the
series of events reconstructed, mainly through the use of the formulaic
fairytale ending:
and lhey lived h appi ly ever after.

The significance of this omission is clearly evident when the texts are
compared to the If you lose you 're dead text. Given that the texts realise
different fields of human experience, and that we come to the If you l o s e
you're dead text relatively freshly, there is n o building o f suspense and
tension in Texts 2, 4, and 10. By compa r ison the If you lose you 're d e a d
,
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text is compelling. Yet, the story of Cinderella continues to be a favourite
with young and old alike in our culture, so the issue of d ifferent field or
lack of "freshness" cannot account for this effect. Instead, it must be
accepted that the non-realisation of Evaluation i n the texts as the series of
events unfold is the key to their relatively "flat" character. All of the
Cinderella texts are thus assessed as being incomplete instantiations of the
genre of Narrative. While realising a number of levels of meaning
associated with the genre of Narrative, the texts fail to mark the
significance or "point" of these meanings.

6.5.3 Lexicogrammatical resources of Texts 2, 4, and 10:

Examination of the lexicogrammatical resources of Texts 2,4, and 10
confirms such an assessment of the texts. For example, all the texts realise
specific participants - Cinderella; the Stepmother; the Three Sisters; the
fairy Godmother; and the Prince. However, there is very little building or
realisation of the "defined identities" of these characters (Derewianka,
1990: 42). In Angela's text (Text 2), for example, only the character of
Cinderella is given any substance:
Once upon a time. there was a little girl called Ella.

She lived with her mum and dad.

She

went to school. When she came from school. her clad told her that he was getting married to
another person.

She was happy.

She was wondering if she had seen the person before.

"I

might like the person, or I mightn't. I wonder if there is one people or two people."

"I liked her, and I have my own bedroom.

I like i t because it i s soft. And

I like my dad."

By comparison, the Stepsisters and the Prince are "named" but, largely, are
not described. Similarly, in Aimee's and Kristy's texts (Texts 10 and 4
respectively), the character of Cinderella is the only one significantly
developed or defined in the text. Kristy also brings some depth to the
characters of the stepmother and her stepsisters:
An ugly lady was standing there. It was Euphronia. She looks like a toad.
is Charlotte. She looks like a frog. My stepmother is mean.

her sister's name
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Kristy also builds an unusual image of the Fairy Godmother:
Tha t n ight

a ball was held at the palace.

The stepmother and sisters went off to the ball.
I went outside. She said, "Do myordersor you
won't20 to theball. Have you got a big pumpkin?"
"Yes. I said.
"Sogo andget it."
leaving me alone i n the dark. I saw a

light.

"

I noticed there were six Lizards at the
waterfall . B u t I can t go to the ball li ke this."
The fairy godmother touched Cinderella with her wand. A be au ti ful dress appeared. The fairy
godmother touched Cinderella on the feet. Some glass slippers appeared.
"A womin2. Cinderella. At 12.00. your clothes w i l l tum back to rags. Now off you go."
"Ahh yes. Do you want a rot? I have one i n the trap.
'

These characters and their activity comprise the central focus of the texts,
as an analysis of the Theme-Rheme patterns evident in the texts
demonstrates (see Appendix 1 1 for detailed analysis of these patterns). For
example, most of the experiential Theme choices in the texts are the
characters of Cinderella, the Stepmother, the Stepsisters, the Fairy
Godmother, and the Prince. In the main, any other experiential Theme
choices realise objects, the time events occurred, or the place they occurred.
The textual Theme choices are mainly structural, linking the clauses of the
texts together, or temporal, establishing again the time frame in which
events occurred. The particular pattern of Theme choices in Aimee's text
(Text 10), shown below, is typical of the other texts discussed here.
pattern is also typical of Narrative texts in general (Rothery, 1990).
Table 6.1: Theme-Rheme choices in Text 10: Cinderella

The

(Aimee)

Theme
textual

int e rp

sonaI
Orientation

er

-

e x perien-

Rh eme

ti aI

Once u pon

a

time,

there

w as

(marked

called

Ella,

a

I ittle

girl

topical)
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Orien tation

a nd

s he

(cont)

( s t r u c t u ral)

(topical)

and

she

( s r r u c r tiTa I)

(topical)
Inside

lived in a big house

had a b i g garden.

the

house

there

(marked

bedrooms

were

l ot s

of

all

to

topical)
and

Ella

had

( s t r u c t u ra l

(topical)

h e r s e l f,

and

she

liked

(structural)

(topical)
In

a

roo m

it.

the

garden.

there was a la ke

,

(marked
topical)
and

i n the lake

( s tructural)

(marked

were

nine s w ans .

topical)
of n i ce

The garden

had lots

(topical)

and

and

she

used to play i n it.

( s t r u c t u ra l )

(topical)

trees.

chasing

S he

liked

(topical)

butterflies.

And

her dad

read i n

(structural)

(topical)
He

flowers

his

library.

never came out

(topical)
un ti I

it

(structural)

(topical)

was dinner ti me

,
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Orientation
(cont)

a nd

( s r r u c t u r c ll )
then

he

(Conjunc tive

(topical)

would come out.

A dju11 c t )
Complication

One day,

Cinderella's

mum

died.

( m a rked
topical)
Then

the

( s t r u c t u ra l )

(topical)

father

said to Ella.

have got married.

"I
(topical)

There

is

a

(topical)

stepsisters.

One o f t h em

is

mother

called

and

1 wo

Charlolle

(topical)
other

and

the

( s t r u c t u ra l )

(topical)

was

called

her

mother

Euphronia."

When
C i n d e re l l a
was

sixteen.

(marked

and

s i s ters

went to a ball,

topical)
and

she

( s t r u c t u ra l )

(topical)

and

she

(structural)

(topical)

wanted to go to the ball,

sat down and wept.

And
( s t r u c t u ra l )

then

she

(Conjunctive

(topical)

saw an old woman.

Adjunct)
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Complication

Cindere l l a

(cont)

(topical)
The woman

g a s ped .

said.

(topical)"
"Make a wish."

I

want to go to the ba l l

."

"Then

get me

pumpkin

and

(StrUCit4ral)

six.

and six.

mice

(topical)
a

lizards

and one rat."
And

she

( s t r u c /llral)

(topical)

and

the s i x

(structural)

(topical)

and

the

( s t r u c t u ra l )

(topical)

and

the

( Strt4Ctural)

(topical)

gave them a touch

mice

lizards

rat

turned

into

horses

turned

into

footmen

turned

into

a

rider.

remember,

"And

( st ruc tural)
when

don't

stay

(Finite)

strikes
said

twelve

the

clock

o'clock."

C inderella,

"OK,"
(topical)
and

she

(structural)

(topical)

drove off.

When she g o t
t h e re

she

danced

( m a rked
topical)
and

danced.

(structural)
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Complication

Then

the clock

(cont)

( s t ru c t u r a l )

(topical)
Cinderella

struck

twelve.

ran.

(topical)
She

lost a

glass

s l i pper.

( topical)
The

prince

got i t .

(topical)

Resolution

The next day,

a person

(marked

house.

came

to

their

topical)
C i n de r e l l a

tried

the

slipper

on.

(topical)
It

fi l t e d .

(topical)
The

pri nee

married

her

(topical)
and

they

( 5 1 TIICtllral)

(topical)

lived

happily

together.

Despite the predom inance of experiential Theme choices which realise the
characters in the texts, in none of these texts do we find evidence of well
rounded characters, be they the heroes or the villains.

This compares

starkly to the If you lose you're dead text analysed by Rothery (1990), where
the writer has built very convincing images of the malevolent Cowboy
and the impetuous and somewhat irresponsible but resourceful Benj i .
Largely, these images of the Cowboy and Benji are built through their
actions, and the Benji's reactions to and evaluations of the series of events
that unfold in the text. Particular kinds of transitivity choices realise these
kinds of meaning, including material, behavioural, mental, verbal and
relational processes. In Texts 2, 4, and 10, the full range of these processes
are found. More significantly, the full range is found in sections of the
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texts where the central character of Cinderella is being developed. In other
sections, involving Cinderella and the other characters, the meaning
typically realised is the sequence of actions, through a sustained choice for
material and behavioural processes. This can be very readily and easily
observed in a classification of the processes selected by Aimee (Text 10) i n
the d ifferent stages o f her text, as shown in Table 6.2 below (see Appendix
12 for more detailed analysis).
Table 6.2: A classification o f transitivity processes in Text 10:

Stage

Orientation
Complication
Resolution

Cinderella

(Aimee)

Process
material

behavioural

mental

verbal

rela tiona I

existential

3

1

3

nil

5

4

14

1

4

7

6

1

4

1

nil

nil

nil

nil

Aimee has clearly made a broad range of transitivity choices in the
building of Orientation and Complication stages of her text. With respect
to the Orientation, which should serve to "sketch in the 'possible world"'
(Derewianka, 1990: 40), the material and behavioural choices build
'orienting· events; the mental processes build the feelings and thoughts of
the introduced characters; the relational processes build the features or
attributes of the key characters and settings; and the existential processes
build 'orienting' states. In the Complication stage, the range of transitivity
choices narrows, with Aimee making a disproportionate selection for
material (action) and verbal (saying) processes. This is consistent with the
function of the Complication stage of a narrative text - the realisation of a
sequence of events, often through dialogue between central characters o r
protagonists. Finally, in the Resolution stage, where problems are meant
to be solved and crises resolved, Aimee restricts her choices to material
and behavioural processes - action is taken.
This pattern of transitivity choice is evident in Texts 2 and 4 (see Appendix
12 for a detailed analysis of the transitivity choices within each text).
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Again, the existence of this pattern confirms the assessment of the texts as
developed b u t incomplete instantiations of the genre of Narrative.
6.5.4

Summary and commen t

The analyses reported above confirm that Texts 2, 4 , and 1 0 are relatively
satisfactory instances of the Narrative genre, given the age of the children
who produced the texts. Most of the obligatory elements or stages
associated with the genre are realised in the texts.

The thematic and

transitivity choices are consistent with the patterns associated with mature
instances of the genre. Text 2 is certainly less satisfactory than Texts 4 or
10, due to relatively limited development in its Complication stage.

However, all three texts compare poorly with the If you lose you're dead
text, in terms o f the extent to which a fourth obligatory stage of a narrative
is realised, that of Evaluation. This stage is critical, serving as it does to
mark the significance of the events and happenings constructed in the
text. In summary, it can be argued that Texts 2, 4, and

10

represent a n

importdnt stage in the development of the children's control over the
narrative genre.

Clearly, the children evidenced

quite developed

understandings of the social pu rpose and semantic and lexicogrammatical
features of the genre, in this highly scaffolded teaching and learning
context. On the other hand, it was also clear that they had not yet come to
an adequate understanding of the significance of an Evaluation stage i n
narrative

texts,

or

perhaps,

of

how

to

realise

this

purpose

lexicogrammatically. This understanding would need to be developed, i n
both scaffolded and independent writing contexts, if the children were to
continue to advance their control over the Narrative genre. The extent to
which this might be said to have occurred is d iscussed in the sections that
follow.

6.6 Episode 4: "Story Starters"

Approximately two weeks after the "Cinderella" unit of work was
completed, the teacher /researcher planned and implemented a revisiting
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of the narrative genre with the children. This episode, called "Story
Starters", was presented to the children as a more open-ended episode
than the "Cinderella" episode, but again, it was emphasised that this
episode was part of the ongoing class investigation of Stories. As in the
episode "Cinderella", the children were asked to reflect on the purpose
and structure of the narrative texts, and the particular lexicogra mmatical
features associated with such texts. However, in the "Story Starters"
episode, the children were not provided with a highly developed sequence
of scaffolded activities, such as were provided in the "Cinderella" episode.
Instead, the children were asked to review

their experience

and

understanding of the semantic, structural, and lexicogrammatical features
of the genre in one short, whole-class discussion period of approximately
thirty minutes. Subsequently, they were offered the opportunity to choose
an independent story-writing activity as one of a number of language
related options in a series of class workshop sessions. Within this activity,
the child ren were asked to write or retell any story of their own choice.
They were encouraged but not required to use a series of posters as the
basis or springboard of the story development. These posters displayed
several scenes from familiar stories, including Jack and the Beanstalk, The
Three Billy Goats Gruff, and the Town Mouse and the Country Mouse.
They also included scenes involving other story characters - variously a
pirate, a fairy, a dragon, a boy, and several Australian animals.
Several workshop periods were made available to the children over a two
week period. The children were able to chose as many story writing
sessions as they liked during this period, as long as they completed one
session. Similarly, the children could choose to complete their story i n
one session, or to develop it over several sessions.
initially required to write their stories

in

The children were

exercise books, but were also

given the option of "publishing" their stories, in the manner made
popular in writing programs based vn Graves' work (1983). The children
were also encouraged to orally rehearse their stories, or sections thereot
with other members of the class completing the story writing option.
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Indeed, the children who chose this activity were asked to sit a t "group"
tables during this activity.
In designing such a set of curriculum contexts, the teacherI researcher
aimed to provide a supportive but relatively undirected opportunity for
the children to construct their own narrative texts. Within such contexts,
the children would be required to draw upon and use their existing
understandings
of
the
particular
semantic,
structural,
a nd
lexicogrammatical features of the narrative. The support provided for this
task included "ideas" for stories and the opportunity to orally rehearse text
development with peers. However, compared to the "Cinderella" episode,
relatively little scaffolding of the activity of story writing was provided. It
was intended that the children operate as independently as they desired
during this particular episode of story writing. The d iscussion that follows
describes i n more detail the physical contexts in which the episode of
classroom activity was based (6 . 6 1 ) ; the overall curriculum context or u n i t
.

o f work i n which the episode was located (6.6.2); and the specific language
and literacy teaching and learning sequences encompassed in the episode
(6.6.3).

6.6.1 Physical contexts of the "Story Starters" episode:
Like the "Cinderella" episode, the "Story starters" episode occurred early
in the children's third year at school. Thus the episode took place in the
1990 classroom, as described in Chapter 4 (section 4.1), when a number of
other units o f work were underway. As noted in section 6.3.1 above, t he
walls and display spaces i n the classroom reflected this diversity of interest
and activity (see Illustrations 4.7; 4.8; 4 . 1 1; 4.14; and 4.16).
6.6.2 The curriculum contexts of the "Story Starters" episode:

The "Story Starters" episode was specifically located in the ongoing class
investigation of the Narrative genre. Again, the matters of learning
language, learning through language, and learning about language were
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all implicated i n this particular episode of classroom activity. However,
this episode represented a very condensed version of the pattern or cycle
of classroom activity typically generated in the curriculum documented i n
this study, namely Input, Exploration, and Presentation/Celebration (see
discussion Chapter 3, section 3.4.2). For example, in this episode, the
teacher I researcher provided little in the way of an Input phase. Indeed,
this was comprised mainly of a brief review of the children's familiarity
with the Narrative genre; the identification of the series of posters as
possible starting points for story development; and an explanation of the
organisational features of the task (which books to use, where to sit, and
how many times the activity of story writing could be selected i n the r u n
o f workshop sessions).
The next phase of activity, Exploration, was to all intents and purposes
m1ssmg.
It could be argued that providing the children with the
opportunity to talk to their peers about their plans for story development
encompassed such a phase. However, this was not a requirement of the
task, and some children did not avail themselves of this opportunity. The
next phase of the episode was far more significant, and indeed, for some of
the children, it also became a very lengthy one. Here the children were
asked to write or retell an imaginative narrative, as part of the
teacher / researcher's intention to provide the children with the
opportunity to demonstrate and thus celebrate what kind

of

narrative texts

they could produce relatively independently. Eigh teen children chose this
activity option (see Appendices

13,

14, and 1 5 for copies and analyses of

these texts). Four of the resultant texts are discussed later in this chapter
(see section 6.6 below).
The complete episode referred to as "Story Starters" thus involved a
number of discrete but intim;:�tely related activities. These included:
(i) a class discussion of the nature and function of the Narrative
genre;
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(ii) the identification of story writing as one of a number of class
workshop options;
(iii) the highlighting of a series of posters as one source of ideas o r
starting points for story development; and
(iv) the provision of time and space for children to i n v o l v e
themselves i n independent text construction.
Within these activi ties, two of the stages of a genre-based curricu l urn cycle
as discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.5, are clearly evident. Specifically,
activity (i) was concerned the modelling of text structure and social
purpose, albeit in a very limited way; and activity (iv) incorporated the
provision of opportunity for independent production of written narrative
However, not at any time during this episode were the
texts.
teacher / researcher and the children formally or extensively involved 1 n
the joint construction of a written text based on their shared experience.
The children participated readily in this activity, and as their written texts
indicate, they took up various ideas as the focus of their text construction
(see

Appendix

13).

Working

with

the

child ren

provided

the

teacher /researcher with evidence of their enjoyment of the workshop
option, and their relatively high levels of confidence that they could
indeed write stories that would entertain their peers. However, as the
texts created indicate (see later discussion sections 6.7 and 6.8, and
Appendices 10, 1 1 , and 12), many children continued to experience
difficulties in the building of narrative texts. As in the texts produced i n
the "Cinderella" episode, there is continued evidence in the texts of
(i) slippage between the spoken and written modes; and
(ii) limited ability to successfully handle the inter-relationships
between the Complication and Resolution stages of a narrative text.
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Again, however, most o f the texts do indicate control of the tense features
of the Narrative genre - simple past, or present in present for dialogue,
and of the semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the Orientation
stage of such texts. Significantly, the children were able to do hC�ndle these
features in the absence of significant levels of adult scaffolding.
In summary then, the episode of classroom activity described above
involved the provision of opportunities for the children to demonstrate
and consolidate their control over the genre of Narrative. The recurring
weaknesses in the texts produced by the children during the episode
involve extensive articulation of the Complication and Resolution stages
of a narrative, and of the development of the interrelationships between
these stages, in the manner explained by Rothery (1990: 192-225). The
range and nature of the texts produced in this episode is discussed in the
section that follows.
6.7 The range and quality of texts produced in Episode 4

Eighteen written texts were competed by individual children during this
episode of classroom activity (see Appendix 13).

Many of these texts

comprised retellings of familiar and traditional tales, using particular
posters as story starters.

A very popular choice, for example, was the

retelling of The Three Billy Goats Gmff.
All the texts produced in this episode realise the same set of register
values, as presented below:
Field: (re) telling of a imaginative story, for the purpose o f

peers
(first order),
and
t o demonstrate
entertaining
understanding of the structure of narratives (second order).
Tenor: adoption of 'unseen narrator' position; hierarchical power

relationship, neutral affect, infrequent contact.
Mode: written to be read, constitutive of the activity, monologic.
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Thirteen

of the

texts realise the obligatory stages of Orientation,
Complication, and Resolution, with some of the texts realising a recursiOn
of the Complication and Resolution stages. Amanda's text, reproduced
below, provides an example of such a pattern.
The Three Bi
llyGoatsGruff.
Once upon a time there was a big billy goat. a lillie billy goat, and a middle-sized billy goat.

They had no grass left on the other side o f the hill, so they went across the bridge.

Trip trap.

trip trap. went the !irst billy goat.

"Who's that trip trapping over my bridge?" said the troll.
"It's only I. the lillie billy goat." The billy goat said. "Don't eat me. I'm the little billy goat."
The troll said. ''I'll gobble you up."
"Don't do it. You should wait till you sec the next billy goat. He's much bigger than me."
"Well be off with you."
So the little billy goat

went to the other side. Next came the middle-sized billy goat

Trip

trap. trip trap, went the billy goat.
"Who's that tri p trapping over my bridge?"
"It's only me. the middle-sized billy goat."
''I'm going to gobble you up." said the troll.
"Please don't eat me," sa1d the billy goat.
"You should see the next billy goat, he's much bigger than I am."
So the troll said. "Be off with you."
So the

billy goat

goat came.

hurried across the bridge and had some nice green grass.

The next b i l l y

T r i p trap, trip trap went the billy goat.

"Who's that trip trapp ing over my bridge?" said the troll.
"It's I, the big billy goat."
"''m going to eat you up," said the troll.
"Oh no you're not," said the billy goat.
The troll got closer. The billy goat was getting �eady

The troll was closer now.

the bottom. He went straight into the water. Splash!

The troll drowned, and the billy goats

When the troll got closer. the billy goat buued h1m

for his ?utt.
off the bndge.

Down. down he went. to

were safe. and had the sweet green grass.
The End.
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Five of the texts have been classified as incomplete narratives, these texts
featuring the non-realisation of an Evaluation stage, a Resolution stage o r
indeed, neither o f these stages (see Appendix 1 3 ) . Travis' text reproduced
below is an example of one such text:
The Pirate Storv.
One day there was a pirate He sailed to Australia.

His name was Jos.

The pirate. he was a

good pirate. He had a friend named Jos. He was a dragon. It was a friendly dragon.
One day he was sailing and the dragon said, "Do you have any food?"

"I can get you some fish if you want me to get you something to eat."
"Yes please."
"Could I just saJI north, south. east, or west?"
"Go north. You wtll get a good feed of fish. One hundred and fifty five million kinds of fish."
"''m going right now. Are you coming?"
"Of course I'm coming."
"Are you ready?"
"I have no handlincs."

"My friend has his. so don't worry."

THE END.

Several o f the texts were classified as rudimentary rather than incomplete,
due to the their very skeletal realisation of the obligatory stages of a
narrative text.

Melissa's text reproduced below provided an example of

such a pattern of realisation:
Jack and a Dragon.
Jack had a big dragon. but the dragon was dying. Jnd Jack was sad.
The next morning the dragon was not dying.

They were happy, and they lived happily ever

after.

By comparison, a number of text featured extensive realisation of the
various stages o f a narrative text, with several recursions of the
Complication and Resolution stages. Rebecca's version of The Three Billy
Goats Gruff is one particularly impressive example o f this pattern:
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The Beast and the three Goats.

There was once three goats who lived at the east country side who wanted to go to the west
country s1de. because they had a very special friend there. They had a bridge. Bi.JT there was a
beast there. and there was water under the bridge and the goats could not swim. And they h;xi
sore throats from shouting to the goat on the west side.

The three goats kept say1ng. "What

will we do?"
"Shall we just speed across the bridge and trample the beast to death?" said the big goat.
"No 1 ' !" said the small goaL ''I'll end up gelling trampled to death with my amount of
weight"
"I have

an

idea," said the middle-sized goat.

"What is it'1" said the big goat.
"You always have good plans." said the small goaL
"Well, small goat. go across the bridge and the beast will hear you go trip trap over the bridge
and he will say. 'Who is that'? I am coming up to eat you.' And you will say. 'Oh please don't
eat me. Wait for my big brother. He is much bigger and fatter than me.' And the beast will
say. 'OK. Then be off with yourself.' Then middle-sized goat will go on to the bridge and <b
the same. Then when r come on I fight him and we can go across."
So the goats said, "That is a great idea."
practice on the words. until

So they practised the idea, and they needed a lot of

5 o'clock. Then they did it.

First small goat went over the bridge, and the beast heard trip trap on his bridge.

He said.

"Who is that on my bridge')"
"It is only me."
" I want to look at you.'' said the beast. and when he got up he said, "All of you can go across.
I am not a mean beast."

The small goat was surprised. He said, "Will you be my friend?"
"Of course. Anyone can be my friend, except other beasts.

That's why I wanted to look at

you."
"Well i f you're my friend. can [ go and get my friends?" said the goat.
"Why not?" said the beast. The beast added. "I will also be their friend."
The goat said. 'Til get my friends, then we all can go across the bridge.

All of us

including

YOU.''
"That will be good.'' said the beast. "Can I also be that other goat's friend as well?"
"Of course you can.'' said the liule goat.
So the little goat got big goat and middle-sized goat and then they all went across to see the
other goat.

and middle-sized goat introduced the new goat to the beast, and they all lived

happily ever after, and they could go across the bridge any time they wanted.
The end.
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Overall, the choices made by the children with reference to tense, Theme
and Transitivity in their texts were consistent with those expected in the
genre of Narrative (see Appendices 14 and 15; and the more detailed
discussion provided in section 6.8 below).

Again, however. there is

significant evidence in the texts that many of the children continued to
experienced difficulty controlling the development of the stages of a
narrative text, and indeed of the semantic features of these stages. This
was particularly the case with respect to the Evaluation and Resolution
stages.
What is of interest is the extent to which the children scaffolded their own
text production p rocesses, either by choosing to retell very familiar tales or
by drawing heavily upon the events and characters depicted in some of the
posters. Three of the texts selected for detailed discussion in the section
that follows realise this pattern of text development.
Again, as in the case

of

the texts produced in the "Cinderella" episode, the

texts created by many of the children in this "Story Starter" episode were
not insignificant instances of the narrative genre. Often, however, they
were not yet "mature" instances of the genre.
children's

What is of note is the

reliance on "creative reconstruction"

rather than " n o v e l

construction" o f text, in order to satisfy the particular situational and
cultural contexts embedded in this classroom task.

These children

certainly needed to learn more about the ways in which Evaluation is
realised in narrative texts, about the ways Complication and Resolution
stages are intimately related, and about the ways the u n us u a l can be
foregrounded in the Orientation stage of texts. However, it would also
seem that these children needed many more opportunities to have their
production of written narratives scaffolded, either through cycles of
activity such as indicated in the "Cinderella" episode, or through the
provision of visual and ideatiOital support material upon which to base
the development of written narratives. Perhaps then, many more of these
children could achieve the level of control over the semantic, structural
and lexicogrammatical features of the If you lose you're dead text. Specific
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dimensions of individual texts produced

m

the "Story Starters" episode

are discussed in the section that follows.

6.8 Detailed analysis of selected texts produced in Episode 4

Eighteen individual written texts were produced by the children as a result
of their participation in the "Story Starters" episode of classroom activity
as described in section 6.6 above (see Appendix 13). In the discussion that
has been provided below, four of these texts have been discussed in detail.
One text, Text 9, was selected for discussion m order to demonstrate that
some young children are indeed capable of producing very " m a t u re'
instances of the narrative genre. The other three texts, Texts 3, 14, and 16,
were selected to demonstrate firstly, how the children scaffolded their own
processes of text production; and secondly, how different children
produced different kinds of texts within almost identical situational and
cultural contexts. All four texts demonstrate the very considerable levels
of understanding and control possessed by the writers of the texts w i th
regard to the semantic, structurat and lexicogrammatical features of the
Narrative genre. The texts are reproduced below:
Text 3: Sally

TheAnimals and the B ush Fire.
There was once a lot of animals in th is n1ce bush.

A l l the animals were having a great time
in the bush. and before they said another t hi n g they could see some smoke over in the west.
Giraffe went to see what was the matter, ::�nd before he took twelve steps. he could see lire out
in the distance. Giraffe r::tn back to the animals and when he got there he told them all about
what he saw. It took him an hour to expl ain all what he saw . The lire was coming towards
the animals. They screamed their heads off. Koala said, "Eve ry word you said Giraffe was

right."
Then they could see a brown thing.

"It's an Aboriginal . Keep clear1" saiJ Koal::t
The Aboriginal was coming towards the animals.

The Aboriginal said " Don't worry .
.

I'm

here to save the bush for you."
"Do you think you will save us?"

" I don't kno w. I just got more water."
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"You want to save our bush?"
"Yes I do."
So the Aborigin al threw the water on the burning tree. But that didn't
work. And then the
Aboriginal's friend came and he had special water. and he threw the
water on the burn ing tree.
It worked.
"Yay� You saved us."
And that was the end of the animals and the bush fire.

Text 14: Aimee
The Animals and the B ushtire.
Once upon a time there was a green bush. and i n the bush there were lots of animals. One day
the koala said. " I can smell smoke up i n my tree."
"We could save the bush." said the mice.
"How?" said the kookaburra.
"Well," said the mice. " we could soak the trees."
"That won't work," said the kookaburra.
So the mice went off. Then they saw some Aborigin31S doing a rain dance. Then they sl:lrted
to do a rain dance.

Then little drops came down.

Then it poured down, and the fire burnt

down. and the bush w3s saved, and they lived happily ever after.
The end.

Text 16: Simon
The Bushfire.
Once upon a time there was a forest. It was 3 hot day.

The 3nimals were drinking from the

water. and they saw a light. It was a fire. They ran. Then a big rat came. It splashed the frre
out, and they lived happily ever after.
The end.

Text

9: Kaila

The Maeic Mice,
Once upon a time, there lived two mice who lived in the city. Now they weren't just plain old
mice. They were magi<..:

fhey were the very best of friends because they were together in the

world. No other mice were like them.

Their names were Lolly and Sweet.

They were both

girls.
One day, Lolly said, "Ah such a lovely day. we must not spend it indoors."
"I know," sajd Sweet.
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Now one t h i n g you must learn is that Lolly is very clumsy.
She is t o t a l l y
She walked across the room
scatterbrained. So you call h e r a walking disaster.
and knocked over a lamp.
"Oh my Iord i " cried Sweet. "You have to knock everything over""

and i mmediately it was broken no longer!

Sweet touched the lamp

Lolly walked into the kitchen and touched the p icn ic basket and immediate l y it was

good things to eat! She carried it out to Sweet. and she tripped o ver a couch.
flying.

A pie landed on Sweet's head!

fil led with

The lunch went
Lolly and Sweet heard laughter. and swung round.

They saw their friends duck and rat. Sweet looked outraged.
"How dare you1" she screamed. "How dare you come looking t hrough my window I"

Her face
was s wea ting up and she looked really red. She stomped outside. " I am going to the country
to pic k flowers."

"

May

I come too?" asked Lolly.

"Yes you m ay

."

So they linked arms and staned out across the prairie. The perfume of violets was lovely.
And then s o m e t h i n g terrible happened. Ou t stepped a monster as big as a cat.

Now for mice, that's big so no wonder the mice were frightened.
"EEK!" they screamed.
The monster chuckled and he picked up Sweet by the tail, and lumbered off with her.

He left

Lolly staring at h i m . Meanwhile Sweet was saying things like, "Stop it you bad beast1" and
"You

flea facel"

The monster just laughed. He pushed open a door of an ENORMOUS castle.
Sweet decided to play tricks on the monster with his magic.

So when he opened the door. a

wall stood there in the entrance to the castle. The monster pushed the wall out of the way.

Sweet was w o rried

.

du ngeon.

Mayb e she shouldn't have done t h a t . He threw Sweet i n t o a

Just then Sweet heard a creak. and turn i ng round she saw Lolly. "Yi[Jpee1" Wi t h a cry of joy
Sweet ran to her. They had no time to waste. They ran out of the dungeon and then into the

.

hallway. They heard a noise, and turned around.
They saw the m o nster standing behind them. They screanned and ran th is way and that,
dodg i ng and d uc ki n g with the monster behind them. Then finall � they saw a room. They ran
in there and hid among all the stuff until they knew they were safe.

Lolly whispered, "Hey! Look what's around us.

Junk food."

And

the

mice

lived

happily ever after.
The end.
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6.8. 1 Register values in Texts 3. 14. 16. and

9

Analysis of the register values of texts 3, 14, 16, and

9

from the "Story

Starters" episode reveals that they are consistent with those associated
with the Narrative genre. Specifically, all of the texts realise the
imaginative adventures involving identified characters and locations, for
the purpose of entertaining or amusing readers, in this case the writers'
classmates and teacher. All of the texts also realise universal themes of
The
confrontation, adversity, fear, and "human" inventiveness.
overcoming of adversity "against the odds", be they physical or emotional
in nature, is clearly signalled as the point of all four texts. In add ition, a l l
o f the texts realise the "unseen narrator" position traditionally associated
with the Narrative genre. (In Text

9,

there is one stage in which this

position is abandoned.) This creates the sense of "universality" in the
texts, and marks the reader position as an observer of the events and
happenings as they unfold in the stories. The texts are clearly written to be
read, and in all but Simon's text (Text 16), they demonstrate the traditional
device of using dialogue to build and carry forward the events and
happenings of the story.

These features of the texts are summarised

below:
imaginative adventures, involving animals and/or
human characters, for the purpose of entertaining peers (first
order), and for applying/ demonstrating understandings of the
narrative genre (second order).
Field:

Tenor: adoption of 'unseen narrator' position; hierarchical power
relationship, neutral affect, infrequent contact.

written to be read, constitutive of the activity, monologic,
having dialogue (except Text 16).
Mode:

Text 9, Kaila's text, realises one significant departure from this pattern of
register values. Having established the "unseen narrator" position in the
Orientation stage of her text, Kaila then makes her narrator step out upon
the stage:
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Once upon a time, there lived two mice who lived in t e city. Now they wercn·t just plain old
m1ce. They were mag1c.1 They were the very best of fncnds because they were together in the

.
world. No other m1ce were IJke them.

Their n ames were Lolly and Sweet.

They were both

girls.
O n e day, Lolly said, " A h such a lovely day. we must not spend it indoors.'·
"I know," said Sweet.

Now one thing you must learn is that Lolly is very clumsy.
is totally scatterbrained.
So you call her a walking disaster.

She

This change in the tenor value of the text appears deliberate and
considered rather than accidental. It certainly realises a very d i fferent
interpersonal relationship between the writer and reader of the text. It is
not the same kind of relationship realised in the If you lose you 're dead
text, where Benji, the central character, takes up the role of the narrator
(see discussion 6.3.1). In that case, the reader is still positioned as being
"outside the text looking in". By comparison,

in

Kaila's The Magic Mice

text, the reader is invited into a "meeting of equals" to reflect on the
frailties of the characters implicated in the events that are to subsequently
unfold in the story. This kind of tenor shift is not unusual or indeed
unexpected in the Narrative genre, although it is far less common a choice
than the "unseen narrator" position. In this particular text, its presence
seems to indicate the writer's wide experience with narratives, and w ith
the diversity of semantic and lexicogrammatical choices that are possible
in such a genre. In a very real and observable sense, Kaila is playing w i t h
the resources she has for constructing meaning in this particular instance
of text construction.
In the texts analysed in the discussion of the "Cinderella" episode, there

was some evidence of the writers not yet having established control over
the written mode. This is not the case in the texts examined here, but
there was continued evidence of this difficulty in the wider sample of texts
produced in this episode (see Appendix 13, especially Texts 6, 13, and 17).
There is evidence however, in the texts selected for close examination
here, of continued difficulties in the realisation of all the obligatory stages
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of the genre of Narrative, as outlined by Rothery (1990) and discussed i n
section 6.1 above. This evidence is considered in the section that follows.
6.8.2 Schema tic structur e of Texts 3. 14. 1 6. and 9
Analysis of the schematic structure of Texts 3, 14, 16, and 9 confirm that all
the texts realise the obligatory stages of Orientation, Complication, and
Resolution.

In

Simon's text (Text 16), for example, we find a brief opening

or introductory section which serves to "orient" the reader to the events
that are going to eventually unfold; a subsequent section in which the key
characters face the prospect of annihilation; and a speedy but plausible
rescue of the characters by the hero of the tale:

The Bushfire.

_

Orientation:
Once upon a time there was a forest. I t was a hot day.

Complication:
The animals were drinking from the water, and they saw a light. It was a fire. They ran.

Resolution:
Then a big rat came. It splashed the lire out, and they lived happily e\'er after.
The end.

In building these kinds of meanings, Simon indicated his understanding
of how and why narrative texts function to entertain and amuse.
However, his minimal development of the Orier.tation, Complication,
and Resolution stages of this text is somewhat unsatisfactory, certainly for
the reader seeking sustained involvement with one text. (It should be
noted that Simon's male peers 'vv·ere particularly impressed with this tale,
and reread Simon's published version many times in the following
weeks.) Simon's Orientation stage is in itself incomplete - some building
of meaning related to the identities and the number of animals to be
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involve d

the bushfir e would have been appropriate. In this case,
however, Simon was workin g directly from a story starter poster wherei n
a numbe r of animal s were visually represented. Simon discussed these
m

animals and their possible characters and actions at length with a numbe r
of his peers, but clearly "forgot" that he also needed to build this meantn g
in the printed version of the story.
Texts 3 and 14 by Sally and Aimee respectively also realise the obligatory
stages of orientation, Complication, and resolution, but in much more
elaborated forms than in Simon's text. Sally's text realises a recursion of
the Complication and Resolution stages, thereby building several levels or
rises in tension and suspense:
The Animals and the Bush Fire.

Orientation:
There was once a lot o f animals i n this nice bush.

All the animals were having a great time

in the bush,

Complication:
and before they said another thing they could sec some smoke over i n the west.

Giraffe went

to see what was the mauer. and before he wok twelve steps. he could see fire out in the
dtstance. Giraffe ran back to the animals and when he got there he told them all about what he
saw .

It took him an hour to explain all what he saw.

The fire was coming tOwards the

animals. They screamed their heads off. Koala said. "Every word YL'U said Giraffe was right."
Then they could see a brown thing.
"It's an Aboriginal. Keep clearl" said Koala

Resolution:
The Aboriginal was corning towards the animals.

The Aboriginal said, " Don't worry.

I'm

here to save the bush for you."
"Do you think you will save us?"
" I don

'

t know.

I just got more water."

"You want to save our bu,h?"
"Yes I do."
So the Aboriginal threw the water on the burning tree.
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Complication:
But that didn't work.

Resolution:
And then the Aboriginal's friend came and he had special water, and he threw
the water on the
.
burn1ng tree. It worked.
"Yay! You saved us."
And that was the end of the animals and the bush fire.

In

this respect, Sally's text is a more satisfying instance of the genre, with

patterns of problem-solution building up to a critical climax. Again, Sally
resolves all with a plausible, readily recognised device
and life returns to normal for the participants

in

the magic water
the story.
-

-

Similarly, in Aimee's text (Text 14), the battle with the forces of nature 1s
resolved through magic:
Then they saw some Aboriginals doing a rain dance.

Thtn they started to do a rain dance.

Then little drops came down. Then it poured down, and the fire burnt down, and the bush was
saved, and they lived happily ever after.

The end.

This recourse to the supernatural is common in narratives, especially
those written for young children. Certainly, the children in this class were
familiar with a range of texts where the resolution of problematic events
and happenings was effected through magical objects or qualities. Indeed,
the children's very recent experience of the "Cinderella" episode would
have reinforced this popular narrative feature. Aimee's text also provides
evidence of a tendency that many of her peers exhibited in narrative text
production, that is, the building of both orienting and problem-related
meaning simultaneously in the opening stages of their texts:
Once upon a tjme there was a green bush, and i n the bush there were lolS of animals. One day
the koala said. "I can smell smoke up i n my tree."
"We could save the bush," said the mice.
"How?" srud the kookaburra.
"Well," said the mice, " we could soak the trees."
"That won't work." said the kookaburra.
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addition, i t needs to be noted that there is extremely limited realisation
of the obligatory stage of Evaluation in any of the texts discussed here.

In

Implicitly, all readers of the texts would be aware of the significance of a
fire in the Australian bush, particularly for the native animals that inhab i t
it. However, a central function of a narrative text would be to mark o r
note this significance, at a n explicit leveL For example, i n a more
satisfying version of Aimee's text, we m i g ht expect to find both discrete
and non-discrete marking of the signifi cance of a bush fire for the animals
in the story:
Once upon a time there was a green bush. and in the bush there were lots of animals.
One day the koal a said. "I can smell smoke up in my tree."

In a few short b u t
The other animals became silent.
Fire was the enemy.
raging moments it could destroy their homes a n d ravage their families.
"We could save the bush." said the mice.

"How?" said the kookaburra.
"Well." said the mice. " we could soak the trees."
"That won t work." said the kookaburra.
'

So the mice went off. desperate to escape their merciless foe. Then they (the other
animals) saw some Aboriginals doing a rain dance. H o p e f u l l y , they started to do a rai n
dance. Then little drops came down . The n it poured down, and the lire burnt down. and the
bush was saved. and t h e y lived happily ever after.
The e n d.

As they stand, the texts contain the "bare minimum" with respect to the
marking of the significance of fire in the animals' lives or indeed, of the
inventiveness needed to overcome natural disasters.

This is realised

mainly through the use of the formulaic fairytale ending:
and they lived happily ever after

.

Here, it is interesting to examine Kaila's text (Text 9). In this text, there i s
considerable realisation of the obligatory stage of Eva! u a tion, both
discretely and non-discretely as is shown below in the bold face type
sections of The Magic Mice text:
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Once upon a time, there lived two mice who lived in the city. Now they weren't just plain old
mice. They were magic1 They were the very best of friends because they were together 1 n the
world. No other mice were like them.

Their names were Lolly and Sweel.

They were both

girl s .

One day. Lo l l y said, "Ah such a lovely day, we must not spend it indoors."
"I know," said Sweet.

Now one thing you must learn is that Lolly is very clumsy.
She is t o t a l l y
She walked across the room
scatterbrained. So you call her a walking disaster.
and knocked over a lamp. "Oh my lord'" cried Sweet.

"You have to knock everything ovcr'1"

Sweet touched the lamp and immediately it was broken no longer!

Lolly walked into the kitchen and touched the picnic basket and immediately it was filled with
good things to cat! She c:�rried it out to Sweet, and she tripped over a couch.
flying.

A pie landed on Sweet's head!

The lunch went

Lolly and Sweet heard laughter. and swung round.

They saw their friends duck and rat. Sweet looked outraged. "How dare you!" she screamed.

"How dare you come looking through my window!" Her face was sweating up and she looked
really red. She stomped outside. "I am goi ng to the country to pick flowers."

"May I come too?" asked Lolly.
"Yes you may."

So they linked

arms

and started out across the prairie.

The perfume of violets was lovely.

And then something terrible ha ppe n e d. Out stepped a monster as big as a cat .
for mice, that's big so no wonder the mice were fri�htened.

Now

"EEK'" they screamed
The monster chuckled and he picked up Sw�e t by the tail. and lumbered off with her.
lolly staring at him.

Meanwhile Sweet was saying things like, "St op it

He left

you bad beast!" ard

"You flea fac e ! " The monster just laughed. He pushed open a door of an ENORMOUS castle.

when he opened the door, a
Sweet decided to play tricks on the monster with his magic. So
the wall out of the w �y.
pu<;hed
monster
The
castle.
the
to
entrance
e
wall stood there in th
tnto a
. Maybe she shouldn 't have done t h a t . He threw Sweet

Sweet was worried
dungeon.
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Just then Sweet heard a creak, and turning round she saw Lolly. "Yippee!" With a cry of joy
Sweet ran to her. They had no time to waste. They ran out of the dungeon and then into
hallway.

lh�

them. Thev
them. The:�
finally they saw a room. They ran i n there and hid among all the stuff until they knew they

They heard a noise . and turned around. They saw the monster standing behir.J
.
screamed and ran th1s way and that, dodging and ducking with the monster behind
were safe.

Lolly whispered, "Hey! Look

happily ever after.

what's around us.

Junk food."

And

the

mice

lived

The end.

This level of realisation of Evaluation g1ves Kaila's text a sense o f
completeness, similar t o that created in the If you lose you 're dead text.
By realising Evaluation, Kaila builds tension and suspense; signals the
significance of the universal themes of dominance and power; and alerts
readers to the very dangerous consequences of "messing with monsters"!
Like the If you lose you're dead
compelling.

text, The Magic Mice is somehow

In this respect, Kaila's text must be assessed as a far more

satisfactory instance of the Narrative genre than those of her peers. Again,
this pattern of realisation of the obligatory stages of a narrative text
provides evidence of Kaila's relative maturity as a writer, and in this case,
of her wide experience with and understanding of the semantic, structural
and lexicogrammatical features associated with the genre. These issues are
explored in the section that follows.
6.8.3 Lexicogramma tical resources of Texts 3, 14, 1 6, and 9:

Examination of the lexicogrammatical resources of Texts 3, 14, 16, and 9
confirms the assessment that all of the texts are relatively satisfactory
instances of the genre, with Simon's being an exceptionally m i n i m a l
realisation and Kaila's being ar1 elaborated instance. For example, all the
texts realise specific participants - variously, the animals threatened by the
bushfire, the Aboriginal and his friend, the mice siblings, their friends the
duck and the rat, and the monster. However, except in Kaila's text, there
is very little building or realisation of the "defined identities" of these
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characters as described by Derewianka ( 1990: 42). I n Simon's text for
example, the animals remain entirely undifferentiated, except for the hero
who is named (a big rat ), but not described, other than through his actions
in splashing the fire out. Similarly, in Sally's text a lot of a n i m a ls are
implicated, but only Giraffe and Koala are named. Like the big rat, the
Aboriginal i n Sally's text is named and defined by his actions, while h is

friend receives similar if not more arcane treatment. The same pattern is
evident in Aimee's text.
By comparison, the two mice in Kaila's story are named - Lolly and Sweet and their characters developed:
Once upon a time. there lived two mice who lived i n the city. Now they weren't just plain old
mice. They were magic! They were the very best o f friends because they were together in the
world. No other mice were like them.

Their names were Lolly and Sweet.

They were both

girls.

Now one t h i n g you must learn is that Lol ly is very clumsy.
She is t o t a l l y
scatterbrained.
So you call her a w a l k i n g disaster.
She walked across the room
and knocked over a lamp. "Oh my lord"' cried Sweet.

"You have to knock everything over?"

Sweet touched the lamp and immediately it was broken no longer!

Lolly walked into the kitchen and touched the picnic basket and immediately it was filled with
good things to eat' She carried it out to Sweet. and she tripped over a couch.

Sweet decided to play tricks on the monster with his(sic) magic. So when he opened the door,
a wall stood there i n the entrance to the castle.

Sweet was worried. Maybe

she shouldn't

have done t h a t . He lhrew Sweet into a

dungeon.

Lolly whispered.

"Hey! Look what's around us.

Junk food."

And the mice

Ii ved

happily e v e r after.

In fact, one of the reasons that the reader has a very well rounded sense of

the characters of Lolly and Sweet is the lengthy Orientation stage of the
text. This stage comprises approximately half the complete text. By
comparison, the Complication stage where the monster is first introduced
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is not nearly so lengthy. By comparison, the character of the monster i s
not s o fully developed, but the building of events a n d descriptions
involving the monster as a key participant does establish something of h i s
particular identity:
Out stepped a monster as b i g as a cat . Now for mice, that's big so no wonder t h e
mice w e r e frightened.

The monster chuckled and he picked up Sweet by the tail, and lumbered off with her. He left
Lolly staring at him . Me::tnwhile Sweet was saying things like, "Stop it you bad beast!" Jnd
"You flea face1" The monster just laughed . He pushed open a door of an ENORMOUS castle.
Sweet decided to play tricks on the monster with his magic . So when he opened the door, a
w::tll Stood there in the entrance to the castle. The monster pushed the wall out of the way.
They saw the monster standing behind them. They screamed and ran this way and that.
dodging and ducking with the monster behind lhem.

In

all of the texts, the characters and their activity comprise the central

focus, as an analysis of the Theme-Rheme patterns evident in the texts
demonstrates (see Appendix 14 for detailed analysis of these patterns). I n
addition, i n Texts 3, 14, and 16, the fire and its advance upon the a n i m a l s
i s also used t o drive the texts forward.

This i s clearly evident in the

Theme choices in Sally's texts, as shown below. Specifically, most of the
experiential Theme choices realise the animals, the Aboriginal, and the
Aboriginal's friend, and their activity, either through direct naming or the
selection of appropriate referential items such as I, you, they, he, and it.
Interestingly, none of Sally's experiential Theme choices realises the t i m e
o r place events happened. The significant proportion o f dialogue i n t h e
text may account for this. Time i s realised in the textual Theme choices
which are mainly structural, linking the clauses of the texts together, but
also temporal, establishing the time frame in which events occurred.
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Table 6.3: Theme-Rheme relations in Text 3: St ory Starters"(Sally)
"

Theme
textual

inter-

exper-

p e rsonal

ientiaI

Rheme

There
Orientation:

a

was
once
animals in
bush.

( ropical)

lot
of
this
nice

the

All
animals

were

(topical)

time

having
a great
in the bush,

before

they

said

another

( srructural)

(topical)

Complication

and

1 :

(srrucrural)

see some smoke
in the west.

they

co

(ropical)

over

G i raffe

went to see

u ld

thing

( ropical)

what

was the matter,

(ropical)

and
( srrucrural)

took twelve steps,

before

he

( srrucrural)

(topical)
(ropical)

Giraffe

could see fire out i n
the distance.
back
to
the
ran

(topical)

an im al s

when

he

got there

( srrucrural)

( topical)

he

and
( srrucrural)

told

he

them

( topical)
all

about

( srrucrural)

wh a t

he saw.

( copical)

rt

took

(topical)
all

what

him

an

hour

to

explain

he saw.

(ropical)
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Complication

The fire

l(cont):

(topical)
(topical)

was coming
lOWJrdS
the animals.
screamed their h e a d s
off.

Koala

said.

They

(topical)
" E v ery
word
you
said Gi raffe

was

right."

(topical)
Then

they

(conjunctive
adjunct)

(topical)

could
!hi n g .

"It

' s an Aboriginal.

see

a

brown

(topical)
Keep
Koala.

clear1"

said

The
Aborig i n a l

was

coming

(topical)

the

animals.

The
Aboriginal

said,

towards

(ropical)
"Don't

worry.

(topical)

'm here to save
bush for you.

"Do

you

think

(Finite
verb)

(topical)

I

you

the

w i l l save us?

(topical)
I

don't know.

( ropical)
I

just got more water."

(ropical)
Res o l u t i o n

1:

"Yes

(continuative)
So

(conjunctive
adjunct)
Complication

2:

But

(conjunctive
adjunct)

You

wan!

(ropical)

bush?"
..
do.

I

to

save

our

(topical)
the
Aboriginal

threw the water on t h e
burning tree.

(topical)
1hat

didn't

work.

{topical)
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Resolution

2:

And

( s t ru c t u ra l )
then

the

(conjunctive

Aboriginal's

a dj u n c t )

friend

came

(topical)
and

he

( s tructural)

( to p i c a l )

and

he

(structural)

had

special

water.

(topical)

threw the water on 1 h e
b u r n i n g tree .

II

worked.

(topical)
"Yay!
You

saved

us."

(topical)
And

Ih aI

was

(Structural)

(topical)

animals

the

end
and

of
the

l he
bush

fire.

The pattern of Theme-Rheme relations evidenced in Sally's text is evident
in Texts 14, 16, and

9,

as well as the other texts produced in this episode

(see Appendix 14), albeit to greater and lesser extents.

This pattern is

consistent with the pattern of narrative texts in general (Rothery, 1990),
again confirming all the texts examined here in this section as instances o f
the genre of Narrative. The pattern of transitivity choices evident in these
texts also supports such an assessment of the texts. Specifically, analysis o f
the transitivity patterns o f Texts

3,

14, 16, and 9 reveals both a wide

selection of transitivity processes, and particular groupings of transitivity
choices within discrete stages of the texts.

This is most extensively

demonstrated in Kaila's text, but is also readily observed in Aimee and
Sally's texts (see Appendix 15). In Simon's text, the transitivity choices are
appropriate, but very limited in number. The transitivity choices and
their distribution through the stages of Kaila's text are shown in Table 6.4
below.
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Table 6.4:

A classification of transitivity processes in Text

Stage

9: "Story Starters" (Kaila)

Process
m a te r i a l

behavioural

verbal

relational

O r i e n t a t i on

menta l

existential

18

2

5

5

13

1

Complication

11

nil

1

4

4

E val uat i o n

1

nil

nil

1

nil

2

nil

Resolution

8

1

7

2

3

nil

Kaila h a s clearly made a broad range of transitivity choices i n the building
of the various stages o f her text. Here in particular, we see the relative
imbalance between the Orientation stage and the remainder of Kaila's text.
Certainly, she has made appropriate material and behavioural choices to
build 'orienting' events. Similarly she has made appropriate choices for
mental processes in order to build the feelings and thoughts of the
introduced characters. She has also selected relational processes to build
the features or attributes of the key characters and settings and a n
existential process again to build an 'orienting' state.

The range o f

transitivity choices remains broad in the Complication stage, but t h e
number of choices begins t o drop. Then, a similar number of selections is
made i n the Resolution stage.
The range of transitivity choices made by Kaila in this text is not atypical of
a mature instance of the genre.

This pattern of transitivity choice,

considerably less elaborated however, is evident in Texts 3, 14, and 1 6 .
Again, the existence of this pattern confirms the assessment of the texts as
relatively satisfactory instantiations of the genre of Narrative, given t h e
children's age a n d experience i n the production of written narratives.
6.8.4 Summary and comment

Analysis of the texts produced i n the "Story Starters" episode suggests that
the children involved in the teaching and learning contexts documented
in this study had established significant levels of control over the features
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of the Narrative genre. The four texts discussed in the sections above are
representative of these levels of control. Specifically, even in S i m o n ' s
text, the least developed o f the four, there is considerable evidence o f h o w
and why narrative texts work i n our world, and o f how to construct the
various kinds of meaning that are associated with such texts. However,
three of the texts, namely texts 3, 14, and 16, reveal the children's
continued difficulty with the realisation of significant levels of Evaluation
in their narrative texts, and indeed, with the development

of the

technique of foregrounding, especially with respect to the "unusual" or
"unexpected"

turn of events
successful narrative text.

that most commonly

characterises a

Compared to the If you lose you 're dead text, Texts 3, 14, and 16 are still
young children's texts, with much more teaching and learning to be
encountered.

Kaila's text is much more like a mature instance of the

genre, especially with respect to the realisation of significant levels o f
Evaluation. Even so, the relative imbalance of Kaila's Orientation and
Complication-Resolution stages suggests that she still has p rogress to
make, in developing high levels of control over the semantic, structural,
and lexicogrammatical resources of the Narrative genre. Indeed, like the
other children in the group, Kaila would continue to benefit from
partlCipation

in

teacher-led sessions involving

the modelling

and

deconstruction of other narrative texts, preferably those produced by
"successful" children's authors, and in joint constructions of n a r rative
texts, preferably with similarly advanced peers or older students.
All of the texts represent an important stage in the development of the
children's control over the narrative genre.

They also represent h o w

different children will continue to make different responses to s i m i l a r
teaching and learning contexts. Texts 3, 14, and 16 were a l l produced i n
response to a particular story poster. The writers o f these texts were not
significantly different in terms of their apparent intellectual capacity, their
background experiences with narrative texts, either in or out of school, o r
i n their commitment

to school related language and literacy tasks.
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However, i t is quite clear from the texts that the writers had d i fferent
interests and commitments within the specific situational context of this
writing task. In this respect, these texts are evidence of the often intangible
but nonetheless critical personal qualities that individual child ren bring to
their classroom-based worlds. All four of the texts are also evidence of
how supportive but challenging teaching and learning contexts can
provide children with the opportunities and resources with which to
celebrate those personal qualities.

6.9 Consideration of the consequences of Episodes 3 and 4

for the

development of children's writing

The "Cinderella" and "Story Starters" episodes were but moments in the
children's collective history as language and literacy learners that stretched
far back beyond their first years at school.

In

addition, they were also

episodes that were grounded in three years' development of broad and
rich sets of classroom teaching and learning contexts.

Thus, any

assessment of the consequences of these episodes for the c h i l d ren's
development of control over writing, particularly narrative writing, m u s t
recognise the embeddedness o f th e se experiences in those broader contexts.
Given that recognition, it is also possible to argue that these two episodes
had particular and positive consequences for the children's development
of control over the production of written narrative texts. Specifically, it is
argued that critical dimensions or factors in the episodes' positive
influence on the development of the children's writing included:
(i) the modelling and deconstruction of the Cinderella text by the
teacher/ researche�
(ii) the joint participation of the teacher I researcher and the c hild ren
in oral, dramatic, and written retellings of that narrative; and
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(iii) the oppor tunity and challenge provid ed for the childre n to
engage in indepe ndent, narrati ve text constr uction , m less
extens ively scaffold ed but still suppor tive and resour ce-rich
classroom contexts.
These experiences provided the children with semantic, structural, and
lexicogrammatical resources with which to respond, to actively participate,
and indeed to create. These episodes served to make explicit many of the
language choices that often remain transparent when young children are
simply "immersed" in different ways of making meaning

m

their various

social worlds.
The texts discussed in this chapter suggest that the children who produced
them were indeed making progress in understanding and controlling the
range of choices required in the production of written narratives.
Compared to the results of Martin and Rothery's

first systematic

investigations of the kinds of writing children do in schools (1980; 1981),
the level of this p rogress was significant. Similarly, this progress was also
significant compared to the data accumulated by the teacher / researcher i n
her previous study of young children's writing development in school
contexts. Overall, the children involved the two episodes reported in this
chapter learned much about how to shape the particular kinds of meaning
required in or associated with the genre of Narrative.
In fact, as in the case of the previous discussion of the children's learning
of the genre of Observation (see Chapter 5), it is argued that the contexts
established in Episodes 3 and 4 made a particular and extensive
contribution to the children's ability to control the features of the
Narrative genre in at least two ways.

Firstly, the contexts defined and

made accessible an extensive base of field-related knowledge upon which
children

could draw in the production of written narrative

texts.

Secondly, the contexts incorporated the explicit articulation of the social
purpose and schema tic stages of the Narrative genre.

However, these

contexts did not significantly contribute to the children's ability to control
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the semantic and lexicogrammatical features of evaluation, as a n
obligatory stage o f the Narrative genre. These aspects o f the relationship
between text and context, as it was realised in the two episodes of
classroom activity d iscussed in this chapter, are considered in more detail
below.
6.9.1 Developme n t o f field-related knowledge
Under the recent influence of genre theory and pedagogy, considerations
of the teaching and

learning

of writing in school contexts have

increasingly become concerned with more than the "writing process".
Indeed, since the teacher I researcher's earlier study of the development of
children's writing ( 1 988), the focus of professional concern has shifted
from issues of teaching children to write to issues of "teaching children to
write what".

As part of this shift, a number of corollary questions are

being asked, including:
(i) what are the critical areas of knowledge

that children need to

possess in order to write certain kinds of texts; and
(ii) how can these areas of knowledge best be built

m

classroom

contexts throughout all levels of our school system.
In the light of these questions and some fairly limited applications of
genre-based pedagogy, and indeed of international criticism of these
practices (Cazden, 1991), proponents of a genre-based approach to teaching
writing, including Martin (1993), have begun to argue strenuously that the
building of field-related knowledge is an essential component of a genre
based curriculum cycle. It was always assumed by the proponents of such a
cycle that such knowledge would be built both as a prerequisite to a
deliberate focus on text construction, and in the processes of modelling,
text deconstruction, and joint construction of texts. Sometimes, however,
that assumption was not articulated extensively or indeed very clearly.
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In the study reported here, the building of field-related knowledge was
identified as a central issue in the overall teaching and learning contexts,
as well as in the specific genre-based writing program. Drawing on other
traditions in education, and early education in particular (see discussion
Chapter 2), the teacher I researcher deliberately set out to create classroom
contexts that would "immerse" children in a vast array of spoken and
written texts. Through such experiences, the children would be provided
with opportunities to participate in texts and text construction, as readers
and writers, as listeners and speakers. They would thereby build intui tive
understandings of the kinds of meanings realised in different texts - field
related knowledge- and of the ways in which these meanings are realised
through the deployment of the lexicogrammatical resources of both
and

spoken

language.

written

teacher I researcher

adopted

a

addition,

In

deliberate

and

however,

clearly

the

articulated

interventionist stance with respect to providing opportunities for children
to examine and explore these matters explicitly, in highly scaffolded
teaching and learning contexts.
The two episodes of classroom based activity discussed in this chapter
must

be

regarded

as

instances

of

the

latter

phase

of

the

teacher I researcher's overall approach to language and literacy curriculum
development.

Within both of these episodes, the teacher I researcher

adopted a deliberate stance with respect to the matter of the building of
appropriate field-related knowledge.

Specifically, in the "Cinderella"

episode, the teacher I researcher focused on building and exploring the
substantive elements of the traditional fairy tale: the nature and actions of
"good" and "bad" characters; the kinds of problems that might be
encountered in life, as it exists or as it can be imagined to exist; the role of
magic in solving problematic dimensions of real and imagined experience;
the locations and time frames that might be implicated in reconstructions
of real and imagined experience; and the vast range of supporting
characters that can surround and complement the lives of central
characters in real and imagined "scenes from life". Largely, this occurred
in the serialisation of the version of the Cinderella tale in the classroom
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prior to the children's written text production, and

in

the class discussions

that accompanied this. However, it was also a significant dimension of all
the retellings that followed the reading of the text, regardless of whether
they were oral, dramatic, or finally, written.
In the "Story Starters" episode, the building of field knowledge continued
to be a critical dimension of the teaching and learning contexts embedded
However, the teacher I researcher did not provide an
extensive set of experiences wherein such knowledge was built prior to
in the episode.

written text production. Instead, in this episode, field-related knowledge
was p resented, reiterated, and/or extended though the provision of a
series of story posters, and subsequently, through the workshop task of
storywriting. These posters and the associated task presented the children
with challenges and scaffolds with regard to the substantive issues
explored in the "Cinderella" episode, namely "good" and "bad" characters;
problems; magic; story locations and time

frames;

and supporting

characters.
In

addition, in both cases, the nature of the children's activity during both

of the episodes required that they draw on their own personal repertoire of
"story knowledge" - of characters, of plots, of places, and of times. As such,
the episodes allowed children to go beyond the confines of their school
experience with narrative texts, and to extend and enrich their o u t-of
school experience with such texts. Overall, in terms of their capacity to
cross the boundaries between school and home experience, of their
embedding in rich and diverse classroom contexts, and in terms of their
deliberate focus on the building of narrative meanings, these episodes
must be regarded as having exerted a significant impact on the c h ildren's
development of control over the production of narrative texts. Again, as
Rothery ( 1 990: 105) argues:
written texts ultimately are developed alone by the writer, (so) he/she has to have
reached a particular stage in understanding the field of learning in order to shape
this knowledge according to lhe purpose or genre of the writing.
opportunity, once th1s stage has been reached,

Writing offers t h e

to develop new insights and to

consolidate learning.
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6.9.2 Understand ingof the social purpose ofgenre
Similarly, it can b e argued that both episodes contributed significantly to
the children's understanding of the social purpose of the genre. In the
"Cinderella" episode in particular, the social purposes of the genre of
Narrative were clearly and explicitly articulated for the children, w i th
respect to their function as amusing or entertaining constructions of real
In the second episode, this was less extensively
or imagined life.
articulated. However, the nature of the workshop task carried this
message, with the children being asked to write a story that their
classmates or members of other classes in the school would enjoy reading.
However, the episodes did not provide a set of teaching and learning
contexts wherein the children were supported or challenged to develop a
clearer understanding of the role of narratives in highlighting themes,
issues, or attributes of significance and value in the human condition.
Nor

did

they

encompass

adequate

of

demonstrations

how

the

interrelationships between the Complication and Resolution stages of
successful texts are often foregrounded very early in the development of
such texts. In these respects, it must be argued that the episodes were
lacking,

and

that

a

significant

source

of

this

lack

was

the

teacher I researcher's limited understanding of the semantic, structural and
lexicogrammatical patterns associated with the Narrative genre.

In

retrospect, many o f the children would have benefited from explicit and
extended discussions of the nature of the Evaluation stage of a narrative
text, and of the ways that issues of crisis and resolution

can be

foregrounded in narrative texts.
6.9.3Control over semantic and lexicogramma tical features
Despite this area of limitation, both episodes did provide the children with
opportunities to explore the meanings embedded in familiar narrative
texts, and to experiment with the deployment of lexicogramma tical
resources for realising such meanings.

This was effected particularly
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through the selection of well-known stories to explore with the children,
and through the provision of many opportunities for children to retell
these stories. One of the most significant outcomes of these episodes was
the rise in the children's text length and complexity. Prior to these
episodes, many of the children wrote mainly incomplete instances of the
genre, o r wrote very minimal texts, like Simon's B ushfire

text.

The

demands o f narrative text production are high, and not a l l young c hild ren
possess the imaginative or linguistic flair evidenced in Kaila and
Cathryn's texts (The Magic Mice and If you lose you're dead respectively).
These episodes confirmed the value of providing novice writers w i t h
appropriate levels o f scaffolding. Such provision makes it possible for a l l
children to learn to write narratives that do fulfil their social purpose but
will probably not win short story competitions or a Caldecott Medal. I n
the long term, the purpose o f teaching and learning about the narrative
genre in school contexts is not that of nurturing prospective authors.
More realistically, such teaching and learning should be concerned with
building understanding of how meanings are realised in narrative texts.
Such an outcome continued to be achieved in the episodes described i n
the chapter.

6.10 Summa ry and review

In this chapter, it has been shown that the children involved in the study
reported here were provided with specific and explicit teaching and
learning experiences focussed on the genre of Narrative. Two episodes of
classroom activity incorporating such a focus have been described, and a
selection of the written texts produced within these curriculum contexts
have been discussed in detail.

Specifically, the extent to which the texts

realised the semantic and lexicogrammatical features associated with the
Narrative genre has been considered. The nature of those features have
been identified, particularly as they have been represented by Rothery
( 1 990), and a mature instance of the genre has been examined, in order to
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establish the credibility and status of the children's texts examined in this
chapter.
From the discussion presented here, and the previous d iscussion provided
in Chapter Four, it should be clear that the children involved in the study
were engaged in reading and writing narratives (and many other genres)
from an early age. It should also be clear that the children were
continuously supported and challenged to further develop their control
over the narrative genre in and by the teaching and learning contexts
documented in this study.

In

this respect, the contexts differ significantly

from those documented in Rothery's study of the teaching and learning of
narrative-type genres in the primary school ( 1990). Unlike the teachers
involved in Rothery's study, the teacher/researcher in this study did not
simply "develop the field in a general way and then tell the students to
write a particular genre which was not identified in any systematic or
objective fashion" ( 1 990: 164).
By comparison, the teacher/researcher did teach the children to write and
had considerable knowledge of the kinds of genre, register and language
demands her set writing tasks were making.

Again, as was the case i n

Chapter 5 of this report, it must be argued that the relationships between
text and context in the curriculum documented in this study were
deliberately established, consistently monitored, and regularly reviewed.
This cycle of informed and reflective decision-making, com� ined with a
commitment to providing both rich and diverse overall curriculum
contexts and specifically interventionist narrative teaching and learning
contexts, resulted in very positive consequences for the children's growing
control over the production of written narratives during their first three
years at school. The particular episodes examined in this chapter provide
a window into this cycle, this pattern of commitment, and the
consequences for children's learning. Reiterating conclusions drawn i n
Chapter 5, this chapter serves to demonstrate that a knowledge of genre
and register theory and systemic functional grammar can provide:
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(i) a framework for shaping the curriculum contexts in which young
children are taught and learn to write Narratives in the early school
years;
(ii) a systematic and reliable way of assessing how and why
particular texts work as narratives, and how they can be more
adequately shaped to function effectively in their particular social
contexts.
In the following chapter, the consequences of this knowledge for the

teaching and learning of the Report genre in the early school years are
considered.
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Chapter 7
THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF WRITING:
REPORTS

The main function of . . . reports is to organise information about things,
typically by classifying them or decomposing them.

(M artin, J.R. , 1993 ,"Literacy in science: learning to handle text as technology" in
.
M.A . K. and Martin, J.R., Writing Science: Literacy and Discursive Power,
Halliday,
The Falmer Press, p.l87)

7.0 Introduction

In the previous two chapters, the discussion has been focussed on how
and to what extent the children involved in the study reported here
learned to write narrative-type genres, namely the genres of Observation
and Narrative as described by Rothery ( 1990). In this chapter, the extent to
which the children's learned to control the features of a factual or non
narrative-type genre, the Report genre, will be d iscussed.

Again, the

discussion so presented will encompass a description of the characteristic
semantic and lexicogrammatical features of the Report genre (section 7.1);
a discussion of a mature or fully articulated instance of the genre (section
7.2); and the description and analysis of both the curriculum contexts i n
which the production of written Reports was embedded in this study, and
the actual Report texts produced by the children in these contexts (sections
7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 respectively). The discussion will then identify
significant links and connections between the pedagogical or curriculum
contexts which surrounded the instances of text production, and the
The chapter
concludes with a summary and review of the main findings and
nature of the texts produced by the children (section 7.9).

conclusions regarding the textual and contextual analysis included in the
chapter (section 7.10).
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The decision to examine the contexts and texts associated with the
teaching and learning of the Report genre m this study was made on a
number of grounds. Firstly, a significant proportion of the texts and
contexts generated within the classroom program documented in the
study were instances of the genre or teaching and learning sessions
involving exploration and use of instances of the genre (see chapter 3,
section 3.5.4; and Chapter 5, section 5.0). This pattern of attention and text
production was not unexpected, since the teaching and learning of the
Report genre has been well represented in other instances of genre-based
research (Martin, 1985, 1993; Hammond, 1986; Plum, 1989; Derewianka,
1990; Kamler, 1990; and Rothery, 1990).
authoritative

Indeed, a substantial and

base now exists for arguing that like the genres of

Observation and Narrative, the Report genre is a common and relatively
extensive focus in children's early school learning.
The regularity of the Report genre's appearance in the data collected in the
study reported here and in other studies of young children learning to
write would have been sufficient grounds for its detailed investigation.
However, two other features of the texts and contexts generated in this
study also ensured the Report genre's place as a central focus in the
reflective phase of the study, and indeed, in this final report of the study.
These features included the pattern of the children's control over the
features of this genre throughout the five teaching semesters encompassed
in the study; and the nature of the teaching and learning contexts in which
the features of the Report genre were examined in this study.

With

respect to the latter, the teaching and learning of the Report genre typified
the recurring curriculum cycles identified in this study, namely the
broadly based curriculum cycle of Input, Exploration, and Celebration/
Presentation;

and

the

specifically genre-based curriculum

cycle of

modelling, joint construction of text, and provision of opportunities for
independent text construction (see previous discussion Chapter 3, sections
3.3.3 and 3.4.2).
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The second compelling feature associated with the teaching and learning
of the Report genre in this study was the relatively limited degree of
success that the children demonstrated in handling the particular features
of the genre, despite considerable curriculum support in this matter.
Indeed, while Report texts were numerically well represented in the
sample of child ren's writing, analysis of these texts reveals that the
children were, as a group, far less successful Report writers than they were
Observation or Narra tive writers. This difference certainly warrants close
scrutiny.

Given the data collected in this study, the existence of such

variance i n learning in school contexts raises questions about the
children's prior experience of making meaning in this way, compared to
their experience of narrative-type meanings; the particular demands of
non-narrative writing, compared to both narrative speech a n d writing;
and the pedagogical implications of such findings.

These issues are

d iscussed in section 7.10 of this chapter. In the section that follows, the
particular semantic, structural, and lexicogrammatical features of the
Report genre are outlined.

7.1 The Report genre

The genre of Report falls within the range of factual or non-narrative-type
genres identified by Rothery (1990: 155) and shown

in

Figure 2.6 initially in

Chapter 2 (section 2.4.2), an d then in Chapter 5 (section 5.1). Instances of
the report genre are found in many dimensions of school and adult life,
especially in research situations related to specialist fields like technology,
politics, and science ( Literacy & Education Research Network, 1990: 37).
Examples often found in the general community include i n formation
texts about exhibits or creatures a t a museum;

community

health

information, for example AfDS, cancer, fitness, and so on; and popular
magazines related to specialist hobbies and interests, for example, Popular
Mechanics. Such texts function "to store information"(Martin, 1985; 1993).
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As Martin and others argue, "learning to access information which is
stored in books and other written forms is an important skill which needs
to be encouraged in the development of any young writer"(Martin, 1985:
10).

However, in Martin and Rothery's original investigations into

children's writing in school contexts, they found that very few primary
school children were writing Reports; and those who did so were
predominantly advanced writers and/ or boys (1980; 1981). Following these
investigations, the relative absence of Report writing in the primary
school curricula has been seriously questioned. As Unsworth (1993: 332)
argues, "learning to control the technical discourses that are used to
construct and challenge knowledge ... is not something that can suddenly
begin in secondary school".
Recent work on the specification of the genre of Report, and the
development of materials to help teachers learn how to teach young
children to write reports is beginning to change the balance between
narrative and factual writing in primary school contexts. Indeed, some
observers are beginning to express concern that the teaching and learning
of factual texts is taking over the activity of storying in school contexts
(Booth, 1994). Certainly, research and practice since Martin and Rothery's
original investigations of writing in the primary school has demonstrated
that students can be taught to handle the genre of Report (see for example
Rothery's account of report writing in Year 2, 1986; and Unsworth's
account of report writing in Year 2, 1993).

Despite this, many primary

teachers are still unaware of the significant differences between narrative
and non-narrative genres, and indeed of the very specific demands that
the production of written instances of such genres make upon young
children. Some of these matters, as they relate specifically to the genre of
Report, are discussed below.
7.1.1 Schematicstruct ure and register values in the Repor t genre
In discussing factual genres, Martin (1985: 9) notes that the Report genre is
one that we learn as part of the process of exploring the real world, and
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simultaneously, in order to explore that world. The particular purpose or
point of the Report genre is the reconstruction of factual propositions
about a general class or phenomenon in the world. As such, the Report
genre is one especially associated with the construction of scientific rather
than commonsense knowledge:
Scientific knowledge extends beyond commonsense knowledge. It is 'uncommonse.nse'
or 'e xpert'

kno �vledge in that it is more than the reconstruction or directly
observable e:\pene�ce. Commonsense and science have different ways of looking a t
reahty based on d i fferent organising criteria.

'Pumpkins for example are a

vegetable for cooks but fruit to a botanist' (Martin,

et a/., 1988,p.143).

kind of

From t h e

perspective of science, fruits come out of pollinated flowers but for the layperson
fruits are sweet thmgs that grow on trees and bushes. There are thus two different
ways of talking about pumpkins. It is not that one is right and the other is wrong, i t

is just that

sc1ence construes a different reality

from that

of the everyday

or

commonsense reality.
(Unsworth, 1993: 299-300)

The pattern of register choices thus typically associated with the Report
genre includes the realisation of universal or generalised experience
rather than particularised fields of human activity and knowledge; the
establishment of "writer as expert"; and the creation of a sense of dtstance
between the writer and his or her audience (Elms 1988: 48). Further, study
of instances of the Report genre to date indicate that there are two
obligatory elements or stages needed to achieve the social purpose of the
genre as noted above. These include a General Statement or Classification
stage, wherein the general class or phenomenon to be reconstructed i s
identified,

usually

m

terms o f taxonomic

relationships

based o n

"uncommonsense" criteria. This stage is then followed by one or more
Description stages, wherein attributes of the phenomenon being classified
or decomposed are detailed. The sequence of stages or schematic structure
of the Report genre is thus:
General Statement 1\ [Description] n

The particular functions and semantic properties o f these stages of a
Report text are outlined in Martin's work (1985; 1993), and have been used
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in the analysis of texts presented i n later sections of this chapter. It should
also be noted that, unlike some other factual genres such as Procedures, n o
particular temporal sequencing within or to do with the element of
Description appears to be obligatory in the Report genre. However, as i n
other non-narrative genres, expression of the writer's attitude or
personality is considered inappropriate in a Report text, the sole purpose
of the genre being to reconstruct factual information about different
phenomena.

Some of the key resources through which these stages and

meaning are realised are discussed briefly in the sections that follow.
7.1.2 Lexicogrammatical resources of the Report genre
The particular stages of a Report text, and the meanings realised in these
stages, are constructed through the deployment of resources from key
systems in the English language.

As discussed earlier, these systems

include the systems of Theme, Transitivity, Conjunction and Mood (see
Chapter 2, section 2.3). For example, Theme choices in the Report genre
are typically experiential, with the general phenomenon being classified
and described being thematised in unmarked Subject positions in the
clause structures. In addition, particularly in the Description stages of a
Report text, specific aspects of the phenomenon being described may be
thematised. Textual themes may also be found in Report texts. W h e re
these do appear, they usually construct additive or comparative rather
than temporal relations between clauses within the text.

Transitivity

choices in instances of the Report genre are wide ranging. While there is
often a heavy selection of rela tiona! processes to build description, and to
unpack technical language, there is also a varied selection of material,
mental, and behavioural processes. By comparison, few verbal processes
are typically featured. Generic rather than specific participants are realised
in these processes, verb choices are usually timeless (simple present tense),
and mood choices are typically declarative.
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The particular kind of lexical or vocabulary choices made in Report texts
sets this genre apart from narrative ones. As Unsworth (1993: 301)
explains,
The report gives an account of phenomena as they are. Scientific reports take
commonsense as a starting point and change this perspective oo reality into one
based m specialised knowledge.
In doing so, scientific reports build
'uncommonsense' taxonomical relationships. This entails the construction of new
categories which are realised in technical terms. These technical terms both
accumulate and change the nature of the meanings they translate into specialised
knowledge The technical terms are defined by identifying them with phenomena
and distinguishing them from terms which realise other categories.

The nature of these semantic, structurat and lexicogrammatical choices, as
they are realised in a relatively mature instance of the Report genre, are
discussed in section 7.2 below. The particular instance has been analysed,
using systemic functional grammar as developed by Halliday (1985) and
genre and register theory as principally developed by Martin (1985; 1993)
(see also discussion Chapter 2, section 2.5). The analysis and assessment of
the text h as been provided t o articulate the criteria upon which an y text
may be classified as an instance of the Report genre, and against w hic h
other texts written by the children involved in this study have been
measured.

7.2 A mature instance of the Report genre

The following text, Brachiosaurus, appeared in Language: A Resource for

Meaning: Exploring Reports (Christie, et al., 1990). The text was written
specifically to demonstrate the elements and linguistic features of a
natural science report, and is thus offered as a fully articulated, ma ture
instance of the genre. The Brachiosaurus text provides an excellent
measure against which other instances of the Report genre can be
compared. In the sections that follow, the Brachiosaurus text will be
analysed according to stages or schematic structures realised within the
text, and the register choices and grammatical features represented in the
text. An assessment of the text, as an instance of the Report genre, will be
provided on completion of these analyses.
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Brachiosaurus text:
Brachiosaurus was one of the sauropod group of dinosaurs, the largest living creatures ever to
walk on d r y l �nd. Sauropoda means 'lizard feet'. It had five toes. like a lizard. Brachiosaurus
had a t1ny bra1n.
Brachio aurus w�s a gig:�ntic animal. Not only was it heavy, it was also very long and tall.
_
a huge g1raffe. Its neck was long, but its head was not much larger than a
horse s head. Th1s large reptile had thick, strong legs whkh looked like the legs of an
enonnous l!lcphant.

�

It loo cd rather llk_e

Brachiosaurus lived over 65 million years ago. Its remains have been found in North America
and Africa. It lived in forests and woods, often near lakes.
With such a long neck. this large beast was able to eat the leaves from tall trees. much like a
giraffe. It may have been able to go into the water in search of food.
Brachio�au�s prohably protected itself by crushing its auackers with its weight, or lashing
them wJth m long. thick tail. In spite of its huge size. this plant-eating dinosaur was
probably a fairly !>low. peaceful animal.
(Christie, et a/., 1990: 14)

7.2.1 Analysis of the Brachiosaurus text
Even a cursory reading of the Brachiosaurus text would convey its factual
and uncommonsense rather than fai rytale character. Indeed, the text is a
very successful and satisfying ac coun t of the particular sub-class o f
dinosaurs known as Brachiosaurs. It acts to define and classify this sub
class, giving descriptions of the particular features that characterise
individuals as members of th is sub-class of extinct creatures. The text is
clearly recogn isable as a "natural science text, constructing as it does the
world o f living creatures and the superordinate and subordinate relations
"

between them. Closer examination of the register values of the text, its
schematic stages, and selected grammatical features reveals how this is
achieved.
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(i) Register values of the Brachiosaurus text
Martin (1985: 9) argues that Report texts are called into being when
speakers and w riters wish to document factual rather than personal
knowledge of a class of things or a general phenomenon of some kind.
The register choices in the Report genre are thus usually concerned with
broad and "scientific" fields of human activity; objectivity rather than
subjectivity or opinion; and universality of experience rather t h a n
idiosyncratic knowledge. The register values o f the B rachios a u r u s text
reflect these characteristic patterns, and are summarised below:
Field: The sub-class,

Brac!Iiosaurus,

and its characteristic features as a subordinate

group within the superordinate class

Tenor: hierarchical

dinosaurs.

relation between writer and reader; sense of authority

and

expertise of the writer compared to the reader, who is being informed; neutral
affect; infrequent contact between writer and intended reader.

Mode: writer to unknown reader; monologic; language as reflection; written medium;
graphic channel, accompanied by an illustration.

Clearly, the text is reconstructing factual propositions known or at least
accepted to be true about a general phenomenon in the prehistoric world.
In addition, the text reconstructs the phenomenon

in class/sub-class

terms, giving a clear representation of a tristratal or taxonomical field, as
shown in Figure 7.1 below. Further, a neutral Tenor is realised in the text,
thus removing the identity and possible feelings or opinions of the
writer(s) from the text; and a context is established whereby it is clear that
readers of the text are meant to confirm or learn about something from
the text.

ln

addition, there is a strong sense of the written rather than

spoken mode in this text, although there is less technical language used
than might otherwise be expected in a scientific Report on this topic (see
Martin, 1 993, and Unsworth 19G3 for a discussion of this matter). The
language used is in fact predominantly everyday language. However, this
does not result in the creation of a conversational or face-to-face tone
about the text. It is clearly an instance of the written mode of the Report
genre, but with perhaps less than expected use of technical language
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related to the phenomenon. The absence of technical language becomes
more apparent in the examination of selected linguistic features of the text
(see later discussion).
Figure 7.1: Taxonomic relationships realised in the Brachiosaurus text

Dinosaurs

I

Brachiosaurs

(ii) Schematic Stmcture or staging of the Brachiosaurus text
Study of instances of the Report genre to date indicate that there are two
obligatory elements or stages needed to achieve the social purpose of the
genre, namely, a General Statement stage followed by one or more
Description stages.

Examination of the Brachiosaurus text reveals the

p resence of both these obligatory stages. For example, the text opens with a
General Statement or Classification stage, wherein the general class or
phenomenon, Brachiosaurus, is identified. This is followed by two d iscrete
Description elements, each serving to provide information about the
appearance and behaviour of members of the Brachiosaurus family. The
second Description element or stage is quite extensive, comprising three
separate paragraphs. The pattern of the staging of the text can be set out as
shown below:
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Title

Brachiosaurus.

General Statement

Brachiosaurus was one of

sauropod

the

group

dmosaurs, the largest living creatures ever to walk
dry

of
m

land. Sauropoda means 'lizard feet'. It had five
Brachiosaurus had a tir.y brain.

toes, like a lizard.

Description: appearance

Brachiosaurus was a gigantic animal. Not only was it
heavy, it was also very long and tall.
rather like a huge giraffe.

It looked

Its neck was long, but i t s

head was not much larger than a horse's head.

This

large reptile had thick, strong legs which looked like
the legs of an enormous elephant.

Description: behaviour

65 million years ago. I t s
been found in North America and
Africa. I t lived in forests and woods, often near lakes.
Brachiosaurus lived over
remains have

With such a long neck, this large beast was able to
eat the leaves from tall trees, much like a giraffe.
may have been able to

It

go into the water in search of

food.
Brachiosaurus probably protected itself by crushing

lashing them w i t h
In spite o f its huge size, t h i s

its attackers with its weight, or
its

long, thick tail.

plant-eating

dinosaur was probably a fairly

slow,

peaceful animal.

The General Statement element is relatively short, as is usually the case.
However,

it

does

realise

important

taxonomic

relations

between

Brachiosaurus and the superordinate class, dinosaur:
Brachiosaurus was one of the sauropod group of dinosaurs,

the largest living

creatures ever to walk on dry land. Sauropoda means 'lizard feet'.

As expected,

the

recursive

Description

elements

provide

specific

regarding the attributes of sub-class Brachiosaurus, for
example weight, height, feeding habits, habitat, and so on. As noted
information

earlier, one of these elements - Description: behaviour - is extended across
three paragraphs of the text. This pattern of organisation of i n fo r m a t io n
into sets o r paragraphs is less often seen i n immature o r incomplete
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realisations of the genre.

It is considered essential

m

mature instances

(Martin, 1985: 10).
Typically, no particular concern for the temporal ordering of the
Description elements of the text is evident in this text. In fact, the two
Description stages could be reordered, with no loss of meaning or fluency
with respect to the reconstruction of information about the sub-group,
Brachiosaurus. In addition, there is no evidence of the writer's i n tention
to mark or realise his or her attitude to Brachiosaurus, as might be
expected in other genres.
Thus on the basis of the analysis of the stages evident in the Brachiosaurus
text, it can be said that the text is indeed an instance of the Report genre.
Further, due to the realisation of the two obligatory elements associated
with this genre, the text can be said to be a fully articulated instance of the
genre. The grouping of information into sets or paragraphs within the
Description elements of the text also indicate that this is a mature rather
than emergent instance of the genre. Analysis of the lexicogrammatical
resources o f the text as shown below further confirms this assessment.

(iii) Lexicogrammatica/ resources of the Brachiosaurus text
Inspection of the clause complexes in the Brachiosaurus text indicates a
predominance of single-clause sentences, for example, Its remains h a v e

been found in North America and Africa. This text was written expressly
for a relatively young aud ience. The main aim of the text was to
demonstrate to that audience the stages and linguistic features of the
report genre. Given these situational contexts, the relative absence of
embedded and hypotactic clauses is not surprising. In addition, very few
conjunctive relations between clauses are realised. The focus of sequence
of clauses, across all stages of the text, is on the identification of the sub
class Brachiosaurus, and on the building of descriptions related to the
behaviour and appearance of members of that sub-class. This is clearly
seen in the examination of Theme and Transitivity structures that follow.
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For example, the experiential and textual Theme choices apparent in the
Brachiosaurus text are consistent with this pattern. For example, generic
participants are consistently selected as experiential Theme choice. These
include Brachiosaurus; S a u ropoda; and items referring to Brachiosaurus
such as it, this large reptile, its remains, its neck and its head. The use of
the plural pronoun they to refer to groups of Brachiosaurs might have
been expected. However, there is a tendency in our culture when talking
or writing about specific dinosaur types to use the singular form. In this
context, readers are assumed to know that the sub-class of Brachiosaurus is
referred to b y the singular form, not a specific or individual animal.
Analysis of experiential themes also shows that the nominal groups used
to create the items in theme positions constitute aspects of the technical
field of language. Examples include sauropod group, dinosaur, S a u ropoda,

reptile.
However, by comparison, there is a predominance of
commonsense language used to reconstruct the attributes of the sub-class
Brachiosaurus. Technical terms, such as habitat, herbivore, and fossils
were not selected by the writer(s), despite the fact that commonsense
language is used within the text to unpack these concepts or attributes
associated with Brachiosaurus. This may have been due to the focus of the
writers on using the text to teach about the genre, rather than to teach
about the sub-class Brachiosaurus. In a text more expressly designed to
construct scientific rather than commonsense knowledge about
Brachiosaurs, such technical language may have been selected.
No interpersonal Themes are realised in the text. This is in keeping w i th
the specification of the genre, as one in which the identity of the writer(s)
is

suppressed, and the relationship between the writer and reader is

constructed as a distant rather than close personal one.

Thus, the text is

again confirmed as a successful instance of the genre of Report.
The transitivity choices evident in the text are also consistent with those
associated with the genre of Report. As noted earlier, there can be many
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kinds of transitivity choices within any one Report text. However,
relational processes which function to build description usually
predominate, combined with material, mental, and behavioural processes
Few verbal
which also describe appearance, behaviour, and so on.
processes are typically featured. All these characteristics can be observed i n
the Brachiosaurus text. For example, the general statement is realised by a
series of relational processes and a material process:
B r ach i os a u r

was

one

of

the

sauropod group of

us

dinosaurs,

the

largest

living

Process:
intensive
a t t rib.

- -- - - -

oda

-

to

on dry land.

walk

creatures

Actor
Carrier

ever

--

- - - ----- -

Proc:

Circumstance:

material
A t tribute

-

- ---

------

means

'lizard feet'.

Procin tensive

Value

toe: place

- --- -- ---

- -

-

-

It

had

five toes,

like a lizard.

Possessor

Proc: possesswe

At I nbute:possessed

Circumstance: manner:
comparison

Brachiosaurus

Possessor

The

selection

of such

processes serves

to build

the

identity of

Brachiosaurus a s a sub-class of Sauropoda, the lizard-footed dinosaurs
These are appropriate choices for the realisation of class-related field
knowledge. In the next stage of the text, the Description: appearance
element of the text, the processes selected are all relational. All but one of
these are intensive attributive processes, choices which construct meaning
about the phenomenon Brachiosaurus and its attributes. For example, i n
Its neck was long, information regarding one o f the physical attributes of
this type of dinosaur, compared to others, is reconstructed for the reader.
Similarly, in but its head as not much larger than a horse's head,
information is provided which allows the reader to build up his or her
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mental picture of the physical appearance of Brachiosaurus.

The only

other transitivity choice featured here is a possessive process, This large
reptile had thick, strong legs which looked like the legs of an e n o r m o u s

elepha n t . Again, this choice realises the phenomenon of B rach iosa u r u s
as a member of the reptilian group and its specific attribute of thick s t rong
legs.
Of the p rocesses chosen to realise the final stage of the text, the
Description: behaviour element, nearly all the choices are material. By
definition, such processes are processes of doing (Halliday, 1985: 103). The
choice made for the predominance of such processes in this stage of the
text realises meanings to do with what Brachiosaurs reportedly did during
prehistoric times - how they went about their daily lives. The other two
transitivity choices that are featured in this stage of the text also realise
dimensions of Brachiosaur behaviour, namely what they ate and how
they moved. These di mensions of field knowledge specifically related to
behaviour are realised through a behavioural and an attributive process.
Again, the pattern of transitivity choices through this stage of the text is
consistent with the purpose of the stage of a report text.
7.2.2 A d iscussion of the Brachiosaurus text
Overall, the Brachiosaurus text discussed above is a well-constructed
instance of the Report genre. It shows good deployment of the linguistic
resources available for constructing field knowledge of this kind, especially
with respect to Theme and Transitivity choices. If the text were to be used
for older, more experienced students, perhaps for the purposes of research
rather than for the teaching of elements of the genre, this lack of technical
language might be considered a major weakness of the text. However, i n
the context of this study of the emergent control of writing within a
deliberately genre-based program, the text serves as an excellent measure
against which to compare instances of the Report genre created by the
children involved in the study. This matter is discussed at length in t h e
sections that follow. Prior to that however, a particular episode of
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teaching and learning activity related to the Report genre within the study
reported here is discussed.

7.3 Episode 5: "Animals

and their habitats"

As explained in Chapter Four (section 4.2.6) of this report of the study (see
Table 4.1), several themes or topics were used as the focal point for
curriculum organisation during the five school semesters encompassed i n
the study. A number of these drew upon the broad field of environmental
studies, albeit not exclusively, and included The Great Barrier Reef,
Animals, Local Studies, Dinosaurs, People, Antarctica, Plants, and
Australian Landscapes and Geography.
Within the pattern of
development of teaching and learning sequences associated with t he
exploration o f such themes, the children involved in the study were
involved
material.

in the reading and writing of both narrative and factual
However, in the main, episodes of teaching and learning

developed during the investigation of such themes involved reading and
writing of factual texts. In the main, such texts were instances of the genre
of Report.
In the episode of teaching and learning described here, "Animals and their
habitats", the teaching and learning of the Report genre was a specific
curriculum focus. However, this focus was not by any means an isolated
one. Rather, the teaching and learning of the genre was grounded in the
study of how scientific knowledge is constructed in the world, specifically
how scientific knowledge about animals is constructed.

The following

discussion describes dimensions of the broad contexts in which the Report
These
genre was examined in this episode of classroom activity.
d imensions include the physical contexts in which the episode was based
(7.3.1); the overall curriculum context or unit of work in which the
episode was located (7.3.2); and the specific language and literacy teaching
and learning sequences encompassed in the episode (7.3.3).
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7.3. 1 Physical contexts
The "Animals and their habitats" episode occurred in the latter part of the
children's second year at school. At this time, the children and the
teacher I researcher were located in one end of the double teaching space
designated as the 1988 and 1989 classroom areas (see Chapter 4, section 4.1).
Wall and display spaces in the classroom featured visual and print
material related to a range of animal habitats, and there was an extensive
collection of junior and adult informational texts available for children's
use in the classroom library. Furniture and other material resources i n
the classroom were arranged to allow children ready access to these visual
and print materials, and spaces to use these materials independently, with
peers and adults, and in teacher-directed as well as open-ended ways. As
in the case of the "Reef Walk" episode reported in Chapter
the physical classroom

5

(section 5.3),

context represented the teacher I researcher's

attempt to maximise students' opportunities to interact with the kinds of
texts which typically constructed scientific rather than commonsense
knowledge in the manner described by Martin (1993) and Unsworth (1993).
7.3.2 Overall curriculum context:
The "Animals and their habitats "episode was located within an ongoing
unit of work focussed on the interdependence of living and non-living
elements of the natural world, referred to by the teacher/researcher as
Environmental Studies. The "Reef Walk" episode discussed in Chapter 5
(section 5.3) was a much earlier episode within this overall curriculum
focus. In the "Animals and their habitats" episode, the teacher I researcher
chose to deliberately focus the children's attention on two issues, namely
(i) the nature of particular animals, the habitats in which such
animals live and thrive, and the effect of changes in those habitats
on the life and well-being of animals within those habitats; and
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(ii) the manner in which factual information about animals is
constructed in a scientific rather than commonsense way.
These issues were add ressed through three phases of teaching and
learning activity including an Input phase, an Exploration phase, and a
Presentation/Celebration phase (see discussion Chapter 3, section 3.4.2). In
the Input phase of the unit, the teacher I researcher scheduled a number of
class sessions where the children were able to examine the visual and
print resources related to the theme of animals and their habitats. I n
addition, the teacher I researcher conducted a number of directed sessions
involving d iscussion and explanation of the concept of balance in the
natural world.

These sessions included, for example, consideration of

d i fferent kinds of commercial fishing operation in tropical and Antarctic
waters, and the effects of these operations on established food chains and
in various habitats within these broad ecosystems. The teacher I researcher
also led a number of sessions with the children where the print resources
associated with this topic were compared with popular c h i l d ren's
literature featuring animals as main or supporting characters. Semantic,
structural, and lexicogrammatical variations between the factual and
narrative texts were d iscussed and explained.
In the exploration stage of this unit, the children were asked to select a

particular animal for personal investigation and research.

Using the

resources provided in the classroom, the children were required to build a
portfolio of facts about their selected animal, including information on the
animal's habitat. By way of a scaffold or framework, the children were
asked to collects facts about their selected animal's physical appearance,
characteristic behaviours,

breeding patterns, and class membership.

During this stage, the teacher modelled and jointly constructed a number
of Report texts about animals that were represented in the classroom print
and visual resources. These texts were then used as instructional and
recreational reading material, for and by individual children and groups of
children.
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In the final phase of this unit, the children were required to produce a
Report about their selected animal, in the form of an informational
pamphlet which could be distributed to other children and adults outside
of the classroom. The child ren were supported in using their portfolio of
facts to prepare such a Report, and in drafting and designing their
pamphlet through to publication stages. The particular language and
literacy focus of this phase of the unit is described in the section that
follows.
7.3.3 Specific language and literacy context
As indicated above, the specific language and literacy focus of this episode
of classroom teaching and learning activity was the construction of
scientific rather than commonsense knowledge about animals and their
habitats. The genre of Report was selected as the means of realising this
knowledge.

A particular challenge of learning to write reports about

scientific topics or fields involves learning to handle the language of
The teacher I
scientific fields (see earlier discussion, section 7.1.2).
researcher addressed this matter, by using technical language about
animals and their habitats with the children in the creation of oral and
written texts, and by providing a range of commercially produced texts
which also used such language to construct the field of animals. The
written texts produced by the children as a result of their involvement i n
these contexts contain evidence that some child ren had greater success i n
responding to and adopting the use of technical language than others (see
for example the written texts presented in Appendix 16).
The children involved in the study had been involved in the production
of written Reports prior to this unit of work.

While these texts had

revealed the children's varying levels of competency in handling the
demands of this genre with respect to the deployment of technical
language, they had also revealed a number of consistent difficulties
experienced by the children with respect to the staging of meanings within
the Report genre.

These difficulties included the framing of a General
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Classification stage, and the organisation or grouping o f Description
elements.
In this episode of teaching and learning activity, the
teacher/ researcher undertook to address these difficulties directly, through
the deliberate implementation of the three-stage curriculum cycle now
associated with all genre-based teaching and learning programs (see
discussion Chapter 2, section 2.5). Thus, the teacher I researcher:
(i) modelled text structures and social purposes associated with the
genre of Report;
(ii) involved the children in joint construction of written reports,
focussing specifically on the framing of General Classification stages
and the ordering of Description elements within particular texts;
and
(iii) provided an opportunity for independent production of written
texts about selected animals and their habitats.
As indicated above, these activities were embedded

m

the wider

curriculum contexts of researching the field of animals, using scientific
rather than everyday texts about animals.

The children found these

activities to be of interest and relevance, and participated enthusiastically.
It should be noted that the challenge to research this field in this rna nner
was a significant one for such young readers and writers, and that many of
the children did respond well orally if not in writing. With respect to the
production of their own written texts, a number of the children found the
additional contextual feature of writing for an unknown audience to be a
special challenge. All the child ren in the group were aware that their
finished work would be sent to the research unit of a commercial
publishing house.

In the main, the children responded well to the

language and literacy demands of these contexts, with approximately half
of the class group (ten children in all) choosing to follow the text
production process through to polished publication. (The remainder of
the children were content to submit first drafts or very lightly edited
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second drafts.) The range and quality of the polished texts are discussed i n
the section that follows.

7.4 The range and quality of texts produced in Episode 5

Ten children completed the main written task embedded within the
episode of classroom teaching and learning activity referred to in the
above discussion as Episode 5: "Animals and their habitats". The texts so
produced reflected the full range of the child ren's written language ability,
and the particular interests of the children with respect to the construction
of non-narrative representations of their world (see Appendices 16, 17, and
18 for individual analyses of the texts). For example, while all of the texts
reconstructed the field of an imals, some texts did so in a commonsense
way while others

constructed more uncommonsense

or

technical

categories of meaning. Similarly, while all of the texts realised both of the
obligatory elements or stages of the genre, some texts did so at more
elaborated and internally well-organised levels. Most of the children were
also able to create an appropriate tenor value within their texts, adopting a
stance of "expert" writer who was not personally involved with or known
by the potential readers of the text.
Similarly, the choices made by the children with reference to tense, theme
and transitivity in their texts were largely appropriate (see Appendices 17
and 18; and the more detailed discussion provided in section 7.5 below).
However, in a number of the texts the children continued to experience
difficulties using technical language to realise the nature and life of their
selected animals; and a number of the texts evidenced the children's
difficulty in ordering and elaborating the Description elements of their
texts. This was not unexpected, given the age of the children. These
matters are taken up in the more detailed analysis of a small number of
the texts that follows.
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i n Episode 5

7.5 Detailed analysis of selected texts produced

Ten short written texts were produced by the children as a result of their
participation in the "Animals and their habitats" episode of ciassroom
activity as described i n section 7.3 above. All of these texts have been
classified as instances of the genre of Report, though some are m o r e
complete t h a n others. In the d iscussion that has been provided below,
three of these texts have been discussed in detail. The texts so discussed
include one particularly successful instance, namely Text 10, and two less
satisfying instances of the genre of Report, namely Texts 3 and 8. These
texts are reproduced below.
T r a v is

Text 3:
P e n g u i ns
Penguins

are

b irds.

They

predators. Penguins have

can jump

little

webs

out
in

of the
their

water.

toes.

They

They

have

have sharp beaks. They have good eyes. There are different kinds
have very slippery feathers when they slide on ice. There are
of penguins. They live on the icebergs

Text 8:

of Antarctica.

swim

fast from their

sharp toenails.

They

of penguins. They

seventeen

different

kinds

NicoIe

P e n g u i ns.
Penguins live. They feed their babies bits of fish which are very, very, very little.
.
are black and white. They jump very high. They can't fly. they have two w1ngs.
(large accompanying
and

i l l ustration o f a penguin showing beak.

head,

Penguins

wings,

body,

legs)

Text 10:

Rebecca

Whales.
Whales are mammals. Whales live i n the sea. They are fat. They have long tails. They don't
have legs. They have tin) and flippers. They have a mouth and a nose and they also have
_
eyes. Wh'les
a
alsoj·ump high. And all the time they sw1m and catch the1r food. Whales have
. enem1es
. are 1gger
.
wh aIes and
b
babies most of the time too. They eat fish and plankton. The1r
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humans. Sperm whal es swallow the ir food whole. They swim w ith their babies and whales
feed their babies m il k
.

7.5.1 Registe r values in Texts 3. 8. and 10
Analysis of the register values of texts 3, 8 , and 1 0 produced during the
"Animals and their habitats" episode confirms the original assessment of
the texts as reports. For example, with respect to field, a ll three of the texts
construct factual information about selected animals, with respect to their
class memberships and distinguishing characteristics. In addition, a l l
three texts realise hierarchical power relationships between the writers
and the intended readers of the text, and all three texts are clearly written
to be read. A more complete account of the register values of one of the
texts, Text 3, is shown below:
Field: Penguins, and their characteristic features as a subordinate group w i thin t h e
superordinate class

Tenor. hierarchical

birds and some o f thetr distinguishing features.

relation between writer and reader; sense o f authority

and

expe r t ise of the writer compared to the reader, who is being informed; neutral
affect; infrequent contact between w rite r and intended reader.
Mode: writer to wtknown reader; monologic; language as reflection; written medium;
graphic channel, accompanied by an illustration.

The register values for Texts 8 and 10 can be similarly identified, as shown
in Appendix 16. Such a pattern of register values is typically associated
with the genre of Report (Martin, 1985). Whatever else might said about
the texts, they do provide irrefutable evidence that the three young writers
have a well-developed understanding of the register of Report writing. By
comparison, the texts indicate that the children have a less well-developed
control over the staging of elements of the genre. This matter is discussed
in the section that follows.
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7.5.2 Schem atic structure of Texts 3. 8 and 10
Analysis of the schematic structure of Texts 3, 8, and 10 confirms the
assessment of the texts as instances of the Report genre. However, it also
reveals a dimension of the children's lack of control over the features of
the genre, namely the organisation or staging of meanings w i t h in
individual Report texts. As discussed earlier (see section 7.1 above),
Report texts typically begin with a general or classifying statement about
some phenomenon or process. This is then followed by descriptions of
the features or parts of the phenomenon or process. These descriptions
are usually organised into sections or paragraphs within the overall
report, with each section or paragraph dealing with a particular feature or
part of the phenomenon

or process being reconstructed.

Close

examination of the schematic structure of Texts 3, 8, and 10 (see Appendix
16) reveals that while the children have realised the opening obligatory
stage with a Report, this is at a rudimentary level. It also reveals that the
children all had difficulty organising the Description elements within
their texts, and indeed, with elaborating these elements to any significant
degree.
The General Statement or opening stage of each of the three texts is shown
below:
Text 3:

Penguins are birds.

Text 8:

Penguins Jive.

Text 10:

Whales are mammals. Whales live in the sea.

Each of these statements does realise a classificatory level of meaning,
serving to locate the particular animal group or subclass within its
relevant taxonomy. That realised by Rebecca in Text 10 is the most
elaborated, with the two clauses operating to realise the identity of W h a l e s
as members of the sub-class o f marine mammals. Travis's opening
statement in Text 3 would realise a more precise classification by the
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inclusion of the word flightless; while Nicole in Text 8 has realised the
most general level of classification, identifying Penguins as part of the
living world.
The development and organisation of the following stages of the texts is
less well handled. Indeed, the Description elements or stages of each of
the three texts are discontinuous and very poorly elaborated. This pattern
is well represented in Nicole's text, as shown below:

General

Classification:

Penguins live.

( Behaviour) :

They feed their babies bits of fish which are very,
very. very little.

De sc r i p t i o n

Penguins are black and white.

Description

(Physical

a p pe a rance ) :

Description

They jump very high. They can't fly.

( Behavi our) :
Description
( Physical

They have two wi ngs .

appearance):

Regrouping of the Description elements of Nicole's text would make i t
more fluent and more logical. Readers of the text would certainly be able
to recover information from the text more easily if was organised thus:

General

C l a s s i fi c a t i o n :

De sc r i p t i o n
(Physical

app e a rance):

Description
( B e h a vi ou r)

:

Penguins live.

Penguins

wings.

are

black and white . They have two

They feed their babies bits of fish which are very.
very, very little. They jump very high. They
can't fly.
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Travis's and Rebecca's texts also realise poor organisation of the
Description stages. Reorganisation of these stages would provide each text
with a more ordered development, as shown below:
Text 3: Travis
G e n e r aI

Classification:

Desc ription
(Behaviour):

Pengui ns are birds.

They can jump out of the water.

They s w i m

fast from !.heir predators.

Description

Penguins have liule webs in their toes.

( P b ysical

have sharp toenails.

appearance):

They

They have sharp beaks .

They have good eyes. They have very s li ppery
feathers when they slide on ice.

Desc r i p t i o n

There are different kinds of penguins. There

(Su bcategories):

seven teen different kinds of pengui ns.

Description
(Habitat):

They live on the icebergs of Antarctica.

are

Text 10: Rebecca
General

Classification:

Description
(Physical
a p p e a ra n c e ) :

Whales are mammals. Whnles live i n the sea

.

They are fat. They have long tails. They don't
have legs. They have fins and O ippers . They
have a mouth and a nose and they also have
eyes.

Description
( B ehaviour) :

Whales also jump high. And all the time they
swim and catch their food. Whales have babies
most of the time too.

Sperm whales swallow

their food whole. They swim with their babies
and whales feed their babies milk.

Description
(Rela tionships
with
other
living
t h i ng s ) :

They eat !ish and plankton.

Their enemies

are

bigger whales and humans.
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Of all the texts, Nicole's i s the least elaborated. Indeed, only one stage o f
her text i s realised through more than two clauses. By comparison,
Rebecca's reorganised text comprises greater elaboration of the Description
and Description (Appearance) elements.
Compared,
however, with the Brachiosaurus text, none of the stages identified in any
of the children's texts could be considered lengthy. Indeed, this pattern of
(Behaviour)

brevity is typical of many young writers' efforts at written text production.
Despite this lack of elaboration, however, all three texts discussed above
reveal the writers' not inconsiderable control over the features of the
genre, for their age. The patterns of lexicogrammatical choices made by
the child ren in their texts support this assessment. These patterns are
discussed in the section that follows.
7.5.3 Lexicogra mma tical resources of Texts 3. 8. and 10:
Reports function to store facts about classes or general phenomena
through the deployment of a number of distinctive lexicogrammatical
features (see discussion section 7. 1 .2). Some of these features are evident
in Texts 3, 8, and 10. These include the selection of generic participants

(whales and pengu ins rather than the big whale or the frigh tened
penguin); timeless verbs in simple present tense (live, have, j u mp); and a
significant number o f being and having processes (have, are). Indeed,
with respect to this latter feature of transitivity, all three of the texts
represent a particularly effective selection of processes. For example, i n
Travis's text, a relational process is selected to identify or classify h is
selected animal as a member of the larger class bird (Penguins are birds) .
Then i n the subsequent Description stages, Travis has selected both
relational attributive p rocesses and material processes. In both cases, these
kinds of processes act to build descriptions of the characteristics (attributes )
and typical behaviou rs of penguins. The pattern of these choices through
the Descrip tion elemen ts of Travis's text is shown below:
Description

(Behaviour):

rocess
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fast
Circ:

Description

(Physical

from

appearance):

have

P e ngu i n s

Carne r/Posse ssor

red a t o r s .

Ci rc:

manner:

Iitt I e

rl!la r ion al
po sse s s i v e

Thev

h a

Carrier/Possessor

relational

process:
attributive

webs

tn

A rr ri bure/Pos s e s sed

process:

paSSilSSi l't?

Carne r/Possessor

Thev

arrribuTive

s h a rp b e a k s .
A 1 r ri b u Te!Pos s e s s e d

rclauonul process:
a T r ribu 1 i ve
posscssi1 e
h

Carrier/Possessor

Desc r i p t i o n

d i fferent

rocess

risrenual

ExistenT:

of

kinds
enrirv

appearance):

( Ph y s i c a l

Thev

have

C a r r t e r/Posse s so r

relauonol

fe a t h e rs

oss. otTr ib

.

they

lace

Acror

Description

.

A n rib u r e/P o s s e s s e d

Tio n a l process:
possess i1·e
aTTributive

( S ubca tegories):

e

Description

eye s

good

a ve

re la

are

T be re

toe n a i l s .

A r r r i b u r e iP o s s e s s e d

have

Thev

toes.

Circ : foe: place

s h a rp

vc

their

(Su bcategories):
seventeen

are

exisTenTial

rocess

ExisTenT:

d i ff e r e n t

kinds

of

enTiTY

Desc r i p t i o n ( H a b i t a t ) :
s

of

Antarctica.

rocess
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All �ee texts also show the typical pattern of thematisation of the generic
partiCipants betng constructed in the text. This is clearly evident in the
Theme-Rheme structures of Nicole's text as shown below:
Table 7.1: Theme-Rheme structures in Text 8

T heme

Textual

I n te

r

-

pe r s o n a

Experien-

Rheme

tiaI
Penguins

live.

(topical)

General
C l a ssifica t i o n :
Description
(Behaviour):

They

feed their babies

(topical)

fish

[[which

very,

very

Penguins

are

bits

of

very,

little.]]

are black and white.

(topical)

Description
( Physical
appe a r a n c e ) :

JUmp very

They

high.

(topical)

Description
( Behaviour):

can't

They

fl y

.

(topical)
have two wings.

They

(topical)

Description
( Physical
appearance):

In

ad d ition,

all

three

writers

have

used

some

technical

or

uncommonsense language to build the classifications, definitions, and
descriptions embedded in their texts. The use of such language is
.
considered an essential linguistic feature of Report texts. As d iscussed
earlier, the children had been involved in using and responding to
technical language associated with the field of animals in the curriculum
contexts that comprised this particular episode of classroom activity.
Indeed, the teacher I researcher had deliberately challenged the children to
use significant levels of scientific or uncommonsense language, "the kinds
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of language scientists work with when they talk and write" (Martin, 1993:
167). Consequently, it is not surprising that the texts contain lexical items
such as birds, predators, little webs, different kinds of penguins, and
icebergs of A ntarctica. In addition, all three writers construct information
about penguins and whales as members of biological and ecological
subsystems, a characteristically scientific approach to ordering or
representing experience. As yet, the language used by Nicole, Travis, a n d
Rebecca i n this matter is more everyday than technical or specialist. Yet,
the texts do represent a good beginning, for writers as young as these three
child ren are. Consider for example, Rebecca's text, where the technical or
specialist items that have been used are shown in boldface type a n d the
issues of central biological and/or ecological significance are underlined:

W h ales.
Whalesare m a m m a ls

.

Whales live in the sea. They are fat.

They have long tai l s

.

�

don't h:�ve lees. They have f i n s and flippers. They have a mouth and a nose and they also
he
yswim and catch their food. Whales
have eyes. Whal es also Jump high. And all the timet
b
a'ebabies most of the time too. They eat f i s h andpl ankton. Their enemiesarebigger
whales and humans

Spe rm

w h a l e s swallow their f
ood whole.

Theyswi m w i t h their

babtesand whalesfeedthetr babies milk.

It is significant to note that the actual techn ical or specialist terms used by

mammals, fins, flippers, fish, plankton, S p e r m
whales
would also appear i n a mature scientific account o f whales as
members of the mammalian sub-class of living creatures. Such a n
account, however, would contain many more instances of technical or
field-specific language. By comparison, at this stage of her development as
a writer, Rebecca tends to use more commonsense or everyday terms to
encode similar meanings about whales. Given continued experience a n d
challenge in this matter, Rebecca might well be expected to make more
consistent choices for technical terms, thus realising more specialised
meanings and understandings about whales.
Rebecca in this text

-

-
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7.5.4 Summ ary and comm ent
As discussed i n the sections above, analysis of the semantic, structural, and
lexicogrammatical features of Texts 3, 8, and 10 confirm their identity as
instances of the Report genre, albeit at an emergent rather than a n
advanced level. For example, all three texts function to store information,
at the levels of classification and description; realise generic rather than
specific participants; and feature appropriate tense, mood, and transitivity
choices. However, all three texts provide evidence of all three writers'
d i fficulty with the ordering of the Description elements of their texts, and
with the construction of scientific rather than commonsense knowledge
about the topics of the Reports. These features of the children's texts are in
marked comparison to those of the Brachiosaurus text discussed in section
7.2 above. Such a comparison throws into sharp relief the children's
emergent control of the elements of the genre. This must be regarded as
attributable both to their ages and to their experience of reading, writing,
and talking science.
One dimension of the genre that all the children handled relatively well
was the realisation of the opening obligatory element of the genre of
Report, namely General Classification. This was not a consistent feature of
the children's Report writing, as was evidenced in other episodes of
classroom teaching and learning activity. In this particular episode, the
framing of this stage of the children's individual texts was a highly
scaffolded feature of the writing contexts. For example, the children had
been involved in a number of joint constructions of texts about whales,
penguins, and numerous other animals.

In these sessions, General

Classification statements had been framed and explained, in terms of their
function, by the teacher I researcher.

Subsequently, when the children

carne to d raft their own Report texts, the teacher I researcher explicitly
stated and enforced the need to commence such texts with a General
Classification stage, in the manner of those models provided in jointly
constructed texts.

By comparison, the use of technical language i n the
building of uncommonsense understandings of scientific fields or topics
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was less directly or extensively scaffolded in the actual process of
This matter, and the issue of the
individual text construction.
organisation and elaboration of the Description elements of Report texts
was taken up in a subsequent episode of classroom teaching and learning,
referred to in this report of the study as the "Antarctica" episode. The texts
and contexts created

in

this episode are discussed

in

the following sections.

7.6 Episode 6: "Antarctica"

The broad field of environmental studies continued to be a curriculum
focus in the children's third year of school (see Chapter 4, section 4.2.6,
Table 4.1). So too was the nature and function of the Report genre as a
means of constructing and reconstructing factual information, particularly
in the sciences. As in Episode 5 discussed above, these areas of curriculum
interest were pursued simultaneously, this time under the focussing
theme "Antarctica". Due to the children's previous experiences with t h i s
particular theme, and the pattern o f their control over the elements o f the
Report genre, particularly as this was evidenced in Episode 5, the
teacher I researcher set

two

central

and

specific objectives

for

the

development of the Antarctica unit. These included:
(i) the building of knowledge about Antarctica through the study
and use of technical language associated with this topic; and
(ii) the building of knowledge about Reports through an extensive
articulation of the joint construction stage of a genre-based
curriculum cycle.
Thus the children's third year at school began with a refocussing of their
attention on the topic Antarctica. The Transantarctic Expedition that had
initially sparked the children's interest in this topic was entering its final
stage at this

time (mid-late summer, 1990).
Indeed, during the
development of this unit of work, the Expedition team made their
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crossing of the Antarctic continent. The children received daily progress
reports of this crossing via an international modem link with the
Expedition's headquarters; the state and national news media provided
additional regular coverage; and a personal contact in the local Marine
Research Institute provided expert insider information. The unit of work
included some teaching and learning experiences related to the
monitoring of the Expedition's progress.
More significantly, the unit of work comprised a detailed investigation of
the nature o f Antarctica as a major world wilderness area, and its likely
future as a commercial zone and I or protected resource. The teaching and
learning sequences developed within this unit thus related variously to
issues of similarity and difference in the geographic and climatic zones of
the world; discourses of conservation and development; concepts of
balance and interdependence i n the natural world; and the pattern and
effect of human activity on natural environments.
A number of narrative and non-narrative genres were used and explored
within these teaching and learning sequences, including Narratives,
Reports, Explanations, and Expositions. Within the episode of teaching
and learning described here, particular attention was given to developing
the children's understanding of the nature of Antarctica as a natural
region or ecosystem. The function of the Report genre in storing and
accessing such information was also examined.
the physical contexts in which

In

the sections that follow

the episode was based are briefly

reconstructed (7.6.1); the overall curriculum context or unit of work i n
which the episode was located is described in more detail (7.6.2); and the
specific language and literacy teaching and learning sequences
encompassed in the episode are outlined (7.6.3).
7.6. 1 Physical contexts
As noted above, the "Antarctica" episode occurred in the first part of the
children's third year at school. At this time, the children were working i n
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the area designated as the 1990 classroom area (see Chapter 4, section 4.1).
As in their previous classrooms, the wall and display spaces in this
classroom featured visual and print material related to a range of topics
and interests, and there was an extensive collection of junior and adult
informatio nal texts available for children's use in the classroom library.
addition, there was a specific corner of the classroom set up to house
and showcase material related to the particular topic, Antarctica (see
In

Chapter 4, Illustration 4.7). All of these materials provided models of the
use of technical and specialist language in the construction of knowledge
about Antarctica, to greater and lesser degrees. Furniture and other
material resources in the classroom were arranged to allow children ready
access to these visual and print materials, and spaces to use these materials
independently, with peers and adults, and in teacher-directed as well as
open-ended ways (see Chapter 4, Illustration 4.8; 4.11; 4.14; 4.15; and 4.16).
In short, the physical classroom context was designed to capture, sustain,

and extend children's interests in the particular issues and topics being
developed in the classroom, from a scientific perspective.
7.6.2Overall curriculum context
As noted above, the "Antarctica" episode was located within an ongoing
investigation of the interdependence of living and non-living elements of
the natural world, referred to by the teacher I researcher as Environmental
Studies.

In addition, it was part of a specific unit of work organised

around the topic of Antarctica, wherein a number of subtopics or themes
were explored. The particular episode discussed here related to one of
these, namely the development of the children's understanding of the
Antarctic as a specific natural region or ecosystem.
As part of the unit, the children were involved i n talking about and
reading a wide range of narrative and non-narrative texts; they were
involved in oral, dramatic, and written reconstructions of the daily
activities of the members of the Transantarctic Expedition; they d rew,
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painted, built, modelled, and composed personal responses to aspects of
the development versus conservation issues; and they attempted to make
informed judgements about the benefits and difficulties associated w i t h
living in physical and climatic conditions extremely different from their
own. These activities all involved the teacher and the children in the use
of both commonsense and uncommonsense or technical language related
to the field of Antarctica.
In addition to this, the teacher I researcher adopted some very deliberate
language building strategies with the children involved in this unit of
work. These strategies included creating and discussing lists of specialist
terminology related to the children's research; planning and monitoring
dictionary and spelling activities around these class lists; and requiring
that children use these lists as resources in the creation of oral and written
texts within the classroom. Hence the children were exposed to and
required to consider and use terms such as frozen

desert; w ilderness;

glacier; crevasse; krill; plankton; lichens; in terdependence; food c h a i n ;
katabatic w i n d s ; temperatu re; Celsius; h u s ky; s u rvival pack; radio; b a s e
camp;

natural

resou rce;

p o i l u tion;

conservation;

c o m m e rc i a l

develo p m e n t ; and s o on.
These activities occurred mainly in the Input phase of this unit of work
(see the discussion in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2 where the three-phase
curriculum cycle consistently applied by the teacher I researcher in the
design and development of curricula is explained).

In this phase, the

teacher 1 researcher placed emphasis on extending and challenging the
children's understanding of the various subtopics identified with the unit,
using her own "expert" knowledge and the knowledge encompassed i n
the many texts collected within the classroom concerning the topic. The
children were required to participate in whole-class and small-group
activities, in independent and collaborative activities, with peers and w i t h
adults. Throughout, the teacher I researcher modelled and scaffolded the
children's use of specialist and technical language, to describe, define, and
comment upon their growing understandings of the subtopics being
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investigated. The teacher I researcher also continued to demonstrate and
discuss the d i fferent semantic, structural, and lexicogrammatical features
of a range of genres, especially those of Narrative and Report, but also of
Explanation and Exposition.
In the next stage of the unit, the Exploration phase, the teacher I researcher
chose to narrow the focus of the children's investigations, but to explore
this new focus in depth. Specifically, the teacher I researcher developed a
series of activities designed to consolidate and extend the children's
understanding of the physical and climatic features of Antarctica, and of
the major forms of plant and animal life that are able to survive, and
indeed thrive, under these conditions. These activities included listening
to, reading, and discussing excerpts from mature or scientific written texts
about these topics; making brief notes - class and individual - on the
content of such texts; preparing Facts Sheets, glossary items, and quizzes
on the basis of such notes; and preparing maps, diagrams, and charts to
represent information about the various topics discussed in class.
Simultaneously,

the teacher/ researcher developed

a range of text

deconstruction and construction activities to consolidate and extend the
children's understanding of the features of the Report genre, as a way of
storing and communicating scientific rather than everyday knowledge
about a phenomenon or class of things.

Some of these activities are

discussed in more detail in section 7.6.3 which follows.
In the final phase of the unit, the Presentation/Celebration phase, the
children were encouraged to complete and polish their individual written
reports on Antarctica. They were also provided with time and support to
write, draw, paint, compose, and/ or construct individual and group
representations of any dimension of the topic that they had found of
particular interest during the whole progress of the unit.

Many children

chose to represent some aspect of the actual crossing of Antarctica by the
men and dogs team. The written reports and all other representations of
learning and interest were presented by the children to their parents and
invited friends at an Open Afternoon held towards the end of the unit.
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7.6.3Specific langu age and literacy conte xt
Clearly, the children were involved in speaking and listening, reading and
writing throughout all phases of the unit . During the Exploration phase,
these activities were centred on the modelling and deconstruction of
scientific language, as i t was used in various texts concerning the physical,
climatic, and living elements of the Antarctic environment. For instance,
the children were asked to read and summarise selected extracts from such
texts; the teacher I researcher read aloud from such texts, and provided
assistance for the

children

uncommonsense

understandings

to move
of

between commonsense
these

texts;

and

and
the

teacher I researcher and the children made extensive lists and detailed
diagrams based on such readings. After approximately ten hours of such
activity (spread over a two-week period), the teacher/researcher began a
highly scaffolded Report writing sequence with the children. (Six of the
individual texts which resulted from this sequence are presented and
analysed in Appendices 19, 20, and 21.) Within this sequence of classroom
activity, the teacher I researcher attempted to model and deconstruct key
features of the genre for the children, including:
(i) the use of particular scientific or technical terms to realise
categories of knowledge in Report texts;
(ii) the location, function, and lexicogrammatical configuration of
the General Classification stage of Report texts; and
(iii) the ordering and development of Description stages within a
Report text.
During each individual session within this sequence, the children were
required to participate in the joint construction of a number of discrete
stages within a class text about Antarctica. During this joint construction,
the children were required to read and explain particular technical terms,
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such as krill and food chain; to help draft and edit sentences or short
paragraphs involving such technical terms; and to prepare diagrams and
drawings where such terms were used as labels. On the completion of
each stage of the jointly constructed or class text (Introduction, Climate,
Plants and Animals, and so on), the children were required to compose an
The
texts.
stage m their personal "Antarctica"
equivalent
teacher I researcher suggested three alternative courses of action to the
children in this matter, namely:
(i) copy the class text, adding illustrations and diagrams;
(ii) use the class text for ideas and wordings, but add some personal
ideas and knowledge; or
(iii) use the section headings featured in the class text, but com pose
"new" text.
A small number of the children chose to copy the class text, thus spending
more "composing" time on illustrations and diagrams. However, m a n y
of the children took u p the second option, thus varying the class text,
according to their own particular interests.

In both cases, the children

were thus involved in creating texts that featured significant levels of use
of technical or uncommonsense language to create classificatory and
descriptive meanings related to the field of Antarctica. The range of the
texts created by children who elected to use the class text as the basis for
their own text is discussed in the next section.

7.7 The range and quality of texts produced in Episode 6

Eighteen child ren chose to use the jointly constructed class text as the basis
for their own individual "Antarctica" reports in this particular episode o f
classroom teaching and learning. These texts are presented i n Appendix
22. Inspection of these texts reveals a very high level of similarity between
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the texts, as might be expected given the direction provided to the children
to use the class text as the basis for individual text creation. Despite this,
patterns and degrees of variation are evident within the corpus of the
texts, with respect to the elaboration of the various stages of the texts, and
the use of technical or uncommonsense language. Six texts which
appeared to represent these patterns and degrees of variation were
examined more closely in terms of their register values, schematic
structure, and principal lexicogrammatical resources (see Appendices 19,
20, and 21 ) .
Such analysis reveals two significant features. Firstly, all of the children
realised appropriate variations on the class text. For example, all of the
children were able to maintain the modelled structural features of a
Report text, namely General Classification Statement and a series of
Descriptions.

These Description stages were in the main, considerably

more elaborated than the Description stages of the "Animals and their
habitats" texts of the children's previous school semester. Certainly, the
"Antarctica" texts produced by the children show improved control over
the organisation and grouping of relevant information into discrete
Description elements.
In addition, all six of the children appear to have been more successful i n
using technical or uncommonsense language in their "Antarctica" texts
than they were in their "Animals and their habitats" text.

Familiarity

with the field, as it is constructed scientifically, is certainly more evident in
the broad selection of lexical items such as glaciers, blizzards, katabatic
w z n d s , frozen desert, microscopic animals and plants, common
flowering plants, and so on.

plants,

Reference is made to scientific processes

through lexical choices such as depend and s u rvive, and through the
construction of clauses in clauses such as if rain falls it will turn to ice and
if the ice melts it will flood the world.
On the whole,

the children have produced Reports that represent

appropriate field, tenor and mode choices, with one or two exceptions;
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they have realised the obligatory stages of the Report genre; and they have
demonstrated increased control over the kind of language that we
recognise as the language of science. This outcome was not unexpected
given the high degree of scaffolding that was provided in this episode o f
teaching and learning. However, one such episode is never a guarantee o f
effective and sustained learning. Nor does i t necessarily mean that
individual children's interests and creativity are excluded from or filtered
out of the process of text production. These matters are explored more
fully in the detailed discussion of two of the texts in the section that
follows.

7.8 Detailed analysis of selected texts produced in Episode 6

As d iscussed in section 7.7 above, eighteen variations on the jointly
constructed class text were produced in this particular episode of teaching
and learning. Within those eighteen texts, various patterns and degrees o f
variation were evident (see Appendix 22). Six texts representative o f those
patterns and degrees of variation were drawn from the sample of eighteen
for closer analysis, with respect to their register values, schematic
structure, and principal lexicogrammatical resources (see Appendices 19,
20, and 21). Two of these six texts are discussed here in detail, as they

represent key trends in the complete sample of the children's texts, and as
they reveal significant variation in the children's developing control over
the semantic and linguistic elements of the Report genre. These examples,
Text 2 and Text 6, are reproduced below.
Text

2:

KaiIa

Antarctica
Introduction:
Antarctica is a continent. Antarctica is in lhe south pole. Antarctica is a cold place.
Everytime I think about Antarctica, it makes me feel cold!
I think
Antarctica should not b e ruined. I t means a lot to people who l o v e
i t . I know that Antarctica i s a place where animals live, but i t has not as many
animals as the Arctic.
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Location and size:
Antarctica is at the bottom of the world.

Antarctica is

thirteen and a half million

square kilometres. Two Australia's could fit in Antarctica.

Weather:

The weather is so cold that steel shatters. The weather has lots of blizzards. It is the
dnest place on earth. Antarctica's weather has katabatic winds. and it i s very cold.

Environment:
Antarctica is a cold and lonely place where it is difficult to live comfortably. There is
mostly snow and ice. There are also hills, caves and slopes.

In Antarctica, there are

valle) s. land and icebergs. There are cliffs and glaciers. It is surrounded by sea. II is
\'Cry icy. The '' ind is very strong. I n Antarctica, crevasses are very deep, and it is
very hard to live in Antarctica.

Animal� and12lants:
Antarctica has some animals and a few plants. There are also many djfferem types of
m1croscopic animals and plants. There arc no polar bears in Antarctica.
of the most important types of animals in the Antarctic.
lnll. all the animals who depend on it would die.

Krill is one

If you got rid of all

the

The most common plants arc

algae. moss. and lichens. Lichens grow all over Antarctica.

Text 6:

Peter

A n tarctica
Introduction:
Antarctica is a cold continent.

Antarctica is at the bo11om of the world.

Antarctica

has 1ce all over it. Antarctica has not many people living there.

Location and size;
Antarctica is twice as big as Australia. If all

the ice melted, the world would flood.

Weather:
Antarctica is very cold. It is also very windy.
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Environment:
Antarctica is a cold lonely place where it is difficult to live comfortably. There is
mostly snow and ice. There is also liule pollution. ll's beautiful. Il can get to -89
.
degrees. The w10d can be two hundred and fifty kilomelres. It's a desert o f snow and
ice. If all lhe snow and ice melted it would flood the world.

lsa
Anim
dpl a nts:
n
a
Antarctica has some animals and a few plants. There are also many different types of
microscopic animals and plants. Krill is one of the most important types of animals
in the Antarctic. The most common plants arc algae, moss and lichens. Lichens oo
survive in Antarctica.

7.8. 1 Register values in Texts 2 and 6
The register values of Texts 2 and 6 are consistent with those usually
associated with the genre of Report (Martin, 1985). With respect to field,
the texts also realise the particular instructional context in which they
were produced. For example, both texts realise factual information about a
particular phenomenon, in this case Antarctica as it constitutes a m a j o r
environmental region i n the world.

Kaila's text (Text 2) includes a n

evaluative comment, namely:
Everytime I think about Antarctica, it makes me feel cold!
I think Antarctica should not be ruined. It means a lot to people who
love

it.

While this way of conveying meaning is not a feature of mature Reports,
it is a defensible feature in a text produced by such a young writer. In a l l
other respects, Kaila indicates real control over the field knowledge o f her
text; the technical language required to build such knowledge; and the
stages through which t o realise and order such knowledge in a written text
of this nature.
This latter feature, the pattern of staging or ordering of meaning within
the text is reflected i n Text 6. In both cases, the children have conformed
with the teacher I researcher's demand to order or develop the text in a
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reconstruction

cycle

teacher I researcher.
maintain

this

Indeed,

way.

particular

that

the

pattern
writers

the

reflects
led

were

research

through

and
the

by

However, in both cases, Kaila and Peter were able to
tenor

appropriate

within

values

their

texts,

presenting

information as the accumulated wisdom of experts or knowledge beyond
rather

dispute,

than

as personal

interpretations

or

In

experiences.

addition, the texts possess a distinctly written rather than spoken quality.
These features of the two texts can be represented thus:
Field: The nature, characteristics, and particular environmental features of

A n tarctica.

Tenor. unknown writer to unknown audience; hierarchical power relationship
(writer as "expert"); neutral affect; inirequent contact.
Mode: written to be read; constitutive of the activity; monologic.

The realisation of such field, tenor, and mode values by two young writers
must be commended. However, it needs to be recognised that the level of
control over the register values o f the Report genre evidenced in Texts
and

2

6 is typical of the whole sample of texts created in this episode.
in

Analysis of the register values of the texts created by the children
Episode

5

(see the discussion in section

7.5.1

above) reveals a similar l e v e l

of control. This pattern in what the children wrote, a s a class group, in t h e
two instances of text production, suggests much about the contexts i n
which the children were writing, and indeed, learning to write (see the
later discussion in section
which Texts

2

and

7.9).

In the section that follows, the extent to

6 reveal the children's ability to control the structural

requirements of the genre of Report is discussed.

78
. .2Schematic structure

of Texts 2 and

6

The texts produced by many of the children in Episode

5,

"Animals and

their habitats", revealed a consistent level of difficulty in the organisation
or staging of meanings (see Appendix
being

discussed

here,

"Antarctica",

16; and section 7.5.2).
the

deliberate choice to address this difficulty.

In the episode

teacher I researcher
This

made

a

was effected through
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extensive and explicit modelling and deconstruction of the obligatory
stages of Report texts; joint construction of a class text wherein the
organisation and development of these stages was clearly specified by the
teacherI researcher; and provision of an extension or independent text
production activity that encouraged the children to make extensive use of
the scaffolding provided in these preceding contexts. As a result, all the
children in the class group realised the obligatory stages of the genre with
more success i n the Episode 6 texts than they had i n their Episode 5 texts
(see for example the texts analysed in Appendix 19). The two texts selected
for detailed analysis here demonstrate both the consistency and variability
of this success.
Specifically, an analysis of the schematic structure of Texts 2 and 6 shows
that the writers of the texts were both successful in realising the obligatory
stages of General Classification and Description. Further, this analysis
reveals that the writers were able to develop several recursions of the
Description stage, and that these recursions were novel in terms of the
semantic value or "content" of these stages. These features of both texts
are readily observed when Texts 2 and 6 are displayed side by side,
according to schematic staging:
Table 7.2:. Comparison

of stages of Texts 2 and 6

Text 2
G�:n�:ra l

Classi(is;a; t iQn

Text 6
UCQmm e nt)

Antarctic::� is a continent. Amarctica is in the
An tarctic a is a cold place.
south pole.

Everytime I think about A n t a rctica, i t
makes me feel cold! I think A n t a rctica
should not be ruined. It means a lot t o
people who love it. I know that Antarctica
is a place where animals live, but it has not as

Antarctica is

a cold continent. Antarctica is at

the bottom of the world.
all over it.

living there.

Antarctica has ice

Antarctica has not many people

many animals as the Arctic.
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Description

(L o c a t i o n

an d

size) :

Antarctica is twice as big as Australia.

Antarctica 1s at the bottom of the world.
Antarctica is thirteen and a half million
square k.Jiometres. Two Australia's could fit

If all the ice melted, the world would
flood.

in Antarctica.

Descript i o n

(W e a t h e r):

The wealha is so cold that steel shatters.
The \veJlher h:1s lots of blizzards. It is the
driest p!Jce on earth. Antarctica's wealher has
katabatic winds. and it is very c ol d.

Descriot i o n

fea t ures

It is also very

windy.

(E n v i r o n m e n t a l

a n d con d i t ions) :

An�rctica is a cold and lonely plac e where i t
is

Antarctica is very cold.

d i fficu lt t o live comfortably.

There is

mo· tly snow and ice. There are also hills,

Ca\ es and slopes.
In Antarctica. lhere are
valleys. land and icebergs. There are cliffs
and glaciers. It is surrounded by sea.
I t is
The w ind LS very Strong
In
very icy.
Antarcuca. crevasses are very deep, and it is

Antarctica is a cold lonely place where i t
is difficult to live comfortably. There i s
mostly snow and ice.

There i s also

little pollution.

ll's beautiful. It can
ge t to -89 degrees. The wind can be two
hundred and fi fty kilometres.
It's a
desert of snow and ice. If all the snow
and ice melted it would flood the world.

very hard to live in Antarctica.

Description

and

(An i m a ls

Antarctica has some an i ma ls and a few

DI a n ts):
Antarcuca has

some

animals

and a

few

plants. There are also many different types of
m1croscopic anim::lls and plants.

There are no

polar bears in An tarct ic a. Krill is one of the

mos t i m portant types of animals

Antarcuc.

1n

lhe

If you got rid of all the krill. all

the an1mals who depend on it would die. The

pl an ts.

There are also many different

types of microscopic animals and plan ts .

Krill is one of the most important types
of an i mals in the Antarctic. The most
common p lants are algae, moss and
Lichens do survive
in
lichens.
Antarctica.

most common plants are algae. moss, and
lichens. Lichens grow all over Antarctica.

Displaying the texts

in

this manner also reveals the degree of variance

between the two texts in terms of the elaboration of each stage.

For
example, Kaila in Text 2 has consistently realised more substantive
content in her Description stages. This juxtapositioning of the texts also
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highlights the evaluative meaning realised by Kaila in the General
Classification stage of her text. Here Kaila simultaneously realises
personal opinion and shifts the tenor of her text (see earlier discussion).
By comparison, Peter in Text 6 maintains a classificatory function in the
opening stage of his text, and holds the tenor value across this stage and
the first Description stage.
general terms, the classifying statements of the General Statement or
opening stages of both texts are appropriate, if rudimentary. For example,
In

Antarctica is defined as a member of the class continent, and a particular
distinguishing attributes of Antarctica is realised:
Text 2
An1arc1ica is a continent.

An tarc tic a is in the south pole.

Everytime I Lhink about AnlarcLica. it makes me feel cold1
ruined. It means a lol to people who love it

.

Antarctica is a cold pl ace

.

I thin k Antarcl.ica s hould not be

I know that Antarctica is a place where animals

live. bul it ha:; not as many an i mals as the Arcl.ic.

Text 6
Antarctica isac
od
l conti nen!. Antarcticas
i atthebottom of the world. Antarctica has ice all
r1t .
ove

pl e livi ng there.
anvpeo
Ant:lrcuca has not rn

Here we see that Peter's opening stage is in fact one clause longer than
Kaila's, if we disregard Kaila's realisation of personal opinion in this stage.
Conversely, comparison between the two texts highlights the fact that
Peter would have created a stronger opening stage through the selection of
more technical language. Thus the text may have begun:

An tarctica is a continent. It is located in the southern h e m i s p h e r e
and encompasses the South Pole. Antarctica is a frozen desert w i t h
few if any permanent human inhabitants.
Overall, both Kaila and Peter have handled the staging of their report texts
appropriately.

The extent to which both Peter and Kaila make use of
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technical language to realise defining and descriptive meanings about
Antarctica in these stages is discussed in the section that follows.
7 .8.3Lexicogram matic al resources of Texts 2 and 6:

The construction of factual information of a defining and descriptive
nature is realised through a distinctive pattern of lexicogrammatical
choices (see section 7.1.2 above; and Martin, 1985, 1993). These choices
include the selection of generic participants, timeless verbs, relational
processes, particularly those that are identifying and attributive, and
material processes.

These choices also include a pattern of them a tic
organisation that highlights the phenomenon or class being constructed in
the text, rather than the writer's personal identity or the temporal order i n
which a series of events occurred; and extensive i f not exclusive selection
of the declarative mood. The use of technical rather than commonsense
language is also a feature of the pattern of lexicogramma tical choices
associated with the genre of Report.
In

the main, the lexicogrammatical resources of Texts 2 and 6 are of this

broadly defined pattern. For example, in both texts, three categories or
types of lexical item have been consistently selected as the Theme of
clauses or clause complexes. These categories include the term Antarctica,
characteristic features of the region, and items that refer either to the
phenomenon itself or to its characteristic features. The pattern of these
choices is evident in Peter's text, as shown

in

Table 7.3 below:

Table 7.3 : Theme - Rheme relations in Text 6
T h e me
Textual

General
C l a s s ific a t i o n
/Overvi e w :

I n terpe r s o n a

Rheme

Exper-

ientiaI
Antarctica
(topical)

is

a

A n t a rc t i c a

is

at the b otto m

(topical)

world.

co l d continent.

of t h e
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General
C l a s s i fi c a t i o n
/Over v i e w
(cont):

(topical)

Description
(Location
and
size):

Antarctica

all over it.

has ice

not

many

Antarctica

has

(topical)

living

Antarctica

is

(topical)

A u st ral i a.

[f

all the ice

( C o njunctive

(topical)

tw ic e

m e l te d

people

there.

as

big

as

.

Adjunct)
the

world

would

flood.

(topical)

Description
(Wea t h e r ) :

Antarctica

cold.

is very

(topical)
It

i s also very windy.

(topical)

Desc ription
( E n v i ro n m e n t features
al
and
conditions):

a cold lonely

A n t a rc t i c a

is

(topical)

((where

it

is

p l ac e

difficult

to live comforrably)].
There

is

mostly

snow

(topical)

ice.

There

is

also

's

beautiful.

little

and

p o ll u tion.

(topical)
It

(topical)
can get to -89 degrees.

It

(topical)
The wind

(topical)

can

and

t wo

be
fifty

It

's a desert o f

(topical)

ice.
me l t e d

the

If

all

(Conjunctive

a n d ice

Adjunct)

(topical)
i

snow

t

hu ndred

k i l o metres

snow

and

would flood the world.

(topical)

Description
and
( A n imals
plants):

Antarctica

has

(topical)

a few

some

an ima ls

and

plants.

There

are

(topical)

different

a lso

microscopic

many
types

of

an i m a l s

and pl ants.
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Description

( A n i ma l s
plants)

and
(cont):

K ri I I

is

(topical)

important

types

animals

in

the

moss

and

one

of

the

most
of

Antarctic.

The

most

are

algae,

common

lichens.

pI a n t s

do

(topical)

Antarctica.

survive

i n

Lichens

(topical)

This p attern of Theme choice is also evident in Kaila's text. However,
Kaila has also selected herself and her opinions as the point of departure
for a number of the clauses

in

the General Classification stage of her text

(as discussed earlier and as is shown in Table 7.4 below). This kind o f
meaning is not typically associated with this stage of the genre o f Report.
Table

7.-l: Theme - Rherne choices in the General Classification s tage of Text 2
Th e me
Textual

General
Classification
/Overview:

Interp-

Experien-

ersonal

tia I

Rheme

A n t a rc t i c a

continent.

is a

(topical)
i s t n the south pole.

Antarctica

(topical)
i s a cold place.

A n t a rc t i c a

(topical)
Everytime
think

I

i t makes me feel c o l d '

about

Antarctica
not

( m a rk e d

think

topical)

ruined.

I

means

(topical)

([who l o v e i t ] ) .

Antarctica

know

should
a lot

to

be

people

(topical)
a

It

is

(topical)

animals

place

[[where

live] ] ,
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General

I

Classific a t i o n

(topical)

/Overview:

has
not
as
many
animals as the Arctic.

Antarctica

(cont)

{topical)
i t
(topical)

Such an analysis reveals that generally, the children have made
appropriate lexicogrammatical choices in developing or moving their texts
forward. This pattern of general consistency is also evident in the range of
their respective selections from the English Transitivity system across all
stages of their texts. For example, Peter has selected predominantly
relational and material processes to both classify and build descriptions of
Antarctica. The only other transitivity choices made by Peter are
behavioural and existential. These are appropriate given the kinds of
meanings Peter is constructing about livi_ng conditions in Antarctica. The
pattern of Peter's transitivity choices is shown below.

General

C l a s s i fi c a t i o n :

Introdu c t i o n :
A n tarctica

i s

Token

relational

a
rocess:

A ntarctica

i s

Carner

relational

process:

intensive

attributive

has

C a r r i e r/

relational
possessive

A ntarctica
Carner/

Possessor

tdenri

at

A ntarctica
Possessor

intensive

has

process:
aHributive
n ot

relational
possessive

the

bottom

A ttribute:

continent.

of

the

world.

Circumstance

ove r

ice

all

A tt r i b u te/

Circ:

it.

extent: space

Possessed
[[m a n y

process:

cold

Value

pe opl e

AHributel

l i v i ng

therel].

Possessed

attributive
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Description

(Location

and

size):

Location and Size:
Antarctica

i s

Carrier

relational

process:

intensive

attributive

I f

twice

all

the

as

big

as

A tt r i b u t e

ice

Actor
the

Australia.

rocess

world

Actor

Desc r i p t i o n

(Weather):

Weathe r:
A n t :l r c t i c a

Carrier

s

relational

It

i s

C a r r i t' r

relational

Description

rocess:

rocess:

intensive

intensive

attributive

attributive

(Environment):

E n v i ro n m e n t :
A nt a-

i s

a

coId

[(where

i t

i s

d i ffi c u l t

and

rctica

[ [t 0

c o m fo r t

I i ve

-

ably.]]])

I o neIy
pl a c e

m a ter-

Circ:

ia I

manner:

pro c.
Carrier r e / ' a /
!Poss-

proc:

essor

poss.

A ttribute:

Posses

qual i t v
ed

.. .

-

--

-

ed

attrib
Carrier

reI 'a/

- .. ...

-

-

--

--

... ...

---

A l lr i b

ute

- - -

-----

- .. ...

---

- ...

--

- -

--

-

proc.·
in t e n s
attrib.
T h e re

I

snow

S

existential

roces s

and

ice.

entitv
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There

i s

ollution.

existential

rocess

' s

b e a u t i fu l .

relational
I

intensive

rocess:

A r r ri b u t e

attributive

t

degr e e s .

Actor
The

wind

ca n

be

two

re l a t ion a l

Ca r r i e r

a t t ri b u ti ve

intensive
s

a

rclauvnal

rocess:
all

I f

rntensive
snow

the

and

hundred

and

desert

An1mals

and

Possessor

the

rocess

Goal

and

riII

Token

r e la uon a l

Value

Lichens

Actor

A tlributel

process.

relational

common

and

few

a

pl a n t s .

Possessed

a t r ributive
many

process
one

i s

most

world.

animals

som e

has

also

intensive
The

ice.

p l a n ts ) :

a re

exrsrenual
K

and

ice

flood

oossessive
T be re

snow

plants:

Antarctica

Carrier/

of

rocess

Actor

(Animals

kilometres.

Value

identi

.-\ c r o r

Description

fifty

A ttribute

process:

and

Existent:

entity

of

t ypes

process:

different

a n imals

the

of

most

type�

of

m i c r oscopic

pl a n t s .

important

in

the

A n ta r c t i c .

animals

Circ: loc: place

Value

identi{vinf(
p l a n ts

algae,

are

re lat iona l
intensive

moss,

and

lichens.

process:

Token

identifv inJ.?
in

Antarctica.

Circ: loc:

lace
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Within this overall sequence of transitivi ty choices, there is an indicatio n
that Peter's text is a shade less complete or stable than Kaila's text. This is
located in Peter's building of attributiv e meanings in the opening stage of
his text compared to Kaila's very clear realisation of a kind of definina o r
classifying meaning in her opening statement. For example, Kaila begins
0

her text by building an inclusive level of definition of the phenomenon
An tarctica, through the selection of an intensive identifying process:
A ntarctica

i s

Token

relational

a
rocess:

intensive

identi

in

continent.

Va l u e

Kaila goes o n to elaborate this opening definition, through the selection of
a number of intensive attributive processes, such as:
Antarctica

i s

Ca r r i e r

relational

An tarctica

i s

Ca r r i e r

relational

in
rocess :

intensive

{l(tributive

rocess:

intensive

attributive

the

South

A 1 1 ribute :

a

Pole.

C i rcumstance

cold

A tt r i b u t e

The first clause of Peter's text i s almost identical to Kaila's, b u t h e embeds
a similar level of attributive meaning here, through the selection of the
item cold:
Antarctica

i s

Carrier

relational

a
rocess:

intensive

attributive

cold

continent.

A ll r i b u t e

Except for this slight but interesting variation i n the opening stages o f the
texts, the remainder of the children's transitivity selections are very
similar, being mainly attributive, material, and existential. In both cases,
this pattern of lexicogrammatical choice confirms the initial assessment of
the texts as relatively satisfactory instances of the Report genre. The
presence of technical as well as everyday language in Texts 2 and

6

also

confirms this assessment. Here Kaila and Peter have demonstrated some
familiarity with the field A n tarctica, as it is constructed in the specialist
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discourses of science and geography. This is realised through the use of
"the kinds of language scientists work with when they talk a n d write"
(Martin , 1993: 167). For example, in Kaila's text we find:
COIIlinent
So11th Pole
square kilometres
bli::ards
katabatic winds
icebergs

glaciers
surrounded by sea
crevasses
microscopic animals and plants
depend on
most common plants

Peter's text contains selections of a similar nature, including the item-89

degrees to refer to the extreme cold of the Antarctic environment. Despite
these selections, there is still room for growth in Texts 2 and 6 with respect
to the use of technical rather than everyday language. Indeed, a more
mature, experienced, or knowledgeable writer might typically p roduce a
text similar to that shown in Table 7.5 below. This text, referred to as Text
#, was written by the teacher I researcher, using Kaila's and Peter's texts as
an information base, but making more technical lexical and grammatical
selections to encode the more general meanings realised or hinted at i n
the children's texts.
Table 7.5: Comparison of Texts 2, 6, and # with respect to use of technical language

Text 6

Text 2

Text #

Introduction:
Antarctica is a continent.
Antarctica is i n the wuth DOle.
Antarctica is a cold place.
Everytime I think about

it makes me feel cold!
I think A ntarctica should not be
ruined. It means a lot to people
Antarctica.

who love it.

I know that

Antarctica is a place where

Antarctica is a cold
continent.
Antarctica is at the
bottom of the
world. Antarctica

has ice all over it.

Antarctica is a continent. It is
located in the .
�outhem hemisehere.
and encompasses the South Pole.
All(arctica is a frozen desen with few
if any {2_emJanent human inhabitants.

Antarctica has not
many people living
there.

animals live, but it has not as
many animals as the Arctic.
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Location and size:

Antarctica i s a t the bonom
of the world. A n t arctica is
i n
and a half m i l l o

thirteen

Two

SQuare kilometres.
Australia's

could

fit

Antarctica is twice as big

as Australia.
melted,

the

If all the ice
world

would

flood.

At

th irte e n

million

Antarctica

geographic

1n

a

and

square
is

twice

area

permafrost

the

of A ustrali a.

It i s estimated that

Antarctica.

half

kilometres.

and

if

the

wi n te 1

ice

deposiL� i n Antarctica were

to thaw simultaneously, the
remainder of the Earth would

be flooded.

Weather:

The weather is so cold that

Antarctica is very cold.

steel

is also very w indy .

sha!ters.

weather

The
of

lots

has

bliu;u-ds.

It is the driest

place

on

AnLJ.rctica's

It

level of

has

the

lowest

precipil ation of

any

climatic zone i n the world.
Sub-zero

earth.

temperatures

the norm,

has

weather

Antarctica

all

are

year round,

with resultant outcomes for

kalabatic winds. and i t is
very cold.

metal fatigue.

Blizzards

common,

are

winds

as

winds

are

katabatic

that

are

1n

excess o f two hundred and
ti fty kilometres an hour .

En v iron me n l
AnLJ.rctica is
lonely

a

cold and

place where

it

live

to

difficult
comfortably.

There

mostly

and

�

is

is
ice.

There are also hills. caves
and slopes.

In Antarctica,

there are valleys.

land and

jceber!;!S. There are cliffs
It
is
and !;!lacjers.
su!TQunded by sea. It is
very icy.
very

The

wind

strong.

Antarctica,

crevasses

very deep, and it

is
In

is

are

Antarctica is a cold lonely

Antarctica

place where it is difficult to

desolate

live c omforta bly.

mostly

snow

There

is

pollu l ion .

There i s
and

lillie

also
It's

ice.

beautiful.

It can get to -89 degrees.
The

win d

hundred

k ilom etres .

can

would

and

ice

two
fifty

and

It's a

snow and ice.
snow

be

�

of

If all the
melted

flood the world.

it

is

a

harsh.

e nv i ronme n t

surrounded by sea.

It is also

stunningly beautiful. Snow

and ice are the predominant
features of the landscape, 1 n
t he

form

gl ac iers

.

and

of

ice

castles.

icebergs. ice-cli ffs.

hills

snow.

and

The

slopes
levels

environmental pollution
exceptionally

low

of
of

are
in

An arctica.
t

very

hard to live in Antarctica
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Animals andplants:
Antarctica has some
animals and a few plants.
There are also many
different types of
microscooi c animals and
plants. There are no polar
bears in Antarctica. Krill
is one of the most
important types of
animals in the Antarctic.
If you got rid of all the
krill. all the animals who
depend on it would die.
The most common plants
are algae. moss. and
lichens. Lichens grow all
over Antarctica.

Antarctica has some
animals and a few plants.
There are also many
different types of
microscopic animals and
plants. Krill is one of the
most important types of
animals in the Antarctic.
The most common pl ants
are algae, moss and
lichens. Lichens do
survive in Antarctica.

The flora and fauna of
Antarctica are predominantly
microscopic. Krill is one of
the most important of the
microscopic animal
population in the Antarctic.
The most common lar::er
D.liliJll are algae. moss and
lichens. Lichens appear to
survive well in Antarctica.

Clearly, the extent and level of technical language used to realise
meanings about Antarctica in Text # outstrips that used in either Text 2 o r
Text 6. However, compared with earlier instances o f text production, the
writers of Texts

2

and 6 have made significant progress in the control o f

this feature o f the Report genre (see section 7.5). Combined with the fact
that both writers were still very young at the time (seven and eight
respectively), the level of control that they display is commendable.
Indeed, this is the case with respect to the children's control of all features
of the genre, as is d iscussed in the section that follows.

7.8.4 Summa ry and commen t
As discussed in the sections above, analysis of the semantic, structural, and
lexicogrammatical features of Texts 2 and 6 confirm their identity as
instances of the Report genre. For example, both texts function to store
information, at the levels of classification and description; realise generic
rather than specific participants; and feature appropriate tense, mood, and
transitivity choices.

In

addition, both texts demonstrate the writers'

growing control over the ordering of the Description elements of their
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texts, and with the construction of scientific rather than commonsense
knowledge about the topics of the Reports. Given the degree of scaffolding
that was available for the children in this instance of text production (see
section 7.6.2 above, this improved level of control is not unexpected).
One dimension of the genre that both Kaila and Peter had less success with
in this instance of text production was the realisation of the opening
obligatory element of Report, namely General Classification.
Peter's
opening element encoded a descriptive or attributive meaning as well as a
classifying or defining meaning. Kaila realised a field shift towards a
statement of an opinion concerning the protection of Antarctica from
commercial development.

In both cases, the children could have been

assisted to make more appropriate selections from the linguistic resources
at their disposal. I t is interesting to note that in the presence of s i m i l a r
levels o f scaffolding, Kaila was able to realise a defining General
Classification stage in her "Animals and their habitats" text (see Appendix
16, Text 9). Peter did not attempt to produce a text in this episode.

Compared to the Brachiosaurus text discussed in section 7.2 above, the
writers of Texts 2 and 6 still have a considerable amount to learn about the
features of the Report genre.

However, the texts do represent good

approximations of the genre, given the children's age and experience
relative to the writers of B rachiosa uru s .

In

the section that follows, it is

argued that these children, and indeed their peers, were able to produce
such texts as a consequence of their participation in supportive and
challenging curriculum contexts.

7.9 Consideration

of the consequences of Episodes 5 and 6

for the

development of c h i l d re n' s writing

The two episodes of teaching and learning discussed in this chapter were
concerned with scientific fields of experience and text forms. These fields
and the characteristic text forms through which such fields are realised are
not commonly featured in early childhood curricula.

Indeed, as Martin
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(1993: 66) has noted, many young writers interested in these fields and
texts are given a very clear message that "literacy in science is not the

business of primary school: here we write narratives" (Martin, 1993: 66).
This was not the case in the classroom contexts created in the particular
instance of early childhood education reported in this study. This had
significant and positive consequences for the children involved in the
study.

Specifically, the teacher-researcher's deliberate and unwavering
attention to the matter of teaching science and scientific writing resulted
in the children's growing control over the semantic, structural, and
lexicogrammatical features of the Report genre as a typical way of creating

meaning in science, over the period of their first three years at school.
During this time, the children learned that "writing in science is d i fferent
from writing in other parts of the curriculum" (Martin, 1993: 167).
This learning was shaped by the curriculum contexts established by the
teacher I researcher and described in this chapter, at least as they were
represented in two episodes of teaching and learning. These episodes were
selected for close examination partly because they were typical of the
whole range of episodes concerned with the teaching and learning of
science, and because one of the genres deeply implicated in meaning
making in science is the Report.

The consequences of the particular

episodes d iscussed in this chapter for the children's development of
control over writing, particularly Report writing, must be seen against this
backdrop of a continuing and explicit commitment to "doing science".
Accepting that, it is also possible to examine the particular consequences
that the two episodes had for the children's development of control over
the production of written Report texts. On balance, it is argued that the
episodes provided

all

the children

in

the class group with

an

understanding of:
(i) the nature of scientific representations of reality; and
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(ii) the role that certain language choices play in the construction o f
scientific meanings.
In addition, it is argued that the curriculum contexts embedded in the
particular episodes of teaching and learning discussed in this chapter
provided the children with:
(i) extensive and explicit models of the way factual information is
created in the Report genre;
(ii) variably scaffolded opportunities to create instances of the report
genre; and
(iii) challenges and opportunities to use the Report genre to explore
and celebrate personal interests within the broad field of science.
These experiences provided the children with the intellectual

and

linguistic resources to continue their investigations of the natural world.
They did not simply support those investigations: they shaped a n d
d irected

children's

commitment

to

and

participation

m

such

investigations. Ultimately, for all of the children in the class group, this
resulted in significant school-related opportunities to develop competency
in science and scientific writing, regardless of interest, horne background,
or gender. The children responded differently to these opportunities, i n
the same way that they responded differently to opportunities and
challenges to learn about how and why narratives function in the world.
The texts d iscussed in this chapter provide strong evidence that despite
this d i fferential response, the children did make progress 1 n
understanding and controlling the range of choices required in the
production of written Reports during their first years at school.

The

contexts established in Episodes 5 and 6 made a particular and extensive
contribution to this progress, in a t least two ways.

Firstly, the contexts

made accessible an extensive base of field-related knowledge upon which
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children could draw i n the production of written reports. Secondly, the
contexts provided the child ren with an explicit articulation of the social
purpose and schematic stages of the Report genre. These aspects of the
relationship between text and context, as it was realised in the two
episodes of classroom activity discussed in this chapter, are considered i n
more detail below.
7.9.1 Deve lopmen t of field-r elated know ledge

Writing science involves writing about the way the world is organised. It
involves, defining and classifying, comparing, contrasting, a nd describing.
This is the broad field of science. Participation in this field, in its
characteristic activities and ways of making meaning is an essential
prerequisite for understanding and "doing" science, and indeed for
reading and writing in science, especially in the early childhood years.
In the study reported here, the field of science was identified as a critical

d imension of the curriculum.

The children were provided with ma ny

recurring opportunities to participate in scientific texts, a s readers and
writers, as listeners and speakers. It was intended that they would develop
an understanding that science is both "a body of collected knowledge
comprising the in terconnected sets of principles, laws and theories that
explain the Universe ... [and] . . . a set of processes that can be used to
systematically acquire and refine information"(Martin, 1993: 201).

The two episodes of teaching and learning discussed in this chapter
encompassed attention to the building of this understanding of the field of
science. Specifically, in the "Animals and their habitats" episode, the
teacher I researcher focused on building and exploring the principles upon
which biological taxonomies are built; and on the processes of defining
and classifying members of the animal kingdom, by comparing and
contrasting them to and with other members.

In the second episode,

"Antarctica", the teacher/researcher was concerned to build children's
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understanding of a geographic region of the world, as it represented a
unique ecosystem and a site for the application of scientific investigation.
In both cases, the specific fields of interest and attention were developed by

involving the children in the use and deconstruction of scientific or
technical language. Through such experiences, the children were also
challenged to consider the social function of the Report as a major
scientific genre.
7.9.2 Understa nding of the social purpose of genre
Considerable attention was given in both Episode 5 and 6 to the matter of
the social purpose of the Report genre. In the first episode, this was
presented in both general and particular terms, but with the emphasis o n
"recording what you know about a particular animal so that other
children might learn from reading your Report".

In the second episode, a

more general or abstract level of understanding was aimed for, with the
teacher I researcher challenging the children to adopt the identity of
"scientist", and asking them to write for the broad community of writers
who might be interested in learning about the topic of Antarctica.
There was much evidence that the children understood the social purpose
of the Report genre, in the configuration

of register values

that

characterised their texts. However, the children continued to experience
difficulty constructing the defining and classifying meanings usually
realised in the Report genre. Considerable scaffolding was provided for
the children in Episode 5 with respect to this matter. In effect, the children
were required to begin their texts with the following clause structure:

(Dolphins/Penguins/etc)

are

(mammals/birds/etc)

Similar levels of scaffolding were provided in Episode 6, but the children
were also encouraged to build on or elaborate approved or modelled
structures. To some extent, the resultant General Classification stages of
the children's texts were less consistently successful. Clearly the function
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of the General Classification stage m report texts, and the
lexicogrammatical resources which typically realise such a stage, would
need to be re-examined with the children, throughout the remainder of
their primary school experiences.
7.9.3

Contro l over seman tic and lexicogramma tical features

The children's relative lack of control over the realisation of meaning i n
the General Classification stage of the Report genre was evidenced in the
lexicogrammatical choices they made. In particular, the children did Itot
consistently select identifying relational processes. On balance however,
the children did establish relatively high levels of control over the
lexicogrammatical resources required to realise the element of Description
in the Report genre, across both episodes discussed in this chapter.
The difficulties the children experienced in ordering the Description
elements of their texts in Episode 5 were not evident in Episode 6.
However, the activity of independent text production embedded in this
episode was highly scaffolded.

In

fact, most of the children chose to use

the jointly constructed class text as the basic framework of their own texts,
varying the internal components of the stages of this text to greater and
lesser degrees.

Several

more

truly independent

instances of text

production would need to be explored to assess the extent to which these
difficulties had been actually addressed.
The degree of scaffolding provided i n Episode 6 certainly had an impact o n
the length o f the texts the children produced.

In

most cases these texts

were nearly twice the length of the Episode 5 texts, and sometimes three
and four times as long. Certainly, by the beginning of their third year at
school, most children have a better and more sustained control over the
perceptual motor demands of writing with a pencil.
However, the
increase in text length also appeared to be a result of the high level o f
structural a n d lexicogrammatical framing that was provided for the
children.

In

addition of course, the children did possess significant levels
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of field-related knowledge in Episode 6. It is debatable whether this was
significantly more extensive than in Episode 5.
The two episodes and the texts created within them confirm the value of
scaffolding children's written text production. This is as much the case for
the writing of Reports as it is for any other genre. However, in light of the
tendency in primary school contexts to dilute scientific discourse (Martin,
1993: 202), perhaps we should argue this more vociferously. This issue is
add ressed in more detail in Chapter Eight of this report of the study. I n
the section that follows, a summary of the present chapter i s provided.

7.10 Summ ary and review

This chapter has encompassed a discussion of the teaching and learning of
the genre of Report, as it occurred in the context of the study reported here.
It has been argued that the children involved in the study were provided
with many specific and explicit teaching and learning experiences focussed
on the genre of Report over their first three years at school. Two episodes
of classroom activity incorporating such a focus have been described i n
this chapter, and a selection o f the written texts produced within these
curriculum contexts have been discussed in detail.

The nature of the

relationship between these texts and their contexts has also been discussed.
The discussion thus presented paints a portrait of a group of children
actively and deeply engaged in working with science texts, building
scientific understanding and "practising science itself" (Martin, 1993: 202).
The discussion also speaks of a teacher I researcher actively and deliberately
shaping curriculum contexts, with the express intention of engaging
children in non-narrative ways of making meaning in the world. The
written texts thus created by the children, a very small sample of which
have been discussed in detail in this chapter, were indeed non-narrative
texts. Specifically, they were instances of the Report genre. Further, it has
been argued here that they were instances of the

genre

which
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demonstrated the children's growing control over the features of the
genre across a period of time.
It was established earlier in this chapter that Reports are not only
associated with the field of science in our culture (see discussion 7.1 and
Literacy & Education Research Network, 1990: 37). However, in the
primary school years, particularly the early primary years, teachers
typically ask children to write Reports in the science curriculum.
Increasingly, primary school teachers are said to be providing children
the
At
with d i rection as to how Reports might be written.
commencement of the study reported here, this was not the case. Much of
the classroom activity reported in this chapter was undertaken in order to
redress such a situation through the application of a genre-based approach
to teaching writing. Preparing this report of the study then made it
possible to consider the consequences of such an approach for the
development of children's control over the genre of Report. It has been
argued in this chapter and elsewhere in this report of the study that those
consequences have been positive and powerful .
I t has also been argued in this chapter that the children's control o f the
genre of Report, as a consequence of their participation in certain
curriculum contexts, was neither stable nor mature at the completion of
the study. Rather, it has been argued that the children had made good

initial progress, particularly in terms of the organisation or staging of the
genre and the general categories of lexicogrammatical resources through
which such stagings are realised. Continued participation in supportive
and challenging curriculum contexts focussed upon the building and
reconstruction of scientific fields and texts would be necessary for the
children to consolidate and extend this progress. This appears to be a more
pressing educational imperative for the children involved in the study
than it was in the case of either Observations or Narratives as discussed i n
Chapters 5 and 6 of this report. It would be tempting to argue that such
would be the case for many children in our primary schools.
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The texts created by the children in the particular curriculum contexts
framed largely by the teacher/researcher but indeed, also by the children
themselves, were commendable. Above all, these texts represent what can
be achieved by very young children in the matter of writing Reports.
Specifically, this chapter provides evidence that young children can
develop considerable knowledge of the kinds of genre, register and
language demands that are associated with the field of science. The texts
discussed in this chapter are the best evidence that can be provided against
the tendency to infantilise children and their competencies in early
childhood education. They are also strong arguments against the practice
of "watering down" science for young children, to adopt a term from
Martin (1993: 202).
In summary, the discussion presented in this chapter establishes that the
relationships between text and context in the curriculum documentt>d i n
this study were deliberately orchestrated by the teacher I researcher. Such
orchestration had positive consequences for the children's growing
control over the production of written reports during their first three years
at school. The particular episodes examined in this chapter are said to be
representative of both the orchestration and the consequences as they were
experienced in the study reported here. Together with the discussion
presented in Chapters

5

and 6, the discussion of text and context in this

chapter has much to offer to the profession of language educators. This
matter is discussed in the next and final chapter of this report.
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Chapter 8
REFLECTIONS
"The ability to . ..

(write).

..

does not leap up suddenly when needed

like the genie from Aladdin's lamp.
It is the outcome of years of sustained direction towards an ultimate goal.

If pn"mary teachers do not recognise this, they are failing to see the scope and reach
of their own importance.

(Margaret Donaldson, 1988, Sense and Sensibility,
Occasional Paper No.3, University of Reading,
Reading and Language Development Information Centre, p. 27)

8.0 I n troduction

Some five years have elapsed

since

the questions that initiated the study

reported here were originally posed.

In

that time, the issue of literacy

learning and teaching in Australian school contexts has become more
rather than less pressing.

For example, the dominant progressivist

paradigm of language and literacy education has been increasingly
questioned (see for example Cope, 1986; Gilbert, 1989; Gee, 1992; and Luke,
1993); patterns in the pre-service preparation of teachers of English literacy
over the last decade or so have been identified as significantly problematic
(Christie, et a/., 1991); and localised educational and public concerns
regarding falling or inadequate literacy standards have received formal
recognition in documents such as The Literacy Challenge (1993). Such
developments have created a climate of critical review and reflection with
regard to the rna tter of literacy teaching and learning in school contexts.
The study reported here, with its focus on the deliberate and explicit
teaching of writing in rich and deeply nested curriculum contexts, has
much to contribute to such processes of review and reflection. In this final
chapter of the report of the study, the specific nature of this contribution is
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discussed (see section 8.2). Prior to that discussion, however, key
dimensions of the study as they have been described in the previous
chapters have been summarised (see section 8.1 below). In the final
sections of this chapter, a number of recommendations are proposed
regarding the development of genre-based language and literacy curncula
in the early school years (section 8.4), and the critical need for further
research in this area is argued.

8.1 Review of the study

Initially proposed as an investigation of a genre-based approach to
teaching writing in the early school years, the study reported here came to
comprise an investigation of the broad but compelling question of how
written texts are shaped by various levels of curriculum context.

The

specific design of the study was driven by the researcher's conviction that
certain patterns of curriculum organisation and teacher behaviour played
significant roles in this shaping process. At the outset of the study, these
patterns and behaviours were identified as those associated with a genre
based approach to teaching and learning writing, as such an approach was
then framed by writers such as Christie (1985), Rothery (1985), and
Hammond (1986). Specifically, these patterns and behaviours comprised
deliberate and explicit intervention in both children's writing and their
learning about writing, using three discrete but interrelated curriculum
activities or modes, namely,
(i) the deconstruction or modelling of texts and text features by
teachers for children;
(ii) joint construction of texts by teachers with children; and
(iii) the provision of opportunities for children to construct their
own texts, based on the models provided by teachers.
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As the study unfolded, it became clear that these three phases of teaching
and learning activity were critically implicated in the nature and process of
written text production in the classroom contexts under investigation.
However, i t also became clear that other dimensions or levels of context
were playing important roles in shaping the kinds of written texts
produced in the study. These included wider language and literacy
program contexts, overall program contexts, and physical (spatial,
temporal, and material) contexts.
In particular, critical significance
appeared to be attached to the presence of recurring cycles of curriculum
activity related to the study of different ways of meaning through writing
the
within
the specific genre-based wntmg component; and
contextualisation of these cycles of focussed teaching and learning activity
within more broadly based and holistically framed investigations of the
natural and man-made world.
During the progress of the study, the nature of these patterns o f
curriculum

organisation and teacher behaviour

were more

clearly

articulated. In add ition, the range and quality of written texts produced by
the children involved in these contexts were documented; and instances
of three genres - Observation, Narrative, and Report - were more
closely examined using Systemic Functional Grammar (Halliday, 1985).
The pattern of the children's growing control over the features of these
three genres was thus mapped.

Finally, the consequences of the

curriculum contexts established in the teaching phase of the study for the
children's progress in written text production were considered. The report
of the study thus serves to:
(i) document one instance of a genre-based approach to teaching and
learning writing, as this app roach was developed within a more
holistic and child-centred curriculum framework;
(ii) analyse and evaluate, albeit at varying levels of detail, the
written texts produced by the group of young children involved i n
the study; and
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(iii) consider the implications of various levels of context for the
children's growing control over the features of three selected
written genres, namely Observation, Narrative, and Report.
This study is one of a very small number of investigations of the
development of a genre-based approach to teaching writing in the early
school years, and the implications of such an approach for children's
learning. Certainly, it is one of the few which seeks to examine the place
of genre-based language and literacy programs within broader curriculum
contexts, particularly those associated with a Whole Language perspective.
It is also one of the few studies where the teacher/ researcher has been able
to play a d irect and significant role in the design and development of the
genre-based program under review. In addition, the study represents a
marked departure away from both traditional and contemporary models
o f early education, particularly with respect to the issue of learning to
write. Specifically, the study is premised on the notion that the matter of
learning to write in the first years a t school cannot be left to chance, g iven
otherwise supportive and nurturing classroom environments such as are
observed and recommended under the rubric of "developmentally
appropriate practice".

In this respect, the study presents evidence of a n

alternative construction of "good practice" in the early school years, and of
the positive outcomes of such a construction for children's development
of control over the features and demands of a range of written genres.
With

such

a deliberate focus on

the

teacher

as an

active

and
interventionist participant in the processes of children's learning, the

study serves to put the act of teaching back on the educational agenda.
However, the study also shows that this can be done without surrendering
a commitment to child -centredness, to recognition of the active role that
learners play in building their own knowledge of the world, or to the need
to provide young children with rich and holistic experiences with critical
and complex fields of human endeavour.

To borrow Cazden's recent

metaphor (1994), this study documents a case of continuing the rna i n
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"journey" of language development and learning while taking regular
and important "instructional detours".
The study provides real and compelling evidence of the extent of language
and literacy learning that is possible for a diverse group of children when
such detours are informed by genre theory and practice. The children
involved in the study were representative of a broad range of talents,
interests, and abilities.

They were certainly not predominantly the
"children of privileged situations whose backgrounds predispose t h e m
and prepare them to 'pick up' much about written English i n incidental
ways"(Christie, et a/, 1992: 145).
However, as a result of their participation in the genre-based teaching and
learning contexts documented in the study, all of the children were able to
establish considerable levels of control over the features of a range of
written genres, and to use their understandings in both purposeful and
creative ways. No better argument can be mounted in support of revised
practice beyond romantically progressivist constructions of language and
literacy education in the compulsory school years.
The study also serves to support a view of teaching as reflective and
informed practice.
involved

In this study, the teacher-researcher was deeply

in identifying problems and questions about practice, and

planning strategies and sequences to find solutions and answers to such
problems and questions.

As the report of the study documents, these

strategies and sequences were critically

informed

by the

teacher

researcher's knowledge of language, of learning, and of curriculum design
and development from both theoretical and practical perspectives. As part
of the study, it is argued that the possession and use of such a knowledge
base to question and shape practice is central to the activity of teaching, as
it is constructed as a professional rather than technical field.
In summary then, the study was designed and developed as an intensive
investigation of how children's writing development might be more
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effectively scaffolded in early educational contexts. A rich and d iverse data
base was amassed in the investigation, particularly with respect to the
curriculum contexts created in the teaching phase of the study, and the
written texts produced by the children within such curriculum contexts.
This data base has been used to build a particularly rich account of one
instance of educational practice, not simply as it might be of general
interest, but as it can critically inform current and future practice with
respect to the teaching and learning of language and literacy in the early
school years. Most centrally, the study represents eloquent testimony as to
how a genre-based approach to teaching and learning writing can, and
indeed should, involve more than "doing genres on Monday" or "doing
Reports this term". This function or outcome of the study is explored i n
the section that follows.

8.2 The implications of the study for l i teracy education in the early school
years

The teaching and learning of literacy in school contexts is a matter of
critical concern

m

the contemporary world. Indeed, as Christie (1990: 3)

observes:
late twentieth century Western democracies like Australia have actively built

so

much of their habits of thi..nking, of worki..ng, and of deali..ng with experience i..n t h e
wntten mode. Where we deny

our

children proper access to literacy a t this stage in

our history, we deny them capacity

to develop as fully rounded persons, able to

participate effectively in the workforce and to engage fully i..n democratic processes.

Few would debate this observation, but the educational world is still far
from reaching agreement on the pedagogical pathways by which "proper
access to literacy" might be gained. While some of the heat may h a ve
disappeared from the "genre versus process" arguments of a decade ago
(see Reid, 1987), competing claims as to "the best available teaching
methods" of literacy education (Dawkins, 1991: 5) are still evident at a l l
levels of professional and non-professional discussion o f this issue.
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The study reported here was motivated by the intention to consider claims
that a genre-based approach to teaching writing constituted "proper access
to literacy" for children in their early school years. The evidence
accumulated in the study with regard to the children's growing mastery of
the features of a number of written genres but particularly those of
Observation,

Narrative,

and

Report,

certainly

provides

strong

confirmation of such claims.
Indeed, it is argued that the study
demonstrates conclusively that a genre-based approach to the teaching and
learning of writing in the early school years can have extensive and
positive consequences for children's development of control over the
semantic and lexicogrammatical features of a range of text types or genres.
In the first instance, the study confirms the general value of a deliberate
and explicit approach to teaching children about different ways of making
meaning in writing in the early school years. Secondly, the study confirms
the specific benefits, in terms of children's learning, to be gained from
application of the particular cycle of curriculum activity associated with
genre-based pedagogy.
This cycle comprised the modelling and
deconstruction

of

texts,

with

respect

to

their

semantic

and

lexicogrammatical features; the scaffolding of learners' participntion i n
instances of text creation through joint construction of texts with teachers
and other "expert" language users; and the provision of opportunities for
learners to develop and extend their understandings of d ifferent ways to
make meaning in independent text creation.
Modelling, scaffolding, and the provision of opportunity for practice are
arguably generic strategies, with application to a vast range of teaching and
learning contexts, both independently and in conjunction with each other.
In genre-based pedagogy, they are proposed as an articulated sequence of
teaching and learning activity. In the study reported here, this sequence of
activity was adopted as the central curriculum or contextual frame for the
teaching and learning of writing. As the study unfolded, this cycle became
quite literally the "wheel" which drove or carried the writing component
of the overall program on. As the children participated in recurring cycles
or revolutions of the curriculum wheel, they came to understand the
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particular task demands of each stage in the cycle; they were able to revisit
and consolidate previous learning; and they were able to respond
confidently to new challenges and demands. Thus, even when the focus
or "topic" of any one cycle varied, for example from Narrative to Report
writing, the children were able to see that the central question of how
meaning is made in writing was still being explored.
The deliberate application of a genre-based cycle gave a coherence and
consistency to the writing program developed in the study. It also
provided a curriculum framework that was simultaneously capable of
allowing learners to approximate mature versions of targeted skills, and
providing challenges for learners to operate at increasingly complex levels
For example, the genre of
of social and intellectual functioning.
Observation was the focus of numerous cycles of curriculum activity over
the five-semester teaching phase of the study. Within each "revisiting",
the children involved in the study were able to participate at their
individual level of confidence and competence, and yet each one was also
challenged to come to terms with some "new" feature of the genre. This
capacity of the genre cycle or wheel to encompass and cater for varying
levels of individual

response and performance has not been well

articulated in the debate over genre pedagogy. Indeed, there have been
strong claims that the application of genre-based pedagogy is antithetical to
ideas about child-centredness and varying rates of development.

The

contexts generated in this study prove those claims to be inaccurate.
Analysis of the many levels of context implicated in this study also
revealed the operation of a more global curriculum cycle within which the
This cycle of teaching and learning
activity provided a framework for the exploration of the broad themes and
topics of interest that comprised the overall curriculum program
genre-based cycle was embedded.

documented in the study. The operation of both these cycles of teaching
and learning activity is a distinctive feature of the curriculum contexts
generated in the study. lndeed, it is argued that much of the coherence and
consistency identifiable in these contexts is directly attributable to the
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operation of these recurring cycles of activity, at both independent and
interactional levels. The outcomes of the curriculum contexts, at least i n
terms of the children's development of control over the features of
selected written genres, must similarly be attributable in some part to the
interaction of these cycles. In this respect, the study represents a strong
claim for the continued development of the tradition of integrated or
holistic curriculum organisation in early education.
On this point, the study provides conclusive evidence that a genre-based
approach to language and literacy education is not necessarily
incompatible with existing traditions and practices in education. For
example, a genre-based approach has been commonly proposed as an
alternative pedagogy which is opposed to the Whole Language
movement.

This study demonstrates how and where the beliefs and
practices associated with or "approved" within the Whole Language
movement can be informed by social theories of language and learning;

and thus, how the deliberate and explicit scaffolding of children's learning
that is associated with a genre-based approach can be construed as
appropriate practice within

contemporary

constructions

of W h o l e

Language philosophy and pedagogy. The study also demonstrates beyond
question that genre pedagogy is far from being a new label for a return to
traditional and narrowly conceived skills-based approaches to education.
In fact, it is argued that a genre-based approach, such as it was applied and
developed in this study, has the capacity to create "resistant and critical
readers as well as challenging and fluent writers" as a result of their
participation in contexts which cause them to "examine the ways language
works for the building and ordering of meanings" (Christie, 1990: 3).
In this matter, the study represents a deliberate and definable m o v e m e n t
away from "romantic" constructions of early education. In fact, the study
establishes that effective language curricula in early childhood contexts can
be characterised by high levels of linguistic and intellectual challenge for
young children.

In the teaching and learning contexts generated in this

study, children were meeting and mastering challenges that led to the
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confirmation and extension of their vast repertoire of linguistic and
intellectual understandings and skills. As a result of their experiences i n
the curriculum documented in this study, all of the children made
satisfying and successful transitions from a predominantly oral mode to
one that involved them in using both speech and writing in increasingly
complex and purposeful ways.
With respect to this latter issue, the study provides a rich source of
evidence regarding the children's growing capacity to create written texts
in response to the very deliberate and explicit contextual demands w i t h i n
their classroom program. Specifically, the study establishes that despite
their "tender" age and diverse backgrounds, interests, and abilities, all of
the children were able to achieve quite significant learning in the matter
of controlling the features of written Observations, Narratives, and
Reports. Indeed, the texts presented and analysed in the report of the
study provide evidence of children's ability to produce complete i f
rudimentary instances of the genre of Observation from their earliest
experience of learning to write in a school setting. Further, the texts
presented and analysed in the report provide evidence of children's ability
to learn how to produce not just longer Observations, but far more
elaborated and comprehensive accounts of personal experience.
Similarly, this study provides evidence of the significant levels of growth
in children's control over the features of the Narrative and Report genres,
as a result of participation in contexts where these features are subjected to
deliberate and explicit consideration.

The study also identifies areas of

difficulty experienced by the children in the matter of narrative and report
writing. These included the construction of evaluative-type meanings i n
narrative texts; the realisation of classificatory meanings in report texts;
and the use of scientific rather than everyday language i n report texts. I n
addition, the study draws attention to the different levels of control that
were established by the children over the three genres examined in the
report of the study. Identification of this difference is significant, in that it
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provides a basis for speculating about the nature of children's preschool
experiences with spoken narrative and non-narrative genres.
The main contribution of this study to the field of language and literacy
education lies in its deliberate and detailed exploration of the reiationship
between text and context in the early school years. This notion lies at the
heart of a social theory of language, as it has been developed by Halliday
( 1975, 1976, 1978) and as it is applied in the development of genre-based

pedagogy (see for example Hammond,
Derewianka, 1990; and Christie

et al.,

1986; Macken

1990, 1991, in press).

et
In

nl,

1990;

this respect,

the study and its findings regarding children's learning in genre-based
teaching and learning contexts have critical implications for the nature of
teachers' professional knowledge base. Specifically, the study represents
support for the argument that all teachers of language and literacy need
some knowledge of the structures and lexicogrammatical features of
various written genres; and the register configurations of the contexts
within which instances of such genres arise.

addition, the study

In

demonstrates the need for teachers to possess some knowledge of ways to
identify and evaluate the extent to which such structures, features, and
configurations are realised in individual instances of children's writing.
ln the context of this study, such a knowledge base certainly provided the
teacher-researcher with models of what she was attempting to help
children

achieve

in writing;

a framework

for judging

children's

movement towards knowledge and control of these models; and a basis
for making teaching decisions in the classroom, for both groups of young
learners and for individual children within such groups. Indeed, in this
matter, the study exemplifies what Rothery ( 1984: 69) has argued for some
time now:
the factors
teachers have an awareness of the varieties of genres and of
tandin
unders
s
� to shape
responsible for these, they will be able to use �
_
n may
childre
that
so
les
curriculum practice, or to direct teaching-leammg actJVJt
be enabled to learn to write more effectively.
once

�

_
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Such a conceptualisation of the teaching role has not been a predominant
feature of early educational practice in the second half of the twentieth
century . In this respect, the study represents yet another challenge to
.
romantic progressivism in language and literacy education, wherein
teachers of young children have been particularly beguiled into:
acc �pting an inequitable education system as far as the development of writing
a bilt t ies IS concerne�: one where the advantaged continue to be advan ta ged and t h e
disadvantaged conb.nue t o be disadvantaged. The advantaged students are those
who learn the structures of texts largely en their own accord.
They are not
.
expliCitly taught how to organise written texts but through their reading and
patterns of mteractwn they develop mastery of a range of written varieties. The
disadvantaged are those who, for a number of reasons, do not develop mastery of
the ways wntten texts are organised to achieve goals.
(Rothery,

1985: 76).

In the final analysis, this study offers a challenge to the profession of early
education to further investigate and restore good teaching practices in the
first years of school.

In the first instance, the study suggests that this

challenge can be met by making the teaching and learning ot writing a n
explicit rather than hidden agenda in early school contexts.

As Cazden

(1991) has recently noted, it is this issue of "explicit" versus " i m p lic it "
teaching and learning that i s more significant t o the future of language a n d
literacy education i n the Western world than all the arguments over
genre versus process". Secondly, the study represents documente d
evidence that an intellectu ally demandin g program of language and
literacy study is as appropriate in the early years of school as at any other
time. Young children are active, curious, and at times, sophistic ated
learners . This study demonstrates that restricti ng young children to
progra ms that only require the reconstruction of commonsense knowle dge
in everyd ay text forms undere stimate s their intellig ence. The notion o f
the impor tance of educa tion a s a challen ging and rigorous activit y i s by n o
decades
mean s a new concept, b u t it seems to have been lost i n the last few
of progressive, child-centred education al practice.
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The study also establishes the richness of a genre-based approach to
teaching and learning i n early educational contexts. Critics of genre-based
programs have been quick to argue that such a perspective on curriculum
development and language education will return us to the dullness and
formulaic orientation of traditional educational practice (see for example
discussions in Reid, 1987). This is far from the case, as this study shows.
Indeed, by comparison, the study shows conclusively that:
to learn to recognise and create the various genres found in one's culture is to learn to
exercise choices - choices in building and ordering different kinds of meaning and
hence, potentially, choices in directing the course of one's life.
such genres, with their patterned

uses

of language, is a

opportunity, and here the schools have
educational
students can

progranunes for the

Learning to control

matter of practice and

a major responsibility

to provide good

teaching and learning of literacy.

The

more

be encouraged to enter with real understandings into the ways t h e

written language works in creating the many written genres, the more enriched and

independent they will become.
(Christie,

1990 3)

Continued participation i n teaching and learning contexts that build such
levels of personal control and choice, during and beyond the early school
years, would allow many more children to achieve that goal which i s
increasingly prized i n contemporary educational circles, namely a critical
social literacy. However, in order to effect such participation beyond the
parameters of the single "case" reported here, significant changes needs to
occur within the design and development of language and literacy
programs in early educational settings. These changes may be effected by
pursuing the recommendations for practice and research noted i n the
section that follows.

8.3 Recommendations for practice and research

On the basis of the findings of this study of the relationship between text
and context in the early school years, a number of recommendations are
made.

These apply variously to the development and evaluation o f

language a n d literacy education i n school contexts, and are listed below.
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Child-centred, holistic paradigms associated with early
educational practice in the twentieth century should continue to
1.

inform the development of early childhood education in the
twenty-first century.
2 . The Whole Language approach, as it is informed by social theories

of language and learning, should continue to be regarded as a m a j o r
curriculum framework for the development of early language and
literacy programs in the twenty-first century.

3 . The role of the teacher in children's learning m early school
contexts should be reconstrued as an interactional one, with clearly
articulated responsibilities for deliberate and explicit intervention
in the processes by which children learn and use language, both
spoken and written.
4. The generic strategies of modelling, scaffolding, and providing
opportunities for practice should be significantly represented i n the
teaching and learning contexts in which young child ren learn and
use language.
5. A genre-based approach to teaching wntmg, as it has been
developed under

the auspices of the Disadvantaged Schools

Program in NSW, should be considered as a powerful curriculum
framework through which the teaching and learning of literacy can
be add ressed in the early school years.
6. All early language education programs should aim to develop

children's ability to assume a "critical reader" position with respect
to the spoken and written texts they encounter.
7. The pre-service professional development experiences of early
childhood teachers should include extensive exploration and
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critique of a range of theories of language, of learning,
instruction, and of curriculum design and development.

of

8. The in-service professional development experiences of early
childhood teachers should include the development of classroom
based research projects designed to document and evaluate a range
of pedagogical options in language and literacy education.

8.4 A postscript

Controversial

issues

m

education attract great tides of debate and

discussion. The teaching and learning of literacy in postmodern western
democracies is one such issue. In the course of this study, the teacher
researcher has encountered many diverse views on this issue. At times,
these views provided likely answers to the questions posed at the outset of
the study; at other times these views and answers provided nothing but
more questions. Some of these questions impinged on the study, and had
to be add ressed; others did not, but lingered nonetheless offstage, waiting
tantalisingly to be addressed. In the final analysis, the study proves only
one thing conclusively: however much we may d iscover about the
business of literacy learning in the early school years, it is as nothing
compared to what we have yet to learn. That remains the challenge for
the twenty-first century.
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